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Abstract 
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Math in the Dark: 
Tools for Expressing Mathematical Content by Visually Impaired Students 
 
by 
Patricia M. McDermott-Wells 
June 2015 
 
 
 
Blind and visually impaired students are under-represented in the science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics disciplines of higher education and the workforce. This is 
due primarily to the difficulties they encounter in trying to succeed in mathematics 
courses. While there are sufficient tools available to create Braille content, including the 
special Nemeth Braille used in the U.S. for mathematics constructs, there are very few 
tools to allow a blind or visually impaired student to create his/her own mathematical 
content in a manner that sighted individuals can use.  The software tools that are available 
are isolated, do not interface well with other common software, and may be priced for 
institutional use instead of individual use. Instructors are unprepared or unable to interact 
with these students in a real-time manner. All of these factors combine to isolate the blind 
or visually impaired student in the study of mathematics. Nemeth Braille is a complete 
mathematical markup system in Braille, containing everything that is needed to produce 
quality math content at all levels of complexity. Blind and visually impaired students 
should not have to learn any additional markup languages in order to produce math 
content. 
 
This work addressed the needs of the individual blind or visually impaired student who 
must be able to produce mathematical content for course assignments, and who wishes to 
interact with peers and instructors on a real-time basis to share mathematical content.  
Two tools were created to facilitate mathematical interaction: a Nemeth Braille editor, 
and a real-time instant messenger chat capability that supports Nemeth Braille and 
MathML constructs. In the Visually Impaired view, the editor accepts Nemeth Braille 
input, displays the math expressions in a tree structure which will allow sub-expressions 
to be expanded or collapsed. The Braille constructs can be translated to MathML for 
display within MathType. Similarly, in the Sighted view, math constructs entered in 
MathType can be translated into Nemeth Braille. Mathematical content can then be 
shared between sighted and visually impaired users via the instant messenger chat 
capability.  
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Using Math in the Dark software, blind and visually impaired students can work math 
problems fully in Nemeth Braille and can seamlessly convert their work into MathML for 
viewing by sighted instructors. The converted output has the quality of professionally 
produced math content. Blind and VI students can also communicate and share math 
constructs with a sighted partner via a real-time chat feature, with automatic translation in 
both directions, allowing VI students to obtain help in real-time from a sighted instructor 
or tutor. By eliminating the burden of translation, this software will help to remove the 
barriers faced by blind and VI students who wish to excel in the STEM fields of study. 
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
 
 
Background  
 
The Current Population Survey (CPS) employment data about people with 
disabilities  reported by the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)  
in September of 2010 was analyzed by the American Federation for the Blind to break 
out the specific data for vision loss disabilities (American Federation for the Blind, 
2012). This data is shown in Table E1 in Appendix E. They found that approximately 
75% of individuals reporting partial or complete vision loss were not in the labor force 
(i.e., unemployed and not actively looking for work). Only about 875,000 (22%) were 
included in the civilian labor force. The unemployment rate for the visually impaired was 
13.1% for those who were included in the labor force (actively looking for work).  
The share of college graduates majoring in Science, Technology, Engineering, 
and Mathematics (STEM) disciplines in the U.S. now lags behind much of the world. As 
of 2007, the U.S. ranks 29th of 109 countries in the percentage of 24 year olds with a 
math or science degree (Atkinson, Hugo, Lundgren, Shapiro, & Thomas, 2007). In 2009, 
the U.S. was ranked 24th out of 31 countries considered to have advanced democracies by 
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the Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development (Perkins School for the 
Blind, 2012). 
Many initiatives have been undertaken to identify the reasons for this and to 
suggest possible solutions. The common thread in all of the STEM disciplines is the need 
for higher mathematics.  
 
Problem Statement 
  
Blind or visually impaired (VI) university students are highly underserved in the 
study of mathematics, due to a paucity of useful tools that can convert and convey highly 
spatial mathematical notation into and out of a form usable by VI students (Archambault, 
2009; Archambault, Stoger, Batusic, Fahrengruber, & Miesenberger, 2007b; Karshmer, 
Gupta, & Pontelli, 2009). In addition, existing tools do not interface with each other well, 
if at all.   
 While there are numerous tools to enable the creation of Braille material for VI 
students, there are few tools that process in the reverse direction: tools that allow the VI 
student to produce print materials for sighted users from Braille input. This capability is 
vitally important for the VI student. Most of the tools that do exist are designed for 
institutional use or for publishing houses, and are financially or technologically out of 
reach for an ordinary student. When the scope is narrowed to the production of 
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university-level math notation from Nemeth Braille input, the offerings are almost non-
existent. 1 
Stanley (2008) clearly identifies the most salient issue confronting VI students 
and professionals. He asserts that lack of sight does not hinder the individual from 
learning math so much as it hinders the ability to communicate math-related concepts in a 
sighted environment. He defines a sighted environment as one that includes a dialog 
involving non-trivial mathematics, using visual renderings of the math being discussed. 
He asserts that two salient characteristics are required in an assistive tool to allow the VI 
individual to function in a sighted environment of this type:  the tool should allow a VI 
participant in a dialog to function on the same level as a sighted participant, and it should 
maximize user independence by allowing the VI user full responsibility for all format 
conversions. This second characteristic frees the VI individual from dependence on 
resources outside his/her control. Stanley’s required functionalities list is daunting, yet 
sensible for meeting the dual goals of independence and inclusiveness. The assistive 
technology tool must: 
- Provide for the conversion of all visual lines of communication into blind 
accessible formats  
- Allow the user to have complete and sole control over the conversion processes 
- Handle mathematics from basic arithmetic through college level, and be 
upgradable for additional math disciplines 
- Convert any associated text appearing with the math content 
                                               
1 In a recent email conversation with a blind accessibility consultant (Bahram, 2015), he confirmed this 
need: “Nemeth to MathML is a critical missing piece, especially on the authoring side, so I think there's a 
great solution space that you could fill there.” 
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- Back translate from Braille to sighted formats, including print and concurrent 
visual image for synchronous dialogs with sighted peers 
- Provide a math editor for creation and manipulation of math content 
- Provide a calculator to resolve equations to a single numeric value 
- Provide rapid translation to allow the VI individual to interact real-time in a work 
or school environment 
- Be portable enough to carry and must be usable on a desktop system 
- Provide conversion between the multiple Braille notations used internationally 
 
The need for real-time collaborative interfaces between VI and sighted users has 
long been recognized. Snyder (1994) states that the interchange of information between 
VI and sighted individuals must be immediate, without requiring sighted users to know 
Braille or any other special means of communication.  
Various projects have attempted, with varying levels of success, to address one or 
more of these requirements. These projects are discussed in detail below. First, however, 
an introduction to the significant characteristics of Braille will help to explain the unique 
problems faced in developing assistive technologies for the VI student. 
Braille is an encoding scheme for written representation of human languages that 
is used by blind and visually impaired individuals. It uses symbols formed from Braille 
cells, with each cell consisting of six raised dots arranged in two parallel columns of three 
dots each. Dot positions are identified by numbers from one through six, making a total 
of 64 possible combinations of patterns of dots within a single cell. A single cell may 
represent a letter, number, punctuation mark, or whole word in literary Braille. 
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Documents printed in Braille consist of raised embossed dots suitable for haptic 
perception using the fingertips  (American Federation for the Blind, 2011). Special 
embossing printers are required to produce this type of document (see Table E2 in 
Appendix E for currently available embossing printers and their costs). 
 Nemeth Braille (Nemeth, 1972) is an encoding method using the same six-dot 
Braille cell to convey mathematics in a compact linear fashion. It includes composition 
(or markup) indicators, termination indicators and change-of-semantic indicators, in 
addition to representations of letters, numbers, punctuation marks, and mathematical 
symbols. Because there are only 64 combinations of dot patterns, a cell pattern may have 
different interpretations depending on the context in which it appears. Furthermore, many 
representations require two Braille cells. Change-of-semantic indicators are used to set 
the context in which the cell pattern should be decoded. Termination indicators are used 
to end the effect of a prior indicator. Nemeth Braille employs semantic indicators with a 
much greater frequency than standard literary Braille. Nemeth also encodes numbers 
differently from how they are encoded in standard literary Braille (dotlessbraille.org, 
2002). Nemeth Braille constructs may be embedded within literary Braille material. 
Nemeth Braille provides a complete system of math symbols and the necessary markup 
encoding to express math at any level.  
 There are two main types of literary Braille in the U.S. for normal text 
manipulation:  Grade 1 Braille and Grade 2, or contracted, Braille. Because Braille has 
only 6 dots within a Braille cell, there are only 64 characters that can be created with a 
single Braille cell. Consequently, many representations require two Braille cells.  
Contracted Braille uses letters or short combinations of letters to represent entire words 
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or word forms that are commonly used. For example, the letter "p" in contracted Braille 
would be read by the Braille user as the word "people". For VI students in the U.S. who 
use Braille, math notation must be created in Nemeth Braille. Due to the context-sensitive 
nature of Nemeth Braille, however, back-translation from Nemeth Braille to text, when 
Nemeth is combined with Grade 2 contracted Braille, is an extremely difficult process. It 
is precisely that contextual information, however, that allows the visually impaired 
Braille user to consume and understand lengthy mathematical structures.  
 Nemeth Braille is also whitespace sensitive. In some mathematical expressions, 
spaces are required as part of the representation of a specific expression or symbol, while 
in other cases, spaces must not appear. For example, a comparison operator such as =  
(equals) must be preceded and followed by a space, while operators such as +  (addition) 
and – (subtraction) must not have spaces on either side (Nemeth, 1972).  
 It is the context-sensitive nature of Nemeth Braille which makes its translation to 
sighted format extremely difficult when Nemeth Braille is embedded within Grade 2 
contracted Braille. It should be understood that Nemeth Braille was developed prior to 
any significant interest in computer-based translations. While a complete redesign of the 
Nemeth Braille standard would simplify computer-based translation and bring it closer to 
modern conventions, there are significant barriers to adopting a completely new Braille 
notation, including the need to retrain VI users, instructors, and certified translators, the 
need to reproduce large volumes of work already available that use Nemeth Braille, and 
the need to rewrite existing software tools that currently offer translation of text to 
Nemeth Braille.  
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 Standard mathematics notation, which is highly visual, provides a rich sense of 
the nature and structure of its contents. Math symbols and their spatial arrangement allow 
the sighted reader to immediately understand the context of the math formula’s structure. 
When substructures are nested within other substructures, the spatial layout becomes 
especially important. When rendered in any form of Braille, the notation must be 
linearized. In fact, this is also done for the purposes of preparing math content for 
rendering in print for sighted users. Tex, LaTeX, MathML and other tools all provide a 
linearized representation of the math structure. For complex structures, however, this 
usually results in a substantially longer representation. Context of substructures becomes 
much more difficult to ascertain, a problem that is compounded by the limited length of 
the Braille display on Braille PDAs. This necessitates constant scrolling backward and 
forward to discern the levels of nesting and the context within which a particular 
substructure resides. The author has observed the deleterious effect this had on a blind 
student attempting to complete an algebra exam using only the available technology. The 
exam included polynomial fractions in both the numerator and denominator of a fraction. 
The student spent a majority of the exam time simply trying to determine the context of 
each polynomial term, and became increasingly frustrated as the exam time interval 
ticked down.  
 Karshmer, Gupta, et al. (2009) note that the current trend of mainstreaming 
students with disabilities has resulted in fewer math and science teachers with the 
specialized training required to teach both math and complex Braille notations. They 
further point out that the problem is dual-pronged, in that a solution to this problem 
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should not put undue burden on instructors. Lack of tools, however, leaves instructors 
with no means to support VI students. 
 An extensive survey on rehabilitation and employment of blind and visually 
impaired adults (Bell & Mino, 2013) concludes that the ability to use Braille results in a 
significantly higher likelihood of employment (58% for Braille readers vs. 44% for non-
Braille readers). Additionally, Braille readers have higher average earnings ($45,947 for 
Braille readers vs. $34,826 for non-Braille readers).  
 On June 19, 2013, the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services of 
the U.S. Department of Education released a “Dear Colleague” communication letter 
directed to all organizations and agencies involved in services to the visually impaired 
(Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services, 2013). This letter states that the 
1997 reauthorization of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 1975 (known 
as the IDEA act) requires public schools to provide for instruction in Braille and the use 
of Braille, unless the use of Braille is not deemed appropriate for the child. It notes, 
however, that the number of students actually receiving Braille instruction has decreased 
significantly over the last several decades. This letter’s purpose is to reaffirm to state and 
public agencies the importance of Braille instruction and to help identify resources 
designed to help meet the needs of visually impaired students. Nearly 30,000 students 
served under the IDEA act were reported as having visual impairment as their primary 
disability as of Fall of 2010. The letter states that the challenge for educators of these 
children is how to teach skills that are typically acquired through vision. It reaffirms 
Braille as a highly effective reading and writing medium for many of these impaired 
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children, providing both tangible and intangible benefits such as increased likelihood of 
productive employment and heightened self-esteem.  
 ViewPlus, a leading vendor of Braille embossing printers, quantifies this decline 
in Braille literacy in a recent email advertisement: “50% of legally blind school-age 
children in the U.S. could read Braille in 1960. In 2012, only 8% used Braille as their 
primary reading medium.”  Their advertisement shows a young boy with a tag line “I 
can’t read my own homework.”2  With Nemeth Braille literacy also, students will be 
unable to read or produce their math homework. 
 
Dissertation Goal 
 
 This research has designed a framework of tools specifically targeted to the 
production of Nemeth Braille math notation by and for VI students, in a well-integrated 
and accessible "dashboard-style" interface, that will allow a VI student to compete 
equally with non-VI students in math-intensive areas of studies. Specifically, two 
capabilities within the dashboard that are most crucially needed have been implemented 
as proof-of-concept: (1) a Nemeth Braille editor that facilitates the creation of math work 
by the VI student; and (2) real-time interaction with math notation between sighted 
individuals and VI students, or between two VI students, using a peer-to-peer 
communications approach similar to instant messaging. These two areas were the focus 
of this work, and these features have been designed to integrate with other existing tools 
to provide seamless creation of advanced math notation by VI users for sighted users, 
                                               
2 See advertisement in Appendix D 
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from input in Nemeth Braille to output in text with editable MathType or MathML 
objects. Both of these capabilities were implemented in a single software tool to allow 
seamless collaborative work between VI students and instructors or other students.   
 This effort was restricted to the Braille notation commonly used by VI students in 
the U.S., specifically Nemeth Braille. A small usability study for proof-of-concept 
(described later) was used to assess these capabilities. 
 The first area of focus, a Nemeth Braille Editor, offers enhanced methods of 
editing and exploring Nemeth Braille in a document. Sub-expressions within a complex 
math expression are presented hierarchically with the ability to visit and bookmark them, 
and to explore their content and context. Commands allow the user to validate input 
Nemeth Braille syntax for correctness. An automated translation to and from MathML 
for interchange with sighted users is also provided. Working with Nemeth Braille on a 
Braille PDA is an extremely tedious and error prone task. With a limited refreshable 
Braille display of 40 cells, and the fact that Nemeth characters often require multiple 
cells, it is very difficult to proofread for correct structure of the Nemeth input for 
structures with even a moderate amount of complexity. Appendix A shows an example 
of the types of errors that are difficult to find and correct. This Nemeth Editor can 
provide easy verification of Nemeth syntax.  
 This editor incorporates compiler construction theory approaches to parsing and 
validation, as well as other appropriate decision science methodology. It represents a 
partial work toward a complete back-translator.  
 The second area of focus, interactive math via an instant messaging (IM) 
approach with input and output modalities suited to both sighted and VI users, was 
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originally  prototyped in 2010 by a team of senior Computer Science students at Florida 
International University, as a semester-long senior capstone project, under the author's 
direction. Despite some implementation choices that restricted its full use (see Appendix 
B), the viability of the basic delivery concept had been successfully demonstrated. This 
capability (although implemented with different technology) is now a built-in feature in 
the Nemeth Braille Editor, allowing students to work as peers with other students or with 
instructors. 
 
Research Questions 
 
 This work attempted to answer the following questions: 
1. Given that Nemeth Braille is a context-rich encoding scheme for representing 
mathematical notation, can a syntax-directed Nemeth Braille editor be created 
using a compiler parsing and scanning approach? 
2. Can a compiler parsing and scanning approach be used to validate Nemeth input 
to determine if Nemeth constructs have been properly formed? 
3. Can the availability of a Nemeth Braille syntax-directed editor provide a 
statistically significant reduction in the time required by VI students to produce a 
given set of math expressions when compared to producing the expressions by 
Braille PDA input only without the editor? 
4. Can the availability of a Nemeth Braille syntax-directed editor provide a 
significantly higher quality of math content produced by VI students? 
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Relevance and Significance 
 
 The simple requirement to produce written math homework can require a dozen 
or more steps for a VI student. There is currently no simple way for an instructor or tutor 
to work one-on-one in real time with a VI student in math other than through a 
verbal/audio approach. Note that this can result in confusion as to the location of 
parentheses and grouping of expressions, without a very formal approach that is pre-
established between instructor and student. Lack of real-time written communication 
methods puts the VI student at a serous disadvantage to non-VI students. The VI student 
cannot simply drop in to visit the instructor during office hours to get personal assistance 
with math problems. The overwhelming majority of math instructors have never dealt 
with a VI student, and these instructors have no experience base on which to draw to 
provide assistance. Thus, working with a VI student appears to require an overwhelming 
amount of time and effort to which the instructor is ill-prepared to commit. The result is 
that the VI student is often left to fend for him/herself. 
 The author's personal experiences in working with VI students in math and 
computer science courses at Florida International University over a two-year period 
indicates that these circumstances cause the VI student to often fall behind the regular 
class students (adding to the discomfort of the instructor). The VI student often requires 
more than one semester to complete a single-semester course.  
 VI students are routinely pressured by the disability support services (and 
sometimes the STEM faculty) of their university to select a different major that will not 
require advanced mathematics courses (see Appendix C). If a VI student rejects these 
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suggestions, they are often hampered by slow or non-existent services that make it 
impossible for them to perform in math-intensive courses. This approach is legal, 
relatively simple, and clearly cost-effective for the university, but it effectively eliminates 
the overwhelming majority of VI students from all STEM disciplines. In fact, VI students 
are routinely waived out of even the most basic math requirements for a bachelor degree, 
in part because it is easier and cheaper to do so than to provide the support services 
required. The VI student, however, receives a university degree with an asterisk 
appended to it, noting that he or she has not actually completed all of the normal 
requirements. 
 Accessibility problems are being further exacerbated as universities move toward 
online delivery systems for courses. Whether fully online or hybrid courses, accessibility 
is often minimal. VI students often find that legal action is required to gain accessibility. 
Lawsuits regarding inaccessibility for VI students have been filed against Pennsylvania 
State University (National Federation of the Blind, 2010) and against Northwestern 
University and New York University (National Federation of the Blind, 2011a). Recently, 
two blind students at Florida State University have mounted a suit over inaccessibility of 
materials for a math course that relied on e-learning systems (Zou, 2011). These students 
charge that they were required to use inaccessible Web-based applications to complete 
homework assignments, tests, and quizzes, among other charges. Their allegations 
(National Federation of the Blind, 2011b) state that  
“In all cases, faculty members in the Department of Mathematics were generally 
uncooperative, unhelpful, and even hostile, and did not provide meaningful 
alternative methods for Mr. Toth and Ms. Principato to successfully complete the 
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required courses. As a result, both students are currently unable to continue their 
degree programs and find their careers indefinitely on hold.” 
 
Barriers and Issues 
 
 The primary barrier involved in working with Nemeth Braille is that it is a highly 
context rich and context-sensitive language for math constructs. More context-sensitivity 
comes when it is embedded within literary Braille. Nemeth Braille was introduced in 
1952, well before the age of programmable translators. Formal computer language design 
methodologies were not well-developed at that time, and no thought was given to 
supporting computer translation. Furthermore, it is the context-richness of Nemeth Braille 
that allows VI users to successfully read and understand math constructs. Visual readers 
tend to continually rescan an entire math construct and rely on the spatial structure to 
make sense of it. Since Braille is read by using the fingers, there is a very limited amount 
of material that can be currently "in focus" for the Braille reader. Furthermore, the 
construct has been linearized, with an almost complete loss of the spatial structure of the 
construct. Today's average refreshable Braille displays offer only 40 Braille cells. Since 
some constructs require two or more cells, the amount of material that can be displayed at 
one time is extremely limited. Thus the VI user must rely heavily on memory to process 
long sequences of math. The contextual indicators in Nemeth serve to disambiguate the 
structure of a construct and to allow the reader to have constant awareness of the context 
of the immediate term being read within the greater structure, thus being of great 
importance.  
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 To see this issue more clearly, consider an expression with multiple levels of 
exponentiation. A simple term such as 2 4x   is expressed in Nemeth Braille as ^ 2 4.x   
However, when this term appears as the exponent of another term, as in 
2 4 3,xy    the 
resulting Nemeth Braille expression would be ^ ^ ^2 ^ 4" 3y x    (Jayant, 2006). The ^ 
symbol in this example indicates a first order superscript, while the double ^^ indicates a 
second order superscript. At the end of the second order superscript, a single ^ indicates 
that the next portion is at the single order superscript level. Because the previous portion 
was at the second level of superscripting, this symbol has the effect of ending the second 
level of superscripting and returning to first level of superscripting. The "  symbol 
indicates return to baseline (no superscripting). Thus the ^ symbol has a somewhat 
different meaning depending on the context in which it appears, but in both cases has a 
vital importance to providing the current context of the subexpression. 
 In addition to being context-rich within math constructs, Nemeth Braille must also 
distinguish between text and math. Because contracted Braille uses abbreviations for 
commonly used words, Nemeth tags are required to disambiguate these abbreviations 
from the use of letters as identifiers or operands in math expressions. This presents an 
additional level of difficulty for back-translation. 
 A secondary issue is the lack of availability of a large cohort of VI students 
actively studying mathematics. As noted above, VI students are routinely discouraged 
from attempting math courses at the university level.  
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Limitations and Delimitations 
 
 This work was intended to be a proof-of-concept only, due in part to the barriers 
noted above. As such, the AB Editor and Chat capability was tested by a small cohort of 
visually impaired students and sighted peers or instructors, and with a limited set of 
functionality. 
 
Definition of Terms 
 
Assistive technology: defined by the Assistive Technology Act of 1998 as  “…products, 
devices or equipment, whether acquired commercially, modified or customized, that are 
used to maintain, increase or improve the functional capabilities of individuals with 
disabilities” (United States Government, 1998) 
Audition: the acquisition of information by an individual through the sense of hearing 
Blindness: a medical term indicating the state of being sightless; blindness is often also 
used to describe severe visual impairments in one or both eyes with some residual vision. 
Braille PDA: a mobile device offering Braille input capabilities via buttons; may include 
voice output, recording and playback, refreshable Braille display, and/or networking 
features. 
Haptics: the acquisition of information by an individual through the sense of touch and 
the orientation of that person’s limbs 
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Legal blindness:  defined by the U.S. Social Security Administration as best corrected 
visual acuity of 20/200 or less in the better eye; or a visual field limitation such that the 
widest diameter of the visual field, in the better eye, subtends an angle no greater than 20 
degrees (United States Government, 2010a) 
Refreshable Braille display: usually an electro-mechanical device with the ability to raise 
a series of pins arranged in Braille cell size patterns; the raised pins forms Braille 
characters that can be tactually detected by the VI user’s fingers. 
Acronyms 
Table 1 contains an explanation of the acronyms used throughout this document. 
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Table 1: List of Acronyms 
 
Acronym Explanation 
 
ANTLR 
 
Another Tool for Language Recognition; provides a framework for 
constructing interpreters, compilers, and translators from grammatical 
descriptions 
 
BRLTTY Braille screen reader for Linux 
 
DAISY Digital Accessible Information System; a standard for an electronic file 
format for audio-based electronic books. 
 
EBAE English Braille American Edition 
 
GOMS Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selections 
 
IM Instant Messaging technology 
 
JAWS Job Access With Speech; a text-to-speech tool commonly used by visually 
impaired individuals 
 
LALR(k) Look-ahead left to right parser that uses k symbols of look ahead 
 
NIMAS National Instructional Materials Accessibility Standard 
 
NUBS Nemeth Universal Braille System 
 
NVDA Non Visual Direct Access; a text-to-speech tool commonly used by 
visually impaired individuals 
 
STEM Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics 
 
UTDML Unified Tactile Document Markup Language 
 
VI  Visually impaired (includes partial impairment as well as total blindness) 
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Summary 
 
 It is evident that visually impaired students do not currently enjoy the necessary 
tools to allow them to participate equally with sighted students in any course in which 
advanced mathematics are required. Not only does the VI student have difficulty creating 
mathematical content in a form that can be used by sighted peers and instructors, but 
there is no way for the instructor to work with the VI student in real-time in any manner 
other than verbal explanations. 
 This work aimed to ameliorate that situation by providing tools that will help the 
VI student to compete on an equal basis in the study of mathematics.  
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Chapter 2 
 
Review of the Literature 
 
 This section provides a review of research in three major areas: tools for math for 
blind or visually impaired individuals, usability issues for use of software and web sites 
by blind or visually impaired individuals, and usability metrics for software and web sites 
for blind or visually impaired individuals. 
 
Visually Impaired Assistive Software Projects 
 
 Numerous projects have attempted to address computer-based translation to and 
from Braille over the years, with varying levels of success, but there is no single generic 
solution. Karshmer, Gupta, et al. (2009)  divide the approaches to math accessibility into 
static and dynamic approaches. Static approaches provide a format that is usable with 
assistive devices such as Braille refreshable displays or that can be embossed on Braille 
paper. Static approaches typically render math into Braille. Dynamic approaches render 
content in an interactive format, allowing the user to navigate the math content to 
investigate its structure. Dynamic approaches primarily produce audio, either standalone 
or in concert with other traditional techniques such as refreshable Braille displays.  
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 The MAVIS project by Karshmer, Gupta, et al. (1998) addressed the need for 
comprehensive solutions for blind students in the STEM fields. They rightly describe the 
requirements for this: 
Thus, a comprehensive solution to the problem should:  
- make it less difficult for blind students to read mathematics  
- make it less difficult for blind students to write mathematics  
- make it less difficult for blind students to read and edit the mathematics they have 
written  
- make it less difficult for sighted teachers to be able to read what a blind student 
has written  
- make it less difficult for sighted teachers to write mathematics so that it can be 
read by a blind student    
 
 They note that traditional approaches for translation from one language to another 
cannot be used because Nemeth Braille is not context-free. Their approach is based on 
programming language semantics and denotational semantics, in which the translation 
process is specified as mappings from sentences in one language to the parse trees of 
those sentences, followed by mappings from the parse trees of the first language to 
sentences in the second language. Only a small subset of Latex was involved in this 
work.  
 The approach of the MAVIS project was to develop a formal approach for the 
translation of Nemeth code to LaTeX and back using Logic programming and 
denotational semantics. A translation filter from LaTeX mathematics to Nemeth code was 
built in cooperation with TCI Software Research, and later incorporated into the 
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Scientific Notebook software package. For the back-translation portion, they propose 
using Definite Clause Grammars of Logic Programming to handle the context-dependent 
nature of Nemeth. The authors also discuss the need for tools to allow blind students to 
type and edit math expressions, but give few details on their intended approach to 
building such tools. 
 The MAVIS project work was partially commercialized as a tool named 
MegaMath, and incorporated into MegaDots, a part of the Duxbury suite of programs 
(Duxbury Systems, 2010). However, there is little documentation to be found about the 
back-translation features, and it appears this can only be done through MegaDots' own 
editor. The MegaDots editor must be used for input to translation. MegaDots is described 
as a "mature DOS Braille translator with powerful features for the volume transcriber and 
producer", and its primary focus is the production of Braille (Duxbury Systems, 2010). 
The price of this software is $595.00, well beyond the reach of an individual VI student. 
It does not appear to support input of Nemeth Braille, and thus, no back-translation 
capability. 
  Guo, Gupta, et al. (2000) noted that there were no parsers available that would 
parse Nemeth code to check its grammatical correctness because Nemeth code is context-
sensitive. They further claim that Nemeth is not an LALR(k) language. Their approach 
was to use a technique based on denotational semantics and logic programming to build a 
parser and transform Nemeth into an intermediate form that could be used to produce 
LaTeX or MathML, or some other type of code. This work was part of the MAVIS 
project discussed above. Their goal was to translate to and from Nemeth Braille. They 
were successful with the translation into Nemeth; this work was commercialized in the 
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Duxbury translation software (Duxbury Systems). While they claim to have been 
successful with the Nemeth to LaTeX portion also, it has been difficult to determine if it 
was ever commercially developed. Although Duxbury's web site briefly mentions this 
feature, a demo version showed no menu choices that would lead to back-translation. 
This work also does not support the translation of Nemeth Braille embedded in Grade 2 
contracted Braille. They note that this work was part of a larger system that includes an 
audio equation browser, which allows navigation into sub-expressions of a math 
expression. This audio equation browser capability appears in the MathGenie product 
marketed by Logisoft  (Logical Software Solutions, 2006). These commercial tools are 
priced for institutional use, and do not offer any simple way for a VI user to build math 
expressions in Nemeth Braille. MathGenie documentation suggests that an instructor 
should create the math expressions first, and then allow the VI student to explore them 
with MathGenie. MathGenie is apparently no longer available, and Logisoft appears to 
have moved into another commercial area. 
 Guo et al. (2000) describe the difficulties involved in translating Nemeth to 
LaTeX as being the context-sensitive nature of Nemeth, the space-sensitivity for specific 
expressions or symbols, and the spatial arrangements for specific operations. They note 
that spatial information is particularly difficult to represent as part of a grammar. 
 The InftyProject (Suzuki, Tamari, Fukuda, Uchida, & Kanahori, 2003) is an on-
going collaborative, multi-university research group focusing on research related to 
digitizing documents, improving user interfaces for scientific material, and improving the 
accessibility of scientific information for VI users. InftyReader, the flagship product 
resulting from this group, uses a special purpose OCR recognition engine that is able to 
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recognize printed math and scientific symbols and translate them into various output 
formats. InftyReader is able to recognize and translate most spatial math constructs that 
may reside within standard text and that may be more than one text line in height. It is 
able to process high-quality black and white PDF files and produce LaTeX output files, 
which can then be processed into Braille or other formats. The accuracy of the output is 
highly dependent on the quality of the PDF files. It does not support color input.  
 InftyReader first performs a layout analysis preprocessing operation that includes 
binarization, noise removal, and de-skewing of the page image, followed by separation of 
figure/table areas from non-figure areas. The next step is character recognition, which 
first separates each text line into math expressions and ordinary text, which are handled 
by separate recognition procedures. A clustering technique is then applied to reduce 
misrecognitions. Characters and math symbols are divided into clusters according to their 
shapes, and a centroid element is chosen as the representative symbol of the cluster for 
recognition purposes. A sequential appending and splitting technique is employed in the 
clustering; any cluster whose variance exceeds a threshold value is split into two new 
clusters.  Since accuracy of character/symbol recognition is the goal, the threshold should 
be set to a low value. The authors claim that this clustering technique is significantly 
faster than conventional clustering techniques such as k-means clustering. By improving 
the overall accuracy of symbol recognition, clustering reduces the amount of manual 
error correction required.  
Personal experience with InftyReader on algebra, trigonometry, and discrete math 
textbook material in 2011 showed results that ranged from dismal on low quality scanned 
textbook pages to 85%-95% accurate results on high-quality PDFs. For the dismal results, 
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it was clear that the entire textbook page contents could be typed from scratch more 
quickly than one could make all of the corrections on the results of the OCR scan and 
recognition. Better results were produced if textbook pages were pure black and white, 
and had plain one-column layouts; those with color and/or sidebars or multi-column 
layouts had relatively poorer results. In all cases, additional manual editing of the output 
was required to check the accuracy of both the math constructs and the accompanying 
text. To be able to edit the output required an additional manual step of converting the 
LaTeX file back to Microsoft Word document format. Nonetheless, this is apparently the 
only OCR engine available anywhere that can successfully scan and recognize multi-line 
spatial math constructs, and the accuracy of the math recognition was extremely good. 
Although Infty documentation and project support personnel asserted that very large 
documents could be processed in a single operation, personal experience found that 10-15 
pages was the practical limit that could be successfully processed at one time. 
InftyReader is priced for institutional use, at $800.00. 
The InftyProject also created InftyEditor, for authoring math documents, and 
ChattyInfty, which is an extended version of InftyEditor providing speech output of 
editing data  including math expressions (Yamaguchi, Komada, Kawane, & Suzuki, 
2008). ChattyInfty does not support speech input of content; only keyboard or menu-
based command input is supported.  
The UMA system (Karshmer et al., 2004) was developed by a multi-institutional 
collaboration with the goal of making mathematics universally accessible. This system 
consists of two subsystems: the navigation platform for providing interactive visual and 
aural navigation of mathematical entities, and the conversion platform, which handles the 
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interoperation between different formats for mathematical representation. It claims to 
provide conversion of any document in Nemeth Braille, Marburg Braille (used in 
German-speaking countries for math notation), MathML or OpenMath to any of these 
formats. This is accomplished by performing mutual inter-conversion with LaTeX format 
as the common middle step. Conversion of Nemeth to LaTeX  is based on the semantics-
based approach in the MAVIS project  (Karshmer et al., 1998). They note that there are 
still limitations to this approach, namely the need to enter spatially arranged math 
constructs in a linear fashion, and the ability to translate only standalone expressions (not 
embedded in text). UMA first separates textual literary Braille, spatial arrangements, and 
the rest of Nemeth Braille code by requiring that the input contain special begin and end 
markers inserted by the user. Note that this “instrumentation” of the Braille would have 
to be redone if a student received the document back from the instructor in LaTeX and 
needed to make revisions in Braille. There is no indication that this project has ever been 
commercialized in any form that is readily available to VI students in the U.S. 
 WinTriangle (Ebert, 2005) was an early scientific word processor for the blind 
using Rich Text Format (RTF). It allowed users to input math symbols and produced 
math output as speech for VI users. It relied on its own set of fonts representing both 
math symbols and operations. Used in conjunction with LaTeX2Tri (Thompson, 2005), it 
provided a non-real time communications link between sighted and VI users. 
WinTriangle relied on the Tiger Tactile Graphics and Braille Embosser technology from 
ViewPlus for producing tactile print output.  
 LAMBDA – an acronym for Linear Access to Mathematics for Braille Device and 
Audio Synthesis (Edwards, McCartney, & Fogarolo, 2006) -  is a collaborative project 
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that took a different approach to the problem. Although existing Braille systems for 
expressing mathematics differ from country to country, they all suffer from a common 
problem:  multiple 6-cell Braille symbols are required to represent a single mathematical 
symbol, resulting in lengthy Braille expressions. The LAMBDA code is based on 8-dot 
Braille cells, providing a total of 256 possible dot patterns, thus allowing most math 
symbols to be represented by a single 8-dot Braille cell in the LAMBDA notation. 
Mathematical expressions in LAMBDA, although linear, are significantly more compact 
than other 6-dot Braille math notations since many symbols can now be represented with 
a single 8-dot cell instead of two 6-dot cells. This is a clear advantage, given the 40-cell 
tactile Braille displays common on Braille PDA devices. LAMBDA code is based on the 
MathML XML-based notation for writing mathematics, providing direct conversion from 
LAMBDA code to MathML and vice-versa, despite the hierarchical nature of MathML 
and the linear representation of LAMBDA. Existing conversion tools from MathML to 
other popular mathematics notations such as TeX and LaTeX are readily available, giving 
a direct pathway from LAMBDA to production of math for sighted users. Given the 
massive effort required to convert existing Braille math publications, rebuild conversion 
tools, and retrain both translators and blind users, neither LAMBDA code nor any other 
8-dot representation has been widely embraced to date. LAMBDA is marketed in Italy at 
a cost of €180 (approximately US $221 at the time of writing). A demo version of 
LAMBDA shows that its interface is similar to that of MathType (Design Science, 2012),  
with menu choices and toolbar buttons that insert math symbols. 
MaWEn, an acronym for Mathematical Work Environment (Archambault et al., 
2007b), is a project whose goal is to provide synchronized graphical and Braille displays, 
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as well as other supporting functions to facilitate mainstreaming blind students in 
educational environments. This proposed model for collaborative mathematical work 
between sighted and Braille users uses the Universal Maths Conversion Library (UMCL) 
to provide synchronized views of mathematical expressions. Synchronization requires 
simultaneous updating during editing, and includes synchronizing the caret position. This 
project also addresses the issue of the length of math expressions by providing a 
hierarchical approach in which some branches of an expression can be collapsed into 
meaningful chunks. This allows the user to have an overview of the entire expression 
without having to move linearly through the entire detailed expression. More detail about 
this feature is provided in the work of Archambault et al. (2007a). Collapsed chucks can 
be given headlines in the form of mnemonic letters for shorter representations, and can be 
individually expanded for examination by the user. It is suggested that this will help to 
overcome the tactile Braille device display size limitation. However, they also note that 
these mnemonics can be confused for simple mathematical characters (such as variables), 
requiring the use of dot 7 at the start of the Braille notation to distinguish them as 
mnemonics. They point out that this cannot be done in standard ASCII-based math 
notation, however. This would seem to introduce an additional hurdle in translation back 
to sighted math notation, and may also conflict with other uses of dot 7 depending on 
which country’s math Braille system is used.  
MaWEn uses a subset of MathML called Canonical MathML (Archambault & 
Moco, 2006) which attempts to unify MathML structures into unique representations. 
MathML allows many types of mathematical constructs to be represented in many 
different ways, which increases the complexity of translation into Braille. Preprocessing 
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the MathML structures into this intermediate MathML representation guarantees that the 
underlying mathematical structure is represented in a unique way. These authors note that 
90% of the transcription work in converting MathML to Braille is this intermediate 
processing to canonical MathML. Converting a mathematical formula into canonical 
form ensures that it is a still a valid MathML structure, and that its visual representation 
does not change. This also reduces the final number of math constructs that must be 
supported for translation purposes. 
 Refining the ideas put forth in the MaWEn project to support carrying out 
calculations and computations, Stoeger, et al. (2006) note the need for the ability to visit, 
mark, and evaluate sub-expressions within a complex math expression. They suggest that 
sub-expressions can be selected or marked by pointing at an open parenthesis or other 
fence character3 and that the ability to collapse and expand sub-expressions should be 
supported. Questions that arise in implementing these ideas include how to allow the user 
to specify which portion should be hidden, what mechanism will convey that there is a 
hidden portion in the expression, and how to request expansion of a hidden, collapsed 
portion. This leads to the need to distinguish between the representation of the expression 
and the structural content of the expression. They suggest that a first view of a complex 
construction might convey only coarse structural information, such as the presence of a 
fraction, allowing the VI user to expand those portions of interest when desired. They 
also discuss the need for providing contextual support regarding the location of sub-
expressions within the whole expression. They propose that location context of a sub-
expression could be provided in a form similar to path information about a file within a 
                                               
3 Fence character: any delimiter used to partition an expression into sub-expressions; examples include 
parentheses, brackets, braces, etc. 
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file structure, since a math expression (like a file path) can be represented in a 
hierarchical fashion. 
 The BlindMath software (Pepino, Freda, Ferraro, Pagliara, & Zanfardino, 2006) 
claims to provide a specialized scientific digital editor for reading and writing 
mathematical expressions. It allows a blind user to open a LaTeX document and read it 
using the JAWS screen reader tool (Freedom Scientific). It requires custom JAWS scripts 
and a freeware math editor named “techexplorer”. It divides the document into text 
blocks and formula blocks to allow the user to navigate more easily. When in a formula 
block, the software creates a tree structure representing the expression, allowing the user 
to browse a complex formula by parts. For writing mathematical expressions, menu-
based commands are presented to construct the formulas. This feature is also dependent 
on the use of the JAWS screen reader tool. There is no use of Braille in this tool, but it 
does offer a limited means for a blind student and sighted instructor to communicate.  
Archambault, Stoger, et al. (2007a) propose several strategies to overcome the 
problem of maintaining context for the VI user, including synchronized views for 
collaborative work, collapse and expansion of substructures, editing facilities, support for 
manipulating and calculating functions, and context sensitive help for Braille codes. 
Several of these approaches have been attempted in the European community, and are 
detailed in this section. Synchronized views allow the VI student to communicate and 
collaborate in real-time with sighted students or instructors. (This capability has been 
prototyped by the author, and is described in Appendix B.) Collapse and expansion of 
substructures within a complex math notation is accomplished with the use of a structural 
tree. This is a very intuitive approach in that a tree immediately represents the hierarchy 
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of nested items. XML notation lends itself very well to this requirement, and is the basis 
of the MathML notation. It also helps to overcome the difficulties posed by lengthy 
linearization of complex structures. This approach was implemented in the MaWEn 
(Archambault et al., 2007b), MathGenie (Logical Software Solutions),  and Lambda  
(Bernareggi, 2010) projects, described in more detail elsewhere in this section.  
The need for powerful editing tools to support creation of Braille content is noted 
in  Archambault et al. (2007a). They suggest that numbers, delimiters (such as 
parentheses), and binary operators should be input directly via a Braille or ASCII 
keyboard, while complex structures should be input via menu-based commands. For 
variables, they propose multiple strategies based on whether the variable is comprised of 
a single letter or multiple letters, and whether spaces surround the letter or not. Once 
again, the burden is on the VI student to learn the specifics of the input commands in 
order to produce math content. 
Winsight (Gopal et al., 2007) was proposed in 2007 as an approach to back-
translation of Nemeth by using LaTeX as the intermediate step. At the time of this 
project, the authors assumed that most input would be hard-copy embossed Braille 
documents. Winsight contained an optical Braille recognition module to detect the dots 
via their shadows, using a .jpg image of the hard copy embossed document. Its separator 
module then attempted to detect which portions of the document contents were Nemeth 
constructs and which were contracted Braille. Nemeth constructs were enclosed in 
delimiters to identify them. The output from the separation module was then input to the 
back-translation module, which produced a LaTeX file which could subsequently be 
converted to a PDF file. The compelling aspect of this project was its claim to translate 
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complete mathematical documents, not just math constructs. They envisioned that the 
primary use of Winsight would be for grading answers to homework and exams. This 
was an NSF-supported research project, but there is no indication that it was ever 
commercialized and released. 
The BackNem 2.0 project (Jolly, 2007) is a proposed Java batch processor for 
back-translation from Braille to print, using either Nemeth code or EBAE (English 
Braille American Edition) system of Braille. It combines hand-written Java code with 
lexers and parsers derived automatically from hand-written ANTLR grammars, using 
ANTLR's semantic and syntactic predicates to handle context-sensitive lexical analysis of 
Braille. It strives to automatically differentiate text from math in the input document. 
Text items are analyzed for document context, syntax, and lexical aspects. BackNem uses 
five lexers for text analysis, plus two lexers for math analysis. It accepts North American 
ASCII Braille input, and produces a webpage or XHTML file with text content rendered 
using XHTML and math rendered using MathML. This project is indefinitely on hold due 
to the untimely death in 2009 of one of the main collaborators. It was never completed or 
commercially released. 
Bernareggi and Brigatti (2008) describe a prototype system to allow math input 
by speech, based on LAMBDA and the Dragon NaturallySpeaking software. They point 
out that VI users cannot write and simultaneously read the content they are producing like 
sighted users, because their hands are on the keyboard and cannot use the Braille tactile 
output at the same time. Speech input would allow simultaneous monitoring of their 
input. They suggest that this may be a simpler input modality in that the user must only 
remember math symbol names, not also the command names or shortcut key 
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combinations required to produce those symbols. The authors also address the issues 
involved in reading mathematics, and describe the two styles commonly used: 
presentation-oriented and semantics-oriented. Presentation-oriented reading is based on 
the linearized structure of math symbols, and reads them in the order in which they occur. 
Semantics-based reading discerns the structural context and presents the output according 
to that context. They point out that math expressions are usually read with a combination 
of presentation style and semantic style.  
Math reading style contributes to issues in working with blind students when 
tutoring and proctoring exams. Both the VI student and the supporting tutor must 
converse in the same math reading style in order to fully understand each other and 
produce accurate representations. Although this positions the supporting tutor as the ideal 
person to proctor and read an exam for the VI student, it also represents a potential 
conflict of interest if the supporting tutor is not the class instructor. Thus, providing 
assistive technology to achieve total independence for the VI student for both acquiring 
and producing math content becomes crucial to eliminating this issue. 
Bernareggi and Brigatti (2008) also note that speech input, while useful, is not a 
technique that can be exploited in all environments in which the VI user may find 
him/herself. Background noise that will degrade speech recognition and speech input that 
may distract others nearby are obstacles to its adoption as the sole technology. 
 OpenMath (Larsson, 2008) is another standard for representing mathematics 
which originated in Finland. It does not contain any presentation elements, but resembles 
MathML’s content elements (described later in this section) for presenting the semantic 
meaning. Its representation is based on OpenMath objects for denoting numeric values, 
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text values, symbols, functions, etc. An OpenMath-aware application, called a phrase 
book, can transform math objects between internal representations and a byte stream in 
another encoding. OpenMath provides three encodings: XML, a functional encoding 
similar to LISP, and a binary encoding for machine-processing.  
 To handle the semantic aspect, OpenMath uses content dictionaries to define each 
symbol used in an expression. A large number of content dictionaries have been provided 
by the OpenMath committee to cover different math disciplines. In fact, the 3.0 version 
of the MathML standard utilizes these OpenMath content dictionaries for the purpose of 
disambiguating constructs (W3C, 2010).  
 The Universal Maths Conversion Library (2008) is an open-source collaborative 
project whose goal is to provide a single API for conversions between different 
mathematical notations. It uses canonical MathML as its central representation in the 
conversion process. The complete specification of the canonical MathML used by UMCL 
is not yet publicly available. A UMCL plug-in for the Infty project software is also being 
developed to provide additional input and output modalities to InftyReader (Kanahori, 
Archambault, & Suzuki, 2008). 
 The NAT Braille tool (Mascret & Mille, 2011; Mascret, Mille, & Ollier, 2008) is 
a French product that provides a bi-directional transcription capability aimed at 
facilitating real-time interaction between sighted instructors and VI students. One of its 
primary goals was to offer a pedagogical approach to learning contracted Braille, by 
offering varying levels of basic and contracted Braille translations, based on the academic 
level of the VI student. This tool also supports math and chemistry notation. Both Braille 
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and print can be displayed, and both the VI student and a non-Braille proficient teacher 
can edit content in their mode and then refresh the display to the other mode. 
 Its architecture consists of three modules: conversion, transcription, and post-
processing. This modular approach allows it to be enhanced to support additional input 
file formats through the use of additional conversion modules, which produce an internal 
format file for use by the other modules. This product used and improved the XSL 
transcribing techniques that were used in the BraMaNet project (discussed below). It does 
not rely on dictionaries (tables), but chooses rules implemented via XSL style sheets 
based on a state machine. This approach allows dynamic combinations of different rules, 
and limits rules called only to those required for the particular chain of tokens being 
transcribed. The internal file format employs presentation MathML for representation of 
math expressions. The authors note that content MathML would result in fewer 
ambiguities in translation, but because presentation MathML is more highly used in 
documents, they have chosen to use it instead. They also point out that transforming 
content MathML into presentation MathML is easier than the other way around, which 
also was a factor in their decision. Two limitations of this product are that it has 
implemented French literary and math Braille codes only, and it requires a custom JAWS 
script to be installed by the VI user.  
Nemetex (Accessisoft, 2009) is a Java-based standalone Nemeth back-translator 
which accepts Nemeth Braille or normal text, and converts it into LaTeX. Created by a 
blind student to support her own graduate-level studies, it supports math through pre-
Calculus. It requires that one of two approaches be used for initial document creation, to 
avoid the complexities of context-sensitivity: (1) Math expressions must be tagged by 
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typing the command to switch to Computer Braille format. The command to switch back 
to Grade 2 contracted Braille must also be entered before any non-math text is entered, in 
order to distinguish the two types of input. (2) All math must be entered as Nemeth 
Braille, and all non-math must be entered as Computer Braille, using the command to 
switch to that format first. Failure to include the command for switching in and out of 
Braille formats may cause the translation to fail or be inaccurate. Strict rules must be 
followed for input, including leaving an empty line before and after each math problem. 
Nemetex does not provide an input editor, and requires approximately eight 
separate steps in the creation, translation, and transferring of files to do the translation. 
Most of these steps are done using other software products; only the back-translation 
itself is done by Nemetex. Unlike almost all other products, however, Nemetex is readily 
affordable by the individual student at a price of U.S. $99.00.  
Nemetex does an admirable job of back-translation when all rules are carefully 
followed. However, its many rules require tedious editing of the input file with 
considerable probability of error, and the many steps required in producing output, with 
dependence on other products, make this a limited tool for math production by the VI 
student. More importantly, when a file is reviewed and returned by an instructor for 
corrections, it would presumably be returned in LaTeX format, which can be easily 
translated into Nemeth code, but would be lacking the switching command tags (which 
are removed by Nemetex during the back-translation process to LaTeX). In order for the 
VI student to make the corrections and again produce LaTeX output, all of the switching 
command tags for the entire document would need to be re-entered once again.  
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Liblouis (Liblouis.org, 2009) is described as an open-source Braille translation 
and back-translation project. It was derived from the BRLTTY screen reader for Linux, 
and is implemented as a Windows DLL file or as a shared library for Mac OSX and 
Linux. In addition to print format, Liblouis also supports the DTBOOK XML format for 
audio books. It uses translation tables with opcodes to define attributes such as digit, 
punctuation, letter, etc. It is extensible – users may add their own translation tables. 
While the Liblouis project site lists back-translation among its features, it has limited 
support for back-translation of Nemeth, as reported by its authors. In fact, a scant 
paragraph is devoted to back-translation in the 31-page User’s and Programmer’s 
Manual. When tested, back-translation of Nemeth code did not function reliably and 
robustly. The project authors suggested that the test code was faulty, and refused to 
elaborate, although their instructions were faithfully followed.  
Creation of translation tables to support the use of Nemeth code within contracted 
Braille would be difficult and is presumably the reason for the very limited support for 
back-translation. It should be noted that Liblouis was a joint open source 
software/commercial venture, and there may well be commercial competitive issues that 
have limited the work in the area of back-translation (see Appendix B). It appears that 
work on Liblouis is waning, with open source activity now focused on the BrailleBlaster 
project described below. Egli (2009) notes that the differing translation rules for each 
Braille language limit the commercial viability of any translation software, thus 
discouraging commercial entry into this market. This open source project was intended to 
be the solution to this problem, but it has clearly failed to meet the back-translation 
requirements of the VI population. 
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Bernareggi (2010) addresses the special case of mathematical expressions that 
cannot be well represented in sequential patterns, such as matrices. Although elements of 
a matrix can be listed in a sequential format, the blind user could not easily explore the 
diagonal of the matrix. The author proposes a table-based approach to representing 
structures such as matrices, polynomial division, and even automata. This approach has 
been integrated into the LAMBDA project. The authors also demonstrate this approach 
for polynomial division, solving inequalities, and representing automata. While it seems 
intuitive for matrices and automata, one could question whether learning a completely 
new representation leads to understanding of the original math concept, or simply places 
another burden on both the VI student and any instructor working with the VI student. 
The authors admit that no formal studies had been undertaken, and that their results were 
based on observation of five VI students.  
 The W3C Math Working Group released its third version of MathML (2010), an 
XML-based low-level specification for describing mathematics, in 2010 in an effort to 
standardize the presentation of math constructs in web pages. This specification is 
designed to capture both the structure and content of math notation. There are two main 
sets of markup in MathML: presentation markup and content markup. Presentation 
markup is used to display math expressions, and is meant to provide the syntactic 
structure of the expression. The W3C Math Working Group notes that although rigorous, 
math notation can be ambiguous, context-dependent, and community dependent. This 
underlines the need for the content markup, which is used to convey the mathematical 
meaning (semantics) of math expressions. Content markup allows the underlying math 
structures to be encoded explicitly, without regard to how it is presented aurally or 
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visually, facilitating precise interchange of information. Presentation elements start with 
the letter ‘m’, while most content elements start with the letter ‘c’. 
 In Content MathML, math objects are represented as expression trees, in which 
the terminal nodes represent basic math objects such as numbers, variables, arithmetic 
operations, etc. Internal tree nodes represent the application of functions or other 
constructions that build up compound objects. It should be noted that MathML does not 
codify all of mathematics, but rather provides a relatively small number of commonly-
used constructs which is adequate for formulas used from kindergarten to the first two 
years of college. It does, however, provide a mechanism for representing constructs not 
included in the base collection. MathML uses content dictionaries based on the 
OpenMath standard to contain the symbols it defines. 
 Fajardo-Flores, Andrade-Arechiga, et al. (2010) propose a tool to convert 
MathML algebraic expressions to a linear representation in an ASCII-Braille file that can 
be used for embossing, and also into a navigable hierarchical representation with 
expansion and contraction support. The current prototype has the following limitations:  
input must be in the form of content MathML; only basic algebra operations up to root 
and exponentiation are supported; it converts into CMU Braille (Unified Mathematical 
Code) – the standard Braille for Spain and Latin America; additional scripts are required 
for screen-reader software to read its output. It uses a table lookup to translate the 
MathML into ASCII-Braille. The resulting output file must then be used with a program 
that can produced printed embossed Braille, such as Duxbury. For the navigable tree 
representation, the process is to convert the content MathML into an XML format, and 
then generate a prefix tree of the equation, followed by conversion to an infix tree which 
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can be read by screen reader software. This infix tree can be expanded or collapsed to 
hide or show additional detail of the hierarchical structure. Assuming that the enhanced 
script for the screen reader software is able to read the infix tree in an appropriate 
presentation-oriented style, this tool will be useful for VI students, but will not support 
easy use by a concurrent sighted user, due to the infix layout of the visual output.  
 The BrailleBlaster project (BrailleBlaster.org, 2011), an open source development 
initiative commercially sponsored by ViewPlus and AbilitiesSoft, aims to provide the 
ability to produce Braille documents containing images suitable for embossing. They 
embed tactile graphics using the Unified Tactile Document Markup Language (UTDML) 
standard. The BrailleBlaster project will utilize Liblouis for its translation features. 
Although the scope of this project is quite wide, there is no intention to provide support 
for back-translation of Nemeth Braille. 
 Older projects for math accessibility include Labradoor that converts LaTeX to 
Marburg Braille used in Austria; Bramanet, an XSL Style Sheet that produces French 
Mathematical Braille from MathML; and math2braille which produces Netherlands' 
Braille code and Nemeth code (Archambault et al., 2007a). BrailleTrans  (King, Evans, & 
Blenkhorn, 2002), with no back-translation and Symbolic Braille Translation (SBT) 
which produces Spanish standardized math Braille into MathML (Alonso, Fuertes, 
Gonzalez, & Martinez, 2006) are additional projects. 
 Non-text approaches described by Karshmer and Farsi (2007) include tactile 
representation, audio aids (including audio reading of equations), tonal representations 
for graphs, and haptic devices for graphs and diagrams. The L-MATH system (Barbieri, 
Mosca, & Sbattella, 2008) includes an editor for keyboard input of math, an audio 
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component for reading math expressions, and a tactile exploration device for conveying 
spatial information about graphs and other images using sound and tactile stimulation. 
The math editor requires that the expression be described by a LaTeX file, but the authors 
claim that the architecture will allow extension to other formats. The Infty project is 
working on a Braille-embedded tactile graphics editor (Kanahori, Naka, & Suzuki, 2008) 
which is envisioned to be able to separate text, math and graphical elements for 
translation into a tactile form. 
 Other non-Braille approaches to support VI students of math include a project that 
will detect math content in web pages, and then extract and render the math components 
in a separate window to allow manipulation (Alajarmeh, 2011). The work purports to 
allow VI students to practice solving algebraic problems. It provides some editing and 
math features such as history of steps performed, the ability to delete terms, combine like 
terms, cancel terms, replace and insert terms, etc. Accessibility for VI students is 
provided via text-to-speech and audio feedback. The target audience is middle school 
mathematics students. SKDtools software provides auditory and tactile data 
representation for interpreting work produced using the MATLAB product (Smith-
Kettlewell Eye Research Institute). Auditory feedback uses spatial location and frequency 
to represent MATLAB plots, and tactile graphic functions allow embossing of charts, 
graphs, images, and text. 
Only one of these projects (NAT Braille) targets the production of math by the VI 
student entering Braille code. None of these projects support the entry of Nemeth Braille 
by the VI student and none provide editing and verification support for Nemeth code 
input. Using these products, even if available and viable, would require that the VI 
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student instrument the Nemeth Braille with the markup tags required by the specific 
product, and then translate the resulting document. When the document is returned from 
the instructor with instructions for corrections and re-translated into Nemeth Braille, the 
student will need to make the corrections and then instrument the entire document once 
again with the markup tags required by the product. Aside from the tedious and time-
consuming aspects of this duplication of work, each edit of the document introduces the 
possibility of new errors in the markup tags or the Nemeth Braille itself. A Nemeth 
Braille editor with validation capabilities would substantially reduce the possibilities of 
such errors and would reduce the overall time and effort required by the VI student to 
produce a math notation document for a sighted reader. 
The LEAN (Linear Editing and Authoring Notation) Math system (Gardner, 
2014) extends the concepts from the Triangle project and the European Lambda project 
into a fully Unicode notation. It is based on presentation MathML, presumably to aid in 
translation for sighted viewing. Single LEAN symbols are used to represent important 
math constructs such as fraction, table, and script indicators. LEAN installs as an add-in 
to Microsoft Word. Like every other approach to math notation (including Nemeth 
Braille), this is a linear representation. The authors provide sample images and the 
corresponding text representations that could be read by a VI user.  
The authors state that Braille cells for all LEAN indicators could be defined. The 
main advantage of this notation would seem to be the attempt to use a single symbol to 
represent the more complex mathematical symbols. The authors claim that “If 8-dot 
Braille is used, most equations could be written without needing multiple cell 
symbols…” yet also state that “One would still need multiple Braille cells for more 
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advanced characters…”.  This notation would suffer from many of the same issues as 
other attempts to redefine notations: learning curve for users, learning curve for 
translators, need to republish existing materials, etc. Samples of the LEAN Math notation 
are shown in Appendix F. 
 The KeySoft application for the BrailleNote Apex Braille PDA by HumanWare 
was updated in 2104 with version 9.4.1 to permit its word processor to support the input 
of Nemeth Braille and the translation to print (Humanware, 2014). However, the user 
manual does not provide any indication of the output format that is used.  
 An open source project called Braille Expresso for C# (Morales, 2014) provides a 
library for developers to allow translation to Braille, including Nemeth. There is no 
indication that translation from Braille is a future direction in this project.  
Virtual Pencil Algebra (Henter Math LLC, 2005) takes a very different approach. 
It provides a work area with standard math notation in its normal spatial layout, but each 
term in the work area can be accessed through key movements. Descriptions of each term 
are provided, and the student can use this tool to produce standard math notation by 
inserting symbols and templates into the work area. In this sense, it is similar to how 
MathType works. The major difference is that the interface for inserting symbols and 
templates is designed for text-to-speech to support VI students. This product also has a 
tutor mode that will guide the user in how to navigate through a math notation in the 
work area. There is no use of Braille at all in this product, but it does provide a way to 
produce math, and has the added benefit of providing information about the spatial layout 
of the math notation.  
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Usability Issues for Software for Visually Impaired Users 
 
 Generally accepted guidelines for interface design provide a starting point when 
designing software for the VI user. Shneiderman, Plaisant, et al. (2010)  list the following 
general guidelines for interface design: 
- Strive for consistency:  consistent use of terminology, color, layout, capitalization, 
fonts, etc., should be employed. 
- Cater to universal usability:  the design should support plasticity, allowing 
transformation of content to meet the needs of differences in skill levels, age ranges, 
disabilities, and variations in technology. 
- Offer informative feedback: the system should provide modest feedback for frequent 
and minor actions, and substantial feedback for infrequent and major actions. 
- Design dialogs to yield closure:  clearly organize sequences of actions and include 
informative feedback at the completion of the actions to ensure users know the task 
has been completed. 
- Prevent errors: the design should, as much as possible, protect users from making 
serious errors, by disabling inappropriate action commands and preserving input data. 
- Permit easy reversal of actions: the system should provide a robust recovery 
mechanism (such as an undo action). 
- Support internal locus of control: allow the user to have control of the interface; avoid 
surprises or changes in familiar behavior, tedious data entry, difficulty in locating 
required information, and inability to produce the desired results. 
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- Reduce short-term memory load:  do not make it necessary for users to remember 
information from one screen that will be required on another screen.  
 While all of these guidelines are generally applicable to the design of software for 
VI users, there are additional and/or enhanced design strategies that must also be 
considered. In particular, the Section 508 Standards Guide (2010b) adopted by the U.S. 
government for all government agencies provides strong recommendations to maximize 
accessibility. Other researchers have detailed specific issues, as discussed below.  
 Snyder (1994) describes the limitations that VI individuals face in acquiring 
information. Although a sighted person focuses on specific pieces of information at any 
point in time, in reality a large additional set of information is being simultaneously 
perceived and processed through vision. Snyder points out that no other human sense has 
this same capability. VI individuals are denied this rich visual intake, and must rely on 
audition or haptics to attain information. Neither audition nor haptics can provide the full 
sense of spatial relationships, and both methods also suffer from a quicker loss of 
information during longer periods of information input. A VI person thus processes a 
more complex mental model of their environment that requires more mental “operators” 
for completing a task. Additional steps are taken in building mental images and mental 
mappings, resulting in an overall increase in task complexity. Snyder offers a 
comprehensive set of guidelines for the design of software for VI users. He makes the 
following general recommendations for an interface designer of software for VI users: 
- Help to alleviate the mental burden by removing any user operations that are not 
directly involved in meeting the desired goal. 
- Provide as many memory aids as possible. 
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- Provide a mechanism for the VI user to determine his exact location within the 
application work area, such as row/column information in spreadsheets, or 
line/column information in text files. 
- Provide immediate feedback of the effect of a user’s actions. 
- Ensure that changes in modality are clearly noticeable, either by warning or by 
requiring a special command to change modes. 
For text-based manipulation, Snyder’s recommendations are to: 
- Maintain the visual layout or landscape of a text document, such as indentations, 
white space, titles, etc. For attributes that are visual in nature, such as color, suitable 
replacement methods must be included to indicate these changes in the document. 
Similarly, input by the VI user should include the ability to use these same layout 
attributes. 
- Provide scrolling ability to “jump” the cursor position forward or backward in various 
increment sizes, such as a distance less than or equal to the length of the Braille 
refreshable display device in use, the length of the document page, etc.,  instead of 
simply moving character by character. 
- Provide several reading modes: (1) Fixed window advancement that shows a text 
segment exactly equal to the display size or user size preference, without regard to 
where the display’s vertical boundaries are in the text (partial word or sentence 
display may result). The next refresh of the text should always start with the complete 
display of any word that was partially cut at the end of the previous line; (2) Variable 
window advancement that shows a text segment that adjusts the output size so that no 
incomplete words are displayed. 
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 It is important to note that many of Snyder’s recommendations have the goal of 
reducing the amount of time that a VI user consumes in moving around a document while 
working with it. Information about current cursor location and system/application context 
must therefore be considered key elements in the successful design of an interface for VI 
users. 
 Dealing with the GUI aspects of software present more difficulties when 
designing interfaces for VI users, primarily due to the conveyance of visual metaphors 
such as icons. Snyder (1994) notes that a metaphor carries meaning via four properties: 
its location, its shape and color, its relationship to other metaphors, and the need for 
mouse control. Snyder points out that the only viable way of replacing icons is by using 
text, although only a small part of the metaphor information can be conveyed in that 
manner. 
 Snyder (1994) classifies systems for VI users into two categories: those that 
overlay existing interfaces that were designed for sighted users, and those that are 
constructed solely for VI users. He notes that a runtime environment with a high level of 
interface information provides significant advantages over a custom designed non-VI 
interface. He singles out Windows for its high level of customizability and accessibility 
of interface information. However, he points out that most overlay type systems struggle 
with converting visual metaphors such as icons, and do not provide the extensive memory 
aids required by VI users, requiring the users to essentially remember the screen layout. 
On the other hand, custom designed software applications for VI users often exclude or 
make difficult their use by sighted users. Snyder recommends an integrated system that 
will allow real-time collaboration. 
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 Snyder further recommends translating the GUI into an equivalent nonvisual 
interface by consistent definition of objects such as windows, menus, options, etc. Down 
and up should become synonymous with more and less information, with a down key 
(such as a down arrow) opening up a more detailed description of the currently selected 
item, while an up key collapses the additional information. Consistency in keystroke 
definitions such as these will reduce the user’s memory load and the time required to find 
commands for these purposes.  
 Snyder (1994) offers additional guidelines for the overall aspects of software for 
VI users, including: 
- Installation and execution of the software should be simple and straightforward. 
- All product documentation should be accessible in electronic format. 
- The software should provide shortcuts for experienced users, yet simple walk-
throughs or wizards for novice users. This should include the ability to redefine 
function keys according to user customization preferences. 
- Sufficient feedback should be provided to ensure that the user is aware of current 
status and any problems encountered, including but not limited to auditory 
enhancement to alert users to possible errors or dangers, but auditory enhancement 
should be replaceable with another mechanism in the event the user is in a noisy or 
quiet environment. 
- The software should provide support for various input/output modalities, especially 
for navigational input, including standard keyboard, Braille keyboard, and voice 
input.  
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- Locational information in both absolute (in regard to the entire file or product) and 
relative (in regard to the current page or screen) forms should be readily accessible. 
- The software should support window-to-cursor binding, such that when the window 
of information is refreshed, the cursor is placed in the appropriate position (e.g., start 
of the new line, or start of the word that was partially cut off on the previous line). 
- Only menu choices and options that are contextually relevant at the given time 
should be available. Snyder suggests using auditory or tactile feedback to indicate 
when a choice is unavailable.  
- The software should practice “forgiveness” for providing a means to undo erroneous 
actions whenever possible.  
- A wide range of special peripheral devices such as scanners and Braille input/output 
devices should be supported. 
- The software should be expandable and upgradeable with minimal effort, and should 
be compatible with other typical software, such as word processing products. 
- Networking capability should be included to allow communication and collaboration. 
- Collaboration between and use by both VI and sighted users should be supported. 
This includes allowing both parties to be able to track the actions of the other party as 
they occur. 
Usability testing is another area of concern for software designed for VI users. 
Barnicle (2000) points out that most usability testing is done with able-bodied 
participants, with little or no consideration for the physical characteristics of the intended 
user. Screen reader technology presents only one item at a time, denying the VI user the 
additional contextual information conveyed by placement and proximity of objects as 
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well as visual separators such as boxes and borders. Although appropriate labeling of 
controls helps to convey context, it does not replace the complete set of contextual cues 
enjoyed by sighted users. System status feedback for VI users often requires a mode 
change, and may come much later than visual feedback would be delivered to a sighted 
user. Barnicle also stresses the importance of consistent support of commonly used 
commands in the Windows environment. 
D’Andrea (2010) performed a study assessing both the practices and preferences 
of VI high school and college students regarding their use of Braille versus assistive 
technology devices. She notes that previous studies have found that fully half of visually 
impaired high school students are not receiving assistive technology services, in spite of 
federal legislation that supports this. It is noteworthy that while D’Andrea’s original 
interview questions did not include any questions about Braille use for math, students 
consistently brought up this issue. D’Andrea subsequently revised both her interview 
questions and survey questions to include mathematics separately from other reading and 
writing questions.  
 Findings from D’Andrea’s study that are relevant to this current work include the 
following: 
- All of the college students indicated that they rarely use Braille since most of their 
textbooks and other instructional materials are electronic, with the exception of 
materials for math, science and foreign language study. 
- Students commented that they preferred Braille for math because “…math is a visual 
subject”. 
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- All students strongly stated that they would advise other blind students to learn and 
use technology, because they felt that it made school work easier to do. 
- 49.4% of students reported using a portable Braille note taker device (Braille PDA) 
device to do most of their schoolwork. 
- 53.2% strongly agreed that when they had a difficult assignment, they prefer Braille, 
with 70.1% stating that the device they use is based on the particular assignment. 
- 51.9% use text-to-speech for most of their schoolwork. 
- 70.1% use Braille-based material for math, and also indicated that they do not find it 
easier to listen to math using text-to-speech. 
- Almost 80% of the students felt that Braille is a foundational part of a blind student’s 
education. 
These findings support the use of Braille as the primary input and output mode for 
the VI interface mode of the current work. 
Imke Durre (2010), who is blind and holds a bachelor’s degree in applied 
mathematics and a Ph.D. in atmospheric science, points out that solutions and strategies 
for VI students of math-rich courses are viable only when they are academically 
acceptable to the instructor and university, when the resources required are readily 
available, and when they are consistent with the student’s needs and abilities. Quality of 
the math content produced by a VI student is clearly an important factor to achieve 
acceptability by instructors. 
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Usability Metrics for Software for Visually Impaired Users 
 Judging the quality of an interface design requires the involvement of users plus a 
means to quantify the workings of the interface. Raskin (2000) emphasizes that without 
quantitative guidelines, one can only guess at how well the interface design works and 
how much room there is for improvement of the design. He discusses two approaches to 
quantification of an interface:  the GOMS keystroke model and his own Information 
Theoretic Efficiency measurement, which are described below. 
 The GOMS keystroke level model (GOMS-KLM), originally developed by Card, 
Moran, and Newell (1983) is commonly used to predict the average time required to 
complete the use of a GUI screen. It calculates the average time by summing the times 
required for individual keystroke-level actions which are part of the task. GOMS-KLM 
can be used to compare alternative interface designs. It has also been used to predict 
screen times when the input modality is speech instead of keyboard and mouse (Begel & 
Kariv, 2002; John, 1990; Migneault, Robert, Desmarais, & Caron, 2007).  
Begel and Kariv (2002) focused primarily on navigation of text documents by 
speech, and showed this has two major limiting factors:  (1) speech recognition 
performance, which may slow down interactive use, and (2) cognitive load in 
remembering speech-based commands. Their analysis concludes that the most important 
factor in searching through a text document is how recognizable the target phrase is. 
Recognizability is related to how unique the phrase is, and whether the user knows the 
exact wording of the desired target. Actual distance to the target was not a significant 
factor. They define total navigation time as the sum of all commands that move n lines in 
the document times the delay in recognition plus the time required by the user to scan the 
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text after scrolling. Because this current work will deal with mathematical expressions 
and not text documents, it is expected that recognizability will be based on context level – 
where in the overall expression the target phrase (sub-expression) resides. 
John (1990) developed extensions to the GOMS keystroke level model to provide 
operators for auditory input to the user and voice output by the user. Cognitive operators 
are placed before each voice output event to represent the time required by the user to 
plan the response. 
In a study comparing voice with touch screen (Migneault et al., 2007), an average 
voice production rate of 175 words per minute was used in the GOMS-KLM model. A 
mental operator was placed before each voice event in this study also. Results indicated 
that task execution time could be decreased by up to 67% by using voice input over touch 
input. It should be noted, however, that errors in speech recognition were not considered 
in that study. 
 Raskin (2000) introduced the Information Theoretic Efficiency measurement, 
defined as the ratio of the minimum amount of information necessary to do a task to the 
amount of information which the interface requires the user to supply. This measurement 
can help to identify unnecessary work required of the user by the interface to accomplish 
the task. He defines information as quantification of the amount of data in a 
communication, such as a click of a mouse button to a machine. To measure the 
efficiency of an interface, the lower bound must first be determined as the minimal 
amount of information a user must provide to complete the task at hand (independent of 
the interface design). If the work required by the interface exceeds the minimal work 
required to complete the task, then there may be interface design changes to improve the 
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efficiency. Raskin cautions, however, that an interface design with a high or perfect 
Information Theoretic Efficiency measurement is not necessarily the best design in terms 
of overall usability. 
When considering an interface used by VI individuals, Alonso, Fuertes, et al. (2008) 
suggest that specific usability requirements, which impact all of the standard models used 
in human-computer interface development, should be met: 
- Task adequacy: the task must be adequate for the capabilities of the VI user 
- Dimensional trade-off: the interface must provide a balance between the 2D access 
enjoyed by sighted users and the 1D access of VI users 
- Behavior equivalence: the interface must provide VI users access to all relevant UI 
objects 
- Semantic loss avoidance: semantic information must not be lost for VI users 
- Device independence: the interface must work with a wide variety of functionality of 
assistive technology devices used by VI users 
Alonso, Fuertes, et al. (2008) propose extensions to the modeling-based HCI 
approach in order to support VI users. For the task model, they note that tasks must be 
checked to ensure that they are compatible with the capabilities of VI users. Hand-eye 
coordination tasks, for example, may be inappropriate. The domain model must provide a 
sequence of windows with one-dimensional navigation, with speech and Braille output. 
They suggest that a hierarchical tree-structure representation be used to link transitions 
between windows, with leaf objects representing objects on the window, such as toolbar 
buttons. They warn against overly-nested container use, however, due to the serial nature 
of navigation by VI users.  
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Context information about open items, processes taking place, object types, etc., 
should be provided to ensure behavior equivalence with sighted users. Keyboard-only 
access and speech access should be permitted for the dialog model, following standard 
conventions used in popular software. The presentation model should provide varying 
levels of speech and Braille output, based on the experience level of the VI user; 
beginners generally required more detailed information than experienced users. The 
platform model for VI users must provide device independency, by supporting speech 
output with advanced capabilities, and Braille output management capabilities. The user 
model requires configuration parameters to avoid loss of semantic information, which 
may include items such as the speed, tone, and volume of speech output, as well as 
Braille code type and level of detail preferred. 
Alonso, Fuertes, et al. (2008) have developed the Framework for Blind User 
Interface Development (FBLIND) for user interfaces for VI users based on their HCI 
model enhancements described above. It provides user interface design guidelines based 
on accessibility standards, a program library supporting speech and Braille input and 
output (SBIO), and a toolkit of automatically adapted user interface objects.  
Along with the goals stated by Alonso, et al. (2008), Hink and Suarez (2010) 
suggest that the time required by a VI user to compete a task should not exceed 1.5 times 
that required by a sighted user. They also stress the need for strong contextual 
information to ensure that the VI user does not feel lost in the program. They utilized the 
user-centered design approach based on ISO 13407:1999, creating the interface design 
from feedback by VI users. Their goal was a complete front-end to the operating system, 
containing icons linked to available programs on the computer. Icons are required to read 
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out instructions for the linked application before launching the application. Their main 
menu for layout shows icons in a circular arrangement. It is not clear why the authors 
deemed the circular layout to be significant. The major advantage of their design seems 
to be the enhanced information available from the icon when it is selected. One has to 
question, however, whether a completely different “desktop” interface is helpful in 
mainstreaming VI students and general VI users. They plan to test their design with 
heuristic analysis, by measuring effectiveness as percent of tasks completed, ratio of 
successes to failures, workload, and number of features or commands used; efficiency as 
time to complete a task, time to learn, time spent on errors, percent or number of errors, 
frequency of use of help or documentation, and count of repetition or failed commands; 
and user satisfaction with a rating-scale for usefulness and satisfaction, count of incidents 
of user-expressed frustration or anger, rating scale for user versus technological control 
of task, and user’s perception of how well the technology supports the tasks they need. 
Hink and Suarez (2010) also proposed an altered configuration of the mouse 
buttons to support their interface. Buttons would be used to scroll through the list of 
applications within their proposed desktop, start and stop applications, and return to the 
desktop main menu. Once again, this approach does not contribute to allowing a VI 
student to be mainstreamed in the educational arena using the same technology as sighted 
users.  
Takagi, Asakawa, et al. (2004) note that accessibility regulations and guidelines 
have greatly increased the accessibility of Web pages. However, they draw a very 
important distinction between accessibility compliance and usability. They identify three 
major categories of usability problems for VI users of Web pages that are compliant to 
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guidelines: too much focus on compliance to accessibility guidelines but not on real 
usability; relying on syntactic checking of Web pages; and no attention to the time-
oriented aspects of using the Web page. 
Takagi, Asakawa, et al. (2004) have created an Accessibility Designer tool to 
visualize the usability of a web page by VI users. The intent of this tool is to provide web 
page designers with metrics about the time-oriented aspects of accessing various portions 
of a web page by a VI user. Areas of the page are color-coded to indicate the time-
oriented aspect of reaching that area of the page. The tool calculates the time from the top 
of the page to each page element using voice output. Since standard voice browsers 
provide functions to jump to other parts of a page based on the use of heading tags, the 
efficiency of the page when used by voice browsers can be calculated by examining the 
use of heading tags and skip links. This tool measures the existence, availability, and 
appropriateness of heading tags, and evaluates the appropriateness of content order. 
Reaching time is calculated by representing the areas of the page as nodes in a weighted 
directed graph, and treating this as a shortest path problem. Adjustments must be made 
based on the user-selected speech rate of the voice browser, which may range from about 
180 words per minute to 400 words per minute or even higher.  
Fukuda, Saito, et al. (2005) formalize the metrics introduced by (Takagi & 
Asakawa, 2004) for evaluating the usability of web pages by VI users. They note that the 
increasing density of web pages and the trend to use two-dimensional layouts to convey 
the structure of the page presents hurdles for VI users.  They point out that voice 
browsers read Web pages based on the order of the HTML tags, thus losing the structural 
information conveyed by the physical layout of the page. They also note that many 
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images have meaningless alternative text tags that provide no useful information to a VI 
user. They report on the use of the Accessibility Designer to show the usability of a web 
page for VI users. They also define two new metrics: (1) navigability, which evaluates 
the structural quality of the Web content by using headings, intra-page links, labels, etc., 
and (2) listenability, which measures the appropriateness of alternative text tags.  
To measure navigability, metrics used by the Accessibility Designer include the 
reaching time of a target element, which indicates how long it will take a VI user to reach 
a particular portion of the page. This is highly dependent on the existence of skip tags in 
the HTML document which allow the user to skip ahead to the next major heading. This 
is a highly important feature to increase the efficiency of access of any presentation of 
text material for VI users. Similar features in the presentation of math constructs will be 
critically important. The ratio of accessible links (links which have readable text and do 
not required a mouse or script to use them) to all links in the page is also measured. 
Listenability is measured by counting the number of ALT tags, the amount of redundant 
text in ALT tabs, and the existence of space within the ALT tag text (which can alter the 
translation in languages such as Japanese).  
 The National Instructional Materials Accessibility Standard, NIMAS, provides a 
technical standard for producing XML source files containing math content that can be 
converted into Braille or DAISY audio books (National Center on Accessible 
Instructional Materials, 2009). The NIMAS standards were intended to provide a 
common format for textbook publishers to provide textbooks to organizations that 
convert material for the visually impaired. MathML as specified in the DAISY DTBook 
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standard DTD-Z39.86-2005 (National Information Standards Organization, 2005) was 
selected to be the standard for inclusion of math content.  
 Tullis, Fleischman, et al. (2002) compared the effectiveness of remote usability 
testing versus lab usability testing for web sites. Lab usability tests were performed in the 
standard manner, with a usability tester present in the room with the test subject, 
observing the subject and recording observations. Remote testing was done using a 
separate browser window into which the subject entered results of tasks along with 
feedback. Each task was displayed in the separate browser window, along with fields for 
answers to specific questions. No visual observation, key logging, or click-stream data 
was recorded; only the time required to complete the task was recorded by the separate 
browser window. There was no communication between the separate test browser 
window and the browser window being used to display the web site being tested. The test 
subjects were relied upon to provide useful feedback. Two separate tests were done with 
both lab and remote testers. For remote users, task completion times of less than 5 
seconds or greater than 1000 seconds were discarded. Excessively short times were 
considered to be an indication that the tester did not actually attempt to complete the task, 
while excessively long times were considered to indicate that the test subject was 
interrupted in some way while working on the task. In both types of tests, task 
completion data and task time data were similar, leading the authors to conclude that they 
were consistent in the way they were capturing the user experience across both types of 
tests. They further concluded that the behavior of test subjects was strikingly similar in 
both the lab and the remote usability tests, and that both types of tests were able to 
capture the most significant usability issues for a web site. They point out that remote 
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usability tests make it feasible to test larger numbers of users without significant 
increases in time or cost. 
 Andreasen, Nielsen, et al. (2007) define remote usability testing as testing in 
which the usability evaluators are separated in space and/or time from the subject users. 
They further divide remote usability testing into synchronous testing, where the evaluator 
is separated by space but not by time, and asynchronous testing, where the evaluator is 
separated by both space and time. Synchronous remote testing involves some form of 
real-time communication between the evaluator and the subject user, such as video 
cameras, voice-over-IP communications, etc. These authors compared standard 
laboratory testing with remote synchronous testing, and two different remote 
asynchronous testing scenarios (one with usability experts as remote testers and one with 
standard subject users). For the remote synchronous testing, both audio and video were 
recorded, allowing the evaluator to see the subject user's desktop during the test. For the 
remote asynchronous testing, the only data collected was an online questionnaire 
completed by the test subject. They found significant time differences for test completion, 
with remote asynchronous testers spending more time on the tasks than lab testers or 
remote synchronous testers. They surmise that this finding may have been caused by the 
asynchronous test subjects taking breaks during the testing period. They did not collect 
any timing data except task starting and ending times, so they were unable to verify the 
actual time spent on tasks for asynchronous remote testing. They also noted that 
asynchronous remote users did not report as many critical problems as synchronous or in-
lab testers. However, they asked the asynchronous testers to classify the severity of the 
problems, while problems identified by synchronous and in-lab testers were classified by 
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the usability evaluator. This likely explains the differences noted. Overall, they did not 
find that the separation in space between testers and evaluators had a negative influence 
on test performance. They conclude from their comparisons that remote synchronous 
usability testing is virtually equivalent to conventional in-lab usability testing. 
 Madathil and Greenstein (2011) compared the use of a three-dimensional virtual 
world application to perform remote usability testing with traditional in-lab testing and 
remote synchronous testing. They found no significant difference for task time 
completion, but did see slightly higher times for the first three tasks in the virtual world 
testing environment. They suggest that this difference may be the result of the learning 
process that test subjects experienced due to the novel virtual world environment. They 
did find that more severe defects were identified in the virtual lab than in the traditional 
lab, with no clear indication why this occurred. Total perceived workload differences 
were significant between the testing environments, since both forms of remote testing 
required the initial startup and loading of software plus the need for remote test subjects 
to determine how to operate the system. With the in-lab testing environment, everything 
was pre-loaded for test subjects. There was also a higher level of frustration for the 
remote synchronous testing due to slow response times. Virtual world testers also were 
frustrated by slow response, but seemed to enjoy moving around in the virtual world. 
This study also compared the evaluators' satisfaction with the testing environments. 
Evaluators found the virtual world environment provided less ability to analyze user 
interaction, due in part to the lack of mouse movement capture by the virtual world 
testing environment. The overall conclusion of this study was that the remote virtual 
world lab method compares well to traditional in-lab testing for usability studies.  
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Learning the Nemeth Braille Code 
 The Nemeth Braille Tutorial for the Braille Lite (Sticken & Hart, 2005) provides a 
software tutorial that can be installed on the BrailleNote refreshable Braille display. The 
print version of this tutorial also serves as an excellent resource for learning Nemeth 
code. Yet few visually impaired students have unlimited opportunities to learn to read 
and write Nemeth Braille. Rosenblum and Amato (2004) found that the primary reason is 
the lack of sufficient instruction in Nemeth Braille code for teachers of students with 
visual impairments. Approximately 71% of 128 respondents in a national survey of such 
teachers reported poor or nonexistent training in Nemeth Braille. Kapperman et al 
(Kapperman, Sticken, & Smith, 2011) conclude from this study that this is a primary 
factor causing VI students’ poor achievements in mathematics. Although the tutorial has 
been shown to produce significantly better growth in the reading and writing of 
mathematical symbols by VI students, the authors note that not all VI students have 
access to a BrailleNote. Presumably, not all VI students have the self-discipline and 
ability to self-teach using the tutorial. Thus, formal instruction involving a teacher 
remains an important way to help VI students gain proficiency in Nemeth Braille. 
Summary 
 
 Although much work has been done in the area of providing mathematical work 
in Braille format to students, very little work has been done to allow VI students to 
produce math content from Braille input that is readily suitable for sighted peers or 
instructors. The need for this is clearly recognized, and some progress has been made in 
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other countries and other Braille formats, but it is clear that Nemeth Braille input, 
validation, and translation is an area still lacking in tools for VI students.  
 Additional usability issues facing VI users have been well documented in general, 
and several additional usability metrics have been developed to help evaluate overall 
usability of software and web pages by VI users. In general, most researchers have found 
that remote synchronous usability testing provides equivalent results to traditional testing 
performed in face-to-face lab environments.  
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Chapter 3 
 
Methodology 
 
Overview of Research Methodology 
 
 This work attempted to answer the following questions: 
1. Given that Nemeth Braille is a context-rich encoding scheme for representing 
mathematical notation, can a syntax-directed Nemeth Braille editor be created 
using a compiler parsing and scanning approach? 
2. Can a compiler parsing and scanning approach be used to validate Nemeth input 
for valid Nemeth syntax rules have been followed? 
3. Can the availability of a Nemeth Braille syntax-directed editor provide a 
statistically significant reduction in the time required by VI students to produce a 
given set of math exercises when compared to producing the exercises by Braille 
PDA input only without the editor? 
4. Can the availability of a Nemeth Braille syntax-directed editor provide the VI 
student with a means to produce clear and concise output of math exercises in a 
form whose quality is significantly better than current methods? 
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 To address these questions, this work defined a framework of tools to provide a 
cohesive desktop dashboard that enables a VI student to read and write mathematical 
notation. Within the framework, one tool encompassing two major capabilities was 
implemented as proof-of-concept. This tool is a proof-of-concept Nemeth Braille Editor 
that validates Nemeth Braille syntax, provides context-oriented exploration of sub-
expressions within math expressions, and provides real-time networked collaboration 
between VI students and peers or instructors via a Chat feature. Each of these major 
capabilities is described in more detail below. 
 The first major capability is a Nemeth Braille Editor that provides editing features 
for Nemeth Braille input. It uses compiler parsing and scanning methods to validate 
proper construction of Nemeth Braille syntax. Math expressions are parsed into sub-
expressions, operators, and operands using a recursive descent approach. The expressions 
are presented in a tree structure, starting with the complete expression at the root of the 
tree, containing each subexpression as subordinate node. Nodes can be expanded or 
collapsed, allowing exploration at all levels of complexity. The contextual information of 
each node is also provided at each level.  
 The Editor supports direct input of Nemeth Braille from a standard keyboard 
using Perkins4-style input, as well as direct input from a Braille PDA with USB 
connectivity5. It provides the ability to generate MathML or MathType objects from the 
Nemeth Braille for communication of work done by VI students to their instructors or 
                                               
4 The Perkins Braille Writer (Perkins School for the Blind, 2012) is a classic Braille input device with six 
keys to produce dots in the six Braille cell positions. Emulators use six keys on a standard keyboard that 
supports n-key rollover to allow Braille cell input.  
5 Older models of some Braille PDAs have only serial connection, with no drivers available to allow direct 
input to PC. 
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sighted peers. This output can be readily incorporated into industry-standard document 
types without additional translation.  The Editor allows the opening of a document 
containing MathML or MathType objects, with translation to Nemeth Braille, to support 
editing of previously created work. It also allows the opening of a document containing 
ASCII Nemeth Braille that can be loaded for editing or conversion, to support previously 
created work. 
 Because the Editor focuses primarily on supporting a VI student's work in math 
creation, it does not support Nemeth Braille embedded within contracted or uncontracted 
literary Braille for proof-of-concept. However, it does support the basic requirements for 
producing math homework assignments, such as problem numbering. 
 The second major capability implemented as a proof-of-concept is a real-time 
instant messaging feature to allow VI students to communicate mathematical expressions 
directly with sighted instructors and/or other students. The Nemeth Braille Editor 
described above supports the communication of math content using a built-in instant 
messaging-type feature6. Users can select the type of content that they wish to send: raw 
unprocessed ASCII Braille, processed ASCII Braille object, or MathML content are 
supported. Advanced message transfer options allow the user to have automatic 
translation of incoming messages from ASCII Braille to MathML or vice versa. 
 Users have the ability to select the type of view they wish to use, the VI view or 
the sighted view (described in detail in the Functional Specifications area below). If the 
users are licensed for Duxbury’s Perky Duck or Design Sciences’ MathType applications, 
                                               
6 The delivery mechanisms for this type of communication have already been prototyped under the author's 
direction in the MIM-VIP project described in Appendix B.  
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these programs are embedded into the dashboard to support seamless transfer of content 
between formats. 
 This work was developed in Visual Studio (Microsoft Corp., 2012) using Visual 
Basic language to ensure complete integration with the Windows-based environment, and 
to provide a very high level of support for accessibility features. No custom scripts are 
required to enable JAWS to work seamlessly with the Editor. 
 The following steps outline the path that was followed for the development of the 
dashboard, Nemeth Editor, and Chat feature: 
1. Develop the dashboard framework to support the tools to be implemented. 
2. Develop a scanner module for Nemeth Braille ASCII input, using greedy regular 
expressions to identify Nemeth Braille tokens. 
3. Develop a parser module for Nemeth Braille ASCII input. This module interprets 
the math constructs within the scanned ASCII token set using recursive descent, 
and converts from the infix notation used in Nemeth Braille to prefix notation (for 
use in converting to MathML). 
4. Develop expression tree modules to create the tree from the infix notation, and 
annotate the tree for context and navigation by the VI user.  
5. Develop conversion modules to create a prefix notation tree, and annotate the tree 
for context and navigation by the VI user. 
6. Develop mapping functions from prefix to postfix notation, and then to MathML 
presentation markup constructs. 
7. Develop MathML rendering module to render the expression in MathML 
presentation markup for sighted user display. 
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8. Develop rules-based system for validation of Nemeth math syntax. 
9. Develop MathML parsing module for input from MathType. 
10. Develop conversion module from MathML to ASCII Braille.  
11. Incorporate the Nemeth Editor into the dashboard. 
12. Incorporate output to standard text document for both ASCII Braille and MathML 
content. 
13. Incorporate direct input from Braille PDA devices with USB connectivity, using 
Perky Duck embedded application. 
14. Develop Chat feature initialization and TCP communications modules. 
15. Incorporate Chat feature communications into the Editor. 
16. Develop module to allow automatic translation of chat communication messages 
to/from ASCII Braille and MathML. 
17. Produce complete user documentation. 
18. Produce an installation package for Windows-based systems. 
19. Perform a usability test with VI students who are familiar with Nemeth Braille. 
Nemeth math syntax constructs are stored along with related information (such as 
type of construct, precedence level if an operator, etc.) in an external XML file. This 
approach provides extensibility for support of additional Nemeth Braille math constructs 
in the future. 
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Major Goals of the Nemeth Editor 
 The Nemeth Editor was developed with the following goals: 
1. Provide the VI student with a means for direct interaction with sighted or visually 
impaired peers or instructors for the purposes of collaborating on math work. 
2. Minimize the amount of navigation required to switch from one action to another. 
3. Minimize the amount of navigation required to explore a math construct by providing 
navigation capabilities at multiple levels of abstraction. 
4. Provide cursor navigation features relative to math expressions and sub-expressions 
within a tree structure and an input work area. 
5. Provide context information relative to the currently selected math operand, operator, 
or expression. 
6. Provide shortcut keys for all commands, plus support the standard Windows shortcut 
keys. 
7. Perform basic syntax validation of Nemeth Braille expressions and sub-expressions 
for completeness and correctness. 
8. Allow input and output to and from a Braille refreshable display with USB 
connectivity in the VI view mode. 
9. Work seamlessly with JAWS or NVDA “out of the box” – no custom scripts are 
required. 
10. Allow input and output to and from text files containing ASCII Nemeth Braille or 
MathML content. 
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Functional Specifications of the Editor 
 
For the purposes of this discussion, “math expression” as used in this section 
represents a single expression, a complex expression, or an equation. In short, any math 
construct or combination of constructs will be described here as an expression. “Partner” 
will be used to represent a second user (peer sighted student, peer VI student, or 
instructor) who is communicating with the VI student via this tool. 
The Editor defines three types of math objects that can be manipulated and 
exchanged with connected partners: 
1. “Raw” ASCII Braille:  this is the ASCII text equivalent of Nemeth Braille in its 
original input form. No conversion or processing has been performed. Sharing this 
type of object would be useful for those just learning Nemeth, or to request help with 
a construct whose Nemeth syntax is identified as incorrect by the Editor. 
2. Processed ASCII Braille:  this represents the ASCII Braille object produced as a 
result of analyzing the raw input, breaking out expressions, subexpressions, operators, 
and operands in both infix and postfix notation. Raw ASCII Braille must be processed 
before it can be converted to MathML. Processing produces the tree structure of 
expressions and subexpressions which can be explored to help provide additional 
context to the VI user. 
3. MathML object: this is a math construct represented in MathML markup language. It 
can be produced from MathType or as a result of converting processed ASCII Braille. 
This is the form that sighted user would require. 
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Views 
The Editor supports three viewing modes: a VI single view, a sighted single view, 
and a dual sighted view. The dual sighted view is intended for use when a VI student 
wishes to collaborate with a partner using a single computer system. Each single view 
provides a tree view, a document work area, and a chat window (described in detail 
below). The dual view provides both the Braille-related areas and the MathML related 
areas, along with the chat window. 
The VI single view supports Nemeth Braille for its input modality, either via 
Braille PDA or via direct input of ASCII symbols for Nemeth Braille.  The sighted view 
supports MathType/MathML input (assuming that the user is licensed to use MathType). 
The dual sighted view supports all types of input. It is anticipated that the single view 
mode will be the most commonly used mode. 
Each view has the following major areas, described below:   
1. Work area 
2. Tree view area  
3. Chat window 
 
Work Area 
The work area can be thought of as a “scratch pad” area whose contents will 
likely be stored in a document at some point. It is used to input new expressions and 
modify existing math expressions in the chosen input modality. For the VI view, the work 
area can be either the AB Editor or the Perky Duck embedded application area. For the 
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sighted view, the work area is the MathType embedded application area. Figure G5 in 
Appendix G shows an image of the main Editor window with the work area. 
The user can create new expressions, navigate to previously created expressions, 
modify or delete expressions. Entry of a new expression or modification of an existing 
expression in the AB Editor is done by opening a dialog box for a single line in the 
editor. Because navigation within a multi-line document brings all of the difficulties of 
location awareness for VI users, providing the editing features outside of the document 
area allows the VI user to perfect the construct before including it in the larger document 
area, thus helping to preserve the integrity of the overall contents. In VI view mode, 
validation of Nemeth syntax is done in the work area by use of a command. 
The user can also open and load a file of type .txt or .brf (produced by a 
BrailleNote PDA) containing Nemeth expressions created offline, for processing in the 
Editor. For many VI students, this is the preferred way of creating math content. 
When an expression has been processed, it can be explored using the infix tree 
display. As each tree node is visited, the node’s contents can be explored. Information 
provided includes the ASCII Braille symbol and the Unicode value for that symbol, plus 
the level with the tree. 
When math content is provided by a partner via the chat feature, an object 
containing the math content is sent by the partner in the chat area. The receiving partner 
will be notified that an object has been received, and can choose to transfer the received 
object to the appropriate work area. By default, MathML/MathType objects are sent to 
the MathType embedded application, while AB objects are sent to the AB Editor area. 
After transfer to a work area, the receiving partner can then explore the received object. 
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Advanced transfer options allow direct conversion and transfer from Braille to MathML 
and vice versa, plus loading into the Perky Duck area for Braille constructs. 
Validation of Nemeth Braille in the AB Editor work area consists of checking for 
proper syntax of composition (markup) indicators, termination indicators, and change of 
semantic indicators, plus matching of open/close indicators where appropriate. This 
includes issues such as matching open/close fence characters (parentheses, brackets, 
braces, fraction indicators, etc.), baseline change indicators (for exponents), and 
completeness of other math container elements (such as radicand enclosures). 
Both ASCII Braille and the MathML resulting from conversion can be written to 
a standard text file. The VI student will thus be able to preserve his/her original Braille 
work in one file, and also can save the converted ASCII Braille as MathML in a text file, 
for use by a sighted instructor. This MathML text file can then be emailed to the 
instructor. Using a computer that has MathType installed as an add-in to Word, the 
instructor will simply copy the MathML from the text file and paste into a Microsoft 
Word document, with the result that the MathML will be automatically converted into 
MathType objects. Alternatively, the recipient can paste the MathML directly into 
MathType to view it. This provides the VI student with an efficient and effective way to 
both maintain the original work in ASCII Braille and to produce well-formatted work that 
can be readily utilized by the instructor with minimal effort. 
Sighted users can save their work in either text or Microsoft Word documents 
using the features already available in the embedded MathType application. They can 
also process their expressions into ASCII Braille and save in the same manner as the VI 
student, in order to prepare exercises to be given to the VI student. 
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Tree View Area 
A mathematical expression is represented in a tree structure area that can be 
displayed within the interface, with sub-expressions shown as nested child nodes within 
the tree. In infix notation form, this tree is constructed so that leaf nodes will represent 
operands and the operators which apply to them. Parent nodes represent the contents of a 
sub-expression. Options will allow navigation within the tree (up and down at current 
level, plus expand and collapse for nested levels).  
Contextual information is stored in each node of the tree that indicates its level of 
nesting, type of content (such as operator, operand, indicator, etc.), its Unicode value 
(where appropriate), and an identification of the sub-expression in which it resides. This 
facilitates the ability to walk the tree at varying levels of abstraction when complex 
expressions are represented. This tree display is readily available to the user by 
command. 
To minimize navigational disorientation, the tree view is not displayed by default. 
When requested by menu selection, the tree view appears as a modal dialog window. 
Figure 1 shows an image of a processed Nemeth expression in infix tree form. 
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Figure 1. Nemeth Braille construct in tree structure showing subexpressions 
 
Chat Window 
When a VI student wishes to work simultaneously with a remotely-located 
sighted partner, both participants must agree to establish a connection. The application 
internally supports a peer-to-peer chat capability on a dedicated TCP port, with the ability 
to be the host or the client. One partner must choose to be the host and start the chat host 
process, by creating a password and selecting a port number.  The password, port 
number, and the host’s IP address (available in the Chat menu), must be given to the 
other partner, who must enter these three pieces of information in the client side of the 
Connect form. All three of these values must be provided to the other partner through 
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another means, such as telephone or external instant messaging program. The partner will 
then attempt to connect to the host.  Figure G7 in Appendix G shows an image of the chat 
connection screen. 
The chat window allows two modes of information exchange: text-based 
messages as in a typical instant messaging environment, and math object messages, as 
described below. The use of text-based messages in the chat window provides the 
capability of real-time conversation regarding any math content also being exchanged. 
Each partner has the ability to send math constructs from their work area to the 
other partner’s work area through the chat window. The math constructs are encapsulated 
objects as described above in the Work Area section. 
It is expected that simultaneous phone or chat text conversation between partners 
along with math object exchanges will be the most efficient and effective way to enrich 
this networked mode. This emulates the standard practices of two individuals working 
together in math – one writes the expression on paper and discusses it with the other, who 
may then modify the expression on paper. Here, the modifications are made in the 
application, but shared as transferred objects in near real-time. 
Security for the Chat feature is based on the fact that the host user selects the 
password and port number, then provides the password, port number and his/her IP 
address to the desired partner. The host must initiate the Chat session to place the 
program into listening state. Without those three pieces of information and a listening 
host, a connection attempt by another party will fail. At any time, the host or the client 
partner can choose to terminate the connection using the Disconnect menu choice. 
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Major process flows for VI user to sighted user and vice versa are depicted in 
Figure  in Appendix G, respectively. Figure G3 shows the major functional areas of the 
Editor.  
The following commands have been implemented: 
1. Change program options:  This command will allow the user to specify which view 
will be the primary input view. The choices will be sighted user view or VI view. 
Based on the view selected, the user must specify the location for the MathType and 
Perky Duck executables in order to use those within the Editor. 
2. Window navigation: The Windows menu choice allows the user to shift the focus 
from the currently selected view to the indicated view. The choices are ASCII Braille 
Editor, Braille Input (Perky Duck embedded application), MathType (embedded 
application), and Chat area.  
3. View infix tree: Users will be able to navigate through the infix expression tree in the 
following ways: 
a. Sequentially up or down the tree: the user can navigate to every entry in the 
order in which they appear in the tree (the tree is automatically expanded 
when displayed).  
b. Up/Down the tree by node level: the user can navigate to each entry in the tree 
at the specified level of indentation (nesting), to obtain a more abstract 
understanding of the mathematical expression.  
c. Expand/collapse a parent node: Users will be able to control the level of detail 
shown in the tree through node expansion and collapse. Expansion and 
collapse will also occur based on the navigation mode in use. 
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4. View MathML: This provides a display of the actual MathML markup language for 
the MathML object being analyzed. Its purpose is primarily for debugging conversion 
attempts. 
5. Open expression file: Users will be able to open a file containing expressions that are 
in a supported input modality, and load those expressions into the expression cache 
for viewing and editing. Users can open Braille (.brf) files or text files (.txt). 
6. Save expression file: Users will be able to create or append to a file containing 
expressions in the AB Editor that are in a supported modality. If a user selects 
MathML as the output type, processing and conversion will be done automatically on 
the entire contents of the AB Editor. Users can save as Braille (.brf) files or text files 
(.txt). 
7. Create/delete/go to/test bookmarks:  Users will be able to set bookmarks within 
expressions to enhance their navigational capabilities. The Bookmarks menu provides 
the options to toggle a bookmark on or off, navigate to the next bookmark in the AB 
Editor, navigate to the previous bookmark in the AB Editor, and query whether the 
current line in the AB Editor has a bookmark. Bookmark status can also be 
determined from the Status bar, but this does require navigational action by the VI 
user. 
8. Insert, edit, and delete lines in the editor:  The user must select the line in the editor in 
order to modify it or delete it, or to indicate where to insert a new empty line. The 
user may also select the Clear choice to remove all entries in the editor. 
9. Copy to/from the various views: supports copying and pasting to/from the AB Editor 
to MathType or Perky Duck panes. 
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10. Accept/reject math objects sent by the partner to the user’s work area by using the 
Transfer Chat Message feature. If accepted, the object is inserted into the Editor at the 
current position or as a new line at the end of the editor contents. The object must be 
a compatible type (ASCII Braille or plain text). Advanced transfer options can be 
used to automatically convert MathML objects into ASCII Braille. 
11. Process AB Expression: This converts raw ASCII Braille into a parsed set of objects 
representing the math expressions and subexpression. As part of the process, basic 
validation of Nemeth Braille syntax is performed, and the infix tree structure is built.  
12. Convert AB to MathML: This converts the processed ASCII Braille objects into 
syntactically correct MathML notation.  
13. Get context information: obtain detailed information about the nesting level and 
spatial location of the current term, operand, or sub-expression in the selected tree 
view node. This is available in a companion textbox in the tree view dialog. 
14. View Shortcut Key list: This command displays a tree-structure of all the shortcut 
keys that have been assigned to various commands. The display can be sorted 
alphabetically by shortcut key or by functional area. The tree structure allows the user 
to drill down for detailed information on a particular shortcut key if desired. Figure 
G8 in Appendix G shows the tree view list of shortcut keys sorted by area. 
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Major Goals of the Chat Feature 
 
 The Chat feature provides the following capabilities: 
1. Facilitates secure user-to-user exchange of text messages and math objects via a built-
in real-time instant messaging feature. 
2. Provides input and output modalities suitable to the user. 
3. Provide automatic translation between input and output modalities if desired. 
4. Interfaces seamlessly with the Editor. 
 
Functional Specifications of the Chat Feature 
 
Figure G4 in Appendix G shows the major functional areas of the Chat feature. 
This feature works as an extended instant messaging capability. In addition to 
transferring standard text messages, users are able to transfer math objects. The following 
features have been implemented: 
1. Connect to partner:  A user can initiate a connection hosting session and accept an 
incoming connection from a partner who is using the same software. Only one 
connection session between two parties can be active at any given time. A user can 
also choose to take the chat client role, and attempt to connect to a partner who has 
already initiated a connection hosting session. 
2. Send math object to partner:  A user can send a selected expression from their work 
area to the other partner. Users must first indicate the desired translation to be 
performed, if any, before sending. For example, a VI user might choose to convert 
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ASCII Braille to MathML before sending to a sighted partner, while a sighted user 
might choose to convert a MathType expression to ASCII Braille before sending to a 
VI partner. Manual decision to convert allows use of the chat feature between two 
like users where no conversion would be needed; e.g., two VI users would share only 
ASCII Braille and not convert. Advanced message transfer options also provide 
automatic translation of received MathML objects to ASCII Braille and vice versa. 
3. Save math object to work area: Users can transfer a math object received in the chat 
area from a partner to the appropriate work area. The received object includes its 
object type, and can thus be inserted into the appropriate location. A received ASCII 
Braille object would be transferred into the AB Editor area, for example. 
4. Send text to partner: A user can send standard text messages to a partner by simply 
typing into the text entry portion of the Chat view and using the Chat Send button. 
5. Disconnect from partner: A user can terminate a connection with a partner regardless 
of which partner initiated the connection. 
 
Metrics and Validation 
 
The GOMS keystroke level model (Card et al., 1983) as described by Raskin 
(2000) will be used to predict the average time required to complete a given math 
expression by an experienced user. This will be done for both the VI user and for the 
sighted user. Measurements will commence with the alpha test version of the software 
once users have gained a comfort level with its use, to provide feedback for potential 
interface improvements. Raskin’s information-theoretic efficiency measure will also be 
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applied in an effort to streamline the interface interactions for both sighted and VI users 
while maintaining high usability. 
Validation of the correctness of the generated Nemeth Braille output by the Editor 
will be done by converting the same input with the Tiger software suite (ViewPlus 
Technologies Inc., 2010)7 and comparing the results.  
A small usability test was conducted with a cohort of VI students who are at least 
moderately proficient in Nemeth Braille. This was not a large-scale usability evaluation, 
but rather a proof-of-concept evaluation. Two VI students were selected to test the VI 
view, Braille PDA input, and communications capabilities. Two graduate students with 
math tutoring experience and at least moderate proficiency in MathType or MathML 
production were selected to test the sighted user view and communications capabilities.  
The usability study consisted of two phases, each with a set of math exercises to 
be completed, plus tasks using the editor and chat feature, followed by a user exit survey 
regarding ease of use, satisfaction, and perception of usefulness. A set of editor and chat 
tasks was developed to include the features that will likely be the most commonly used, 
including creating Nemeth expressions, editing input, and collaboration with a peer or 
instructor. Each task required multiple steps or commands to complete the task. 
In Phase 1, the first set of math exercises was presented to each VI student via 
email in Nemeth Braille format, with instructions to work the problems using their 
current methodologies for producing homework. They were instructed to record their 
                                               
7 The Tiger software suite is a Braille translation package from ViewPlus Technologies, Inc., designed for 
use with a ViewPlus Braille embosser.  It accepts Microsoft Word documents with embedded MathType 
objects as input, and has an option to translate the MathType objects into Nemeth Braille.   
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start and end times, and were asked to complete a set of questions about how they create 
their math content, and what problems they typically encounter in doing so. 
TeamViewer (TeamViewer Inc., 2012) was used for the remote synchronous 
testing of Phase 2. This product allows complete visibility and control of a remote 
computer. It is free for personal use, can be run without requiring installation, allows 
complete video capture of all actions, and provides VoIP real-time communication. This 
tool offers several advantages for the test subject, including no permanent changes to the 
subject's system, ease of initialization, secure connection over the Internet, and 
connection authorization by the test subject with the ability to cancel the session at any 
time. For the researcher, it provides the ability to verify and correct the test environment 
easily and quickly, allows use of the think-aloud protocol, and allows the real-time 
observation of user actions with the software being tested.  
In Phase 2, the second set of math exercises was presented to each VI student via 
email, in Nemeth Braille format. VI student testers who preferred to produce their math 
homework offline using a BrailleNote PDA were instructed to again capture start and end 
times for producing only the Nemeth Braille answers to the exercises. When complete, 
the online portion of the testing was commenced. The researcher opened separate 
TeamViewer remote access sessions with the VI student and with the sighted tutor. 
Camtasia Studio software was used to record the screens of each of the two participants 
in a side by side manner to be able to view the interactions between the pair of users. A 
three-way phone conversation between researcher and the paired participants was 
established, and the audio was also recorded in real time using Camtasia Studio. The 
recordings from Phase 2 were then edited to reduce background noise, remove long gaps 
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of silence or inaction, insert captions to highlight issues and accomplishments or provide 
additional information about the interactions taking place, and add zoom-in to show 
salient portions of the screen. 
Evaluation of results includes the following measurements at the task level: 
- Percent of tasks completed 
- Ratio of successful tasks to unsuccessful tasks 
- Time to complete each task 
- Percent and number of errors in steps within the task 
Results at the command or step level includes: 
- Percent of steps completed correctly 
- Ratio of successful steps to unsuccessful steps 
- Count of retries required to succeed in a step 
The user exit survey included questions regarding the Editor and its perceived ease of 
use, overall satisfaction with the tool’s features, and likelihood that the user would adopt 
the tool for use. The exit survey can be seen in Appendix L. 
 The usability testing was done using a remote synchronous approach similar to 
that described by Madathil and Greenstein (2011), in which the evaluator and the test 
subjects were connected remotely in real-time, although separated geographically. This 
eliminated the need to restrict the testing to local VI subjects only, and took into 
consideration the transportation and mobility difficulties experienced by VI users who 
may not be familiar with a lab testing location.  
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Resource Requirements 
 
 The following resources were required for this work: 
1. Hardware resources: 
a. Development PC capable of utilizing a development IDE for software 
creation 
b. Internet connectivity to test communications capabilities 
c. Braille PDA with USB connectivity for visually impaired student use 
during testing, or software emulator such as Perky Duck. Many VI 
students already have Braille PDAs. 
2. Software resources (researcher and/or VI participant): 
a. Visual Studio 2012 IDE  
b. Windows 7 or Windows 8 OS 
c. Microsoft Office 2010 or 2013 
d. Liblouis libraries (Liblouis.org, 2009) 
e. MathType 6.8 or newer 
f. Text editor for preparation of ASCII Nemeth Braille, such as Windows 
Notepad 
g. JAWS (Freedom Scientific) for speech output to VI students  
h. TeamViewer (TeamViewer Inc., 2012) 
3. People resources: 
a. One to three visually impaired students with at least moderate proficiency 
in Nemeth Braille to beta test the Nemeth Editor. 
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b. One to three visually impaired students with at least moderate proficiency 
in Nemeth Braille, currently or previously enrolled in a university level 
math course or other course requiring college-level math to participate in 
the usability test who had not participated in the beta test. 
c. One to three professional mathematics or science instructors or tutors at 
least moderately proficient in using MathType or MathML to participate 
in the usability test. 
d. Access to compiler specialist if problems arise with scanning and parsing 
requirements.  
e. Access to decision support specialist if problems arise with rules system. 
 
Summary 
 
 The Nemeth Editor tool and Chat capability provides the VI student with the 
ability to build, explore, modify, and communicate math constructs with sighted or non-
sighted peers or instructors in near real-time. It provides rich navigational features to 
allow the VI student to perceive the overall structure of the math expression at the same 
levels of abstraction as a sighted student, by facilitating access to contextual information. 
It also assists the VI user in creating valid Nemeth Braille constructs by validating the 
Nemeth Braille for syntax correctness. 
 Real-time communication within the Editor allows the VI student to work 
together with sighted or non-sighted peers or instructors in a manner which facilitates 
comprehension and provides equal access to needed assistance. This tool allows the VI 
student to compete more equally with sighted peers in the STEM disciplines. 
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 Real-time communication within the Editor also provides an interactive way for 
students to learn the Nemeth Braille code with assistance from a trained Nemeth 
instructor. Thus, this tool can also be useful as a training tool for the Nemeth Braille code 
itself, in addition to supporting the student’s ability to produce math content. 
 A small-scale proof-of-concept test was conducted. Each test session consisted of 
a pair of participants including one VI student and one sighted tutor who used the Editor 
and Chat features to share and convert math expressions in a real-time collaborative 
session. These sessions were recorded to capture screen actions and participant 
conversations.  
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Chapter 4 
 
Results 
 At the completion of testing, data collected from both Phase 1 and Phase 2 were 
carefully reviewed and analyzed. Task steps and timings were compared and quality of 
output was examined for current methods used by VI students (collected in Phase 1) and 
from use of the Editor (collected in Phase 2).  Interface efficiency was calculated for use 
of the Editor.  
 
Data Analysis 
 Data collected during both phases of the proof-of-concept testing were compiled 
and analyzed. A total of four VI students completed Phase 1, while only two of the four 
Phase 1 VI students completed Phase 2. The following data items were the focus for this 
analysis:   
- Number of different document file formats and conversion steps involved in the 
current methods (representing the major steps involved) 
- Time required to complete the math exercises and conversions in the current methods 
- Quality of the math content produced by the VI student in the current methods 
- Number of different document file formats and conversion steps required when using 
the Editor 
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- Time required to complete the math exercises and conversions using the Editor 
- Quality of the math content produced by the VI student using the Editor 
 
Phase 1 – Current Methods 
Current Methods: Steps and Timings 
Participant A 
 
 Participant A used Nemeth Braille on her PDA, then converted it to Computer 
Braille, which she then put into a Word document. She reported that it took 36 minutes to 
complete the problems. 
Using Computer Braille (excerpts from Participant A’s responses): 
2. Simplify: 5(x(superscript)3(endscript) + 
2x(superscript)2(endscript)-3)-6(3x(superscript)3(endscript)-2x) 
5x(superscript)3(endscript) + 10x(superscript)2(endscript)-15-
18x(superscript)3(endscript) + 12x 
-13x(superscript)3(endscript) + 10x(superscript)2(endscript) + 
12x-15 
 
3. Simplify: (Root) (open frac)16x(superscript)2(endscript) over 
36y(superscript)2(endscript)(close frac) (EndRoot), x >= 0, y >= 
0 
(open frac)(Root) 16x(superscript)2(endscript) (EndRoot) over 
(Root) 36y(superscript)2(endscript) (EndRoot)(close frac) 
(open frac)4x over 6y(close frac) 
 
4. Simplify: (open frac)x(superscript)2(endscript)-1 over 
x(superscript)2(endscript)-5x + 6(close frac)/(open frac)x + 1 
over x-2(close frac) 
(open frac)x(superscript)2(endscript)-1 over 
x(superscript)2(endscript)-5x + 6(close frac) ú (open frac)x-2 
over x + 1(close frac) 
(x(superscript)2(endscript)-1)(x-2) = x(superscript)3(endscript)-
2x(superscript)2(endscript)-x + 2 
(x(superscript)2(endscript)-5x + 6)(x + 1) = 
x(superscript)3(endscript)-5x(superscript)2(endscript) + 6x + 
x(superscript)2(endscript)-5x + 6 = x(superscript)3(endscript)-
4x(superscript)2(endscript) + x + 6 
(open frac)x(superscript)3(endscript)-
2x(superscript)2(endscript)-x + 2 over 
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x(superscript)3(endscript)-4x(superscript)2(endscript) + x + 
6(close frac) 
 
In Word (excerpts from Participant A’s responses):  
2. Simplify:  5(x³+2x²-3)-6(3x³-2x) 
(5x³+10x²-15)+(-18x³+12x) 
-13x³+10x²+12x-15 
 
3. Simplify: √((16x²)/(36y²)), x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0 
√(16x²)/√(36y²) 
4x/6y 
 
4. Simplify:  (((X²-1)/(X²-5x+6))/((X+1)/(X-2))) 
(((X²-1)/(X²-5x+6))*((X-2)/(X+1))) 
(x²-1)(x-2) = x³-2x²-x+2 
(X²-5x+6)(X+1) = x³-5x²+6x+X²-5x+6 = x³-4x²+x+6 
(x³-2x²-x+2)/(x³-4x²+x+6) 
 
 Note the use of upper case X in problem 4 above. Computer Braille uses only 
uppercase letters for math, and the student did not correct this in every instance in her 
submission. 
Participant B 
 
 Participant B, a Computer Science major, used Computer Braille on her Braille 
PDA and saved it as a text file with her answers. Her total time was 26 minutes to 
complete all 5 problems.   
Using plain text (excerpts from Participant B’s responses): 
4. (x^2-1)/(x^2-5x+6)*(x-2)/(x+1) 
(x^2-1)(x-2) 
x^3-2x^2-2x+2 
(x^2-5x+6)(x+1) 
(x^3-5x^2+6x) 
answer: 
(x^3-2x^2-2x+2)/(x^3-5x^2+6x) 
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Participant C 
 
 Participant C created his answers in ASCII text first, then built the LaTeX for his 
answers. The LaTeX was then converted to Word Equation Editor objects, and the Word 
document was then converted to a PDF file. He spent 25 minutes producing the original 
ASCII text (i.e., solving the math problems), plus another 25 minutes to do the 
conversions, followed by 7 minutes to do a final check of his results, for a total of 56 
minutes. His output was by far the one that would be most acceptable to a sighted 
instructor. It should be noted that this participant holds an AA degree in Information 
Technology. 
Using LaTeX (excerpts from Participant C’s responses): 
 
 
Excerpts from final Word document created from LaTeX: (Participant C): 
2. Simplify: 
3 2 3
3 2 3
3 2
5( 2 3) 6(3 2 )
5 10 15 18 12
13 10 12 15
x x x x
x x x x
x x x
   
   
   
 
3. Simplify: 
2
2
16
, 0, 0
36
4
, 0
6
x
x y
y
x
y
y
 

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Participant D 
 
 Participant D (a Biology major) worked on the problems over the span of two 
days, and did not give a good breakdown of how much time was spent specifically on the 
production of the answers to the math problems. Total elapsed time was 22 hours and 31 
minutes. She created her work on a Perkins Brailler standalone machine and embossed a 
hard copy. She then used the hard copy to transcribe into ASCII characters in a Word file. 
Her main issue is that she must write the answers twice: once on her BrailleNote PDA 
and then again in the final Word document. She finds this very time-consuming and 
irritating, which possibly contributed to her decision to work on it over a two-day span. 
Her approach is the most cumbersome in that she must continually switch her hands from 
the keyboard to the embossed hard copy print-out, which undoubtedly slows her 
production of the final Word document.  
Using plain text (excerpts from Participant D’s responses): 
Problem 2: 
5(x^3+2x^2-3)-6(3x^3-2x) 
(5x^3+10x^2-15)-(18x^3+12x)  
= (-13x^3+10x^2+12x-15) 
For two problems, this participant simply provided her answer, with this note:  
Prolem (sic) 4:  
-6/(10x-12) NOTE: I’ve not found a good way to display my work in an understandable 
fashion for a problem such as this one.  
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 Clearly, there is wide variation in how these VI students have attempted to 
accommodate to produce acceptable math homework. Several noted that some instructors 
complained about their submissions due to lack of or poor spatial layout. In all cases, the 
students must maintain at least two files if revisions are needed or requested by the 
instructor: their original input file, and the final submission file. 
 Quality ratings were established based on the criteria shown in Table 2. 
Readability, type of content (math symbols and/or words), and spatial layout were 
considered when rating the quality of the math output produced. 
 
Table 2: Math Output Quality Rating Scale 
 
Rating Quality Criteria 
1 Difficult to read; no spatial layouts; uses words instead of math symbols  
2 Difficult to read; no spatial layouts; uses combination of words instead of math 
symbols 
 
3 Relatively easy to read; no spatial layouts; uses words or non-math symbols 
plus math symbols 
 
4 Easy to read; no spatial layouts; uses math symbols only 
5 Easy to read; spatial layouts; uses math symbols only 
 
 
 Table 3 summarizes the steps and timings for the students’ current methods. On 
average, these students had to each prepare three separate sets of their work in order to 
produce a submission that they felt was sufficiently good for a sighted instructor. When 
compared to a sighted student who would simply write his/her homework once, the 
burden of a visual impairment disability is clear and measurable.  
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Table 3: Summary of Current Method Steps and Timings 
 
Participant 
ID 
Number of different 
document/content formats 
Elapsed 
Time 
(hrs:mins) 
Quality 
Rating 
A 3 0:36 3 
B 2 0:26 3 
C 4 0:56 5 
D 3 22:31 3 
AVERAGE 3.00  3.5 
AVERAGE of A-C only 0:39 3.67 
 
 
Current Methods: Findings 
Current methods used by VI students to produce math content requires 
compromise on the part of the student, the instructor, or both, in terms of ease of 
navigation within the document, quality of the output, or number of steps required to 
produce it. Some participants used Computer Braille; one used LaTeX, and one used a 
Perkins Brailler to produce the content as an embossed hard copy and then read that 
document manually while writing the equivalent math into a Word document as ASCII 
text. Samples of student work produced with their current methods are shown in 
Appendix H.  
Several study participants commented on their instructors’ displeasure with some 
forms that they have submitted in the past: 
 “I have had a lot of problems presenting math homework to my instructors in a 
method that they can read. There are usually many questions about the files that I 
submit, especially as the difficulty of the math increases.”   (Participant D) 
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“My instructor says my work is too linear and should be more spacial (sic), but I 
don't want to have to go all over the place and skip around to read what I need to 
in the correct order.” (Participant B) 
Most VI students who participated in the test can read Nemeth Braille better than 
they can write it. Several expressed frustration that they rarely had a chance to write it, 
because that output would not be useable anywhere else. Participant A wrote: 
 “Even though I can write Nemeth braille on the BrailleNote, I avoid doing so 
because I would rather not give my instructor a list of Nemeth translation 
abbreviations that the BrailleNote uses when translating Nemeth into text for 
emailing or printing.” 
In most cases, students had simply migrated to using Computer Braille with 
English words, but that caused more difficulties for the student, as noted by Participant 
A:  
 “I have limited room to work with on the braille display due to using many open 
and closing parentheses to separate numerators from denominators when working 
with long fractions, which often contain fractions within fractions. Certain 
computer braille symbols take up more room on the braille display due to not 
having dot combinations assigned; instead of a ý (sic) appearing in two cells as it 
does in Nemeth, Two (Superscript), which takes up 18 cells, is spelled out. 
 
Keeping track of where I am in the problem is time-consuming because writing in 
computer braille takes up more space on the braille display than writing in 
Nemeth. I also find using computer braille frustrating because I cannot practice 
writing in Nemeth as much as reading it.” 
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Almost none of the students knew Nemeth Braille’s ASCII equivalent form. 
During Phase 1 of testing, in which students were sent a list of problems to 
complete using their current methods, Participant D emailed the author with this request: 
 
Hello, 
I am very confused by the fourth problem in the set. I suppose that I have 
forgotten how to do it, or have just been taught so poorly that it just doesn't make 
sense. I do not quite recall how to solve the problem. I'm sure that a simple 
suggestion will help. Do you have any suggestions? I feel silly, I'm pretty sure the 
answer is right in front of my face, but I just don't see it. 
This is a concrete example of how the real-time chat feature of Math in the Dark 
would have been able to assist this student with immediate information. 
In addition to problems producing math, several students reported problems in getting 
their assignments in a form they could use. 
 Participant D commented on the fact that the author provided the Phase 1 
problems both in a Word document with MathType (which is not readable by JAWS) and 
also translated into Grade 2 contracted Braille plus Nemeth for the math constructs 
(created by using the Tiger software suite): 
“I also used a BraillNote (sic) Apex paired via USB to my laptop to be able to 
read the problems presented in Nemeth. Oddly enough, this opportunity has never 
been presented to me before as a method for reading math, so I was quite 
intrigued, but found it the easiest thus far as far as being able to completely 
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understand and read the math. As such, I did not need to utilize a reader to 
complete these problems.” 
 One has to wonder how this student has successfully completed math courses 
given the difficulties encountered with other presentations of math textbooks and 
assignment instructions. This, of course, is a failure on the part of instructors and 
educational institutions to provide her math material in a truly accessible form. 
 Complete contents of the responses from Phase 1 participants can be viewed in 
Appendix H. 
Phase 2 – Math in the Dark Editor 
Results Using the Editor: Steps and Timings 
 Step and task level data were collected in Phase 2. Complete step details for each 
participant are shown in Appendix K. Results are discussed here. Data from Phase 2 of 
the proof-of-concept test sessions using the Editor (summarized in Table 4) revealed the 
following insights:  
- For all participants, the total number of document file formats involved was 
reduced to two: the .brf input file containing the Nemeth Braille expressions, and 
the output text file containing the converted expressions in MathML. When 
compared to the average of three document file formats in the current methods 
utilized, this represents a reduction of approximately 33% in the major steps 
required to produce math output. 
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- For all Phase 2 participants, the time required to produce the output consisted of 
the Braille input preparation time plus two minutes to do the conversion and save 
the resulting file (assuming correct Nemeth syntax) using the Editor. 
- For all Phase 2 participants, the output quality of the math content was superior to 
anything produced using Computer Braille or plain text. This represented an 
improvement of approximately 30%. It should be noted that the quality of the 
output produced by one Phase 1 participant using LaTeX was equal to that of the 
Editor, but required twice as many document file formats and conversion steps, 
and significantly more time - 56 minutes overall.  
 
Table 4: Summary of Editor Method Steps and Timings 
 
Participant 
ID 
Number of different 
document/content 
formats 
Input 
Elapsed 
Time 
(hrs:mins) 
Conversion 
Elapsed 
Time 
(hrs:mins) 
 
Quality 
Rating 
B 2 0:50 0:02 5 
D 2 0:15 0:02 5 
AVERAGE 2.00 0:32.5 0:02 5 
 
TOTAL 
AVERAGE TIME 0:34.5 
 
0:02 
 
5 
 
 
 Analysis at the step and task level (see Table 5) shows that participants were 
successful on average in 83.9% of the steps they took within the Editor. This indicates a 
good level of comfort with the operational aspects of the Editor. At the task level, on 
average, participants were successful 69.7% of the time.  There were three main types of 
failures: 
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- Nemeth Braille syntax errors in the participant’s input .brf file.  This can be 
attributed to their lack of opportunities to practice in writing Nemeth Braille, as 
discussed above. When the Nemeth Braille input was correct, the task was 
successful. 
- Editor Chat feature loss of connection:  the connected state of the partners was 
unknowingly terminated during the session, but not detected by the Editor 
program. The participant’s actions were correct and the task should have been 
successful. 
- Editor program fault: the user’s actions were correct, but an unknown fault caused 
the Editor program to crash. 
Table 5: Editor Task and Step Completion Analysis 
 
Participant 
ID 
Step 
Success 
Step 
Fail 
%Step 
Success 
Task 
Success 
Task 
Fail 
%Task 
Success 
B 58 14 80.6% 8 3 72.7% 
D 68 10 87.2% 8 4 66.7% 
AVERAGE 63 12 83.9% 8 3.5 69.7% 
 
 
Results Using the Editor: Findings 
 Several usability issues were uncovered in the proof-of-concept testing sessions. 
Some of these were due to individual participant preferences or expectations, while 
others were due to program inconsistencies or errors, quirks involving JAWS, or 
behaviors of the participants themselves. These issues included the following: 
- List boxes in the interface do not have the first item selected by default. This 
behavior was recommended by a VI beta tester, who felt it would eliminate the 
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possibility of a VI user not paying attention to the selection and simply activating 
the default button in the dialog. However, this seems to be problematic for other 
VI users, who expect the first item to be selected already. This behavior should be 
corrected in MITD as it caused more problems than it avoided.  
- One VI participant became confused when JAWS seemed to jump randomly to 
the Chat area of the screen, because her sighted partner sent her a message 
without verbally indicating that she was doing so. The VI participant would prefer 
some type of notification without the jump. Also, the sighted partner should have 
verbalized what she was about to do before she did it. Had the partner verbalized 
this first, it would have been clear to the VI student what was happening. This 
sighted tutor had never worked with a blind student before, so she did not 
anticipate this problem, nor did she understand that she must verbalize everything 
she is doing first. The Editor should be changed to provide audio notification only 
and not automatically change the focus. This behavior was designed to try to 
minimize effort needed for navigation on the part of the VI user, but without prior 
knowledge of the actions that were taking place, it caused confusion. This 
problem might be lessened as the VI user gains proficiency with the Editor and 
recognizes the audio alert that was provided.  
- At one point, one VI student found that JAWS was only reading the OK button 
for message box dialogs, and not the text in the message box. However, the text 
was appearing on her BrailleNote PDA. Once she discovered this, she realized 
that she would have to switch back and forth between devices when this occurred. 
This may be a JAWS setting issue. 
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- If the VI student does not know the ASCII equivalent of Nemeth symbols, the AB 
Editor and the infix tree will be of little use or interest to them. The Editor should 
be enhanced with options to convert an input file directly without having to 
interact with the AB Editor unless the user wishes to do so. 
- Both VI participants used the Computer Braille notation for the exercise numbers. 
This had to be corrected to Nemeth syntax in order to process their input files. 
Both used uppercase for variable names, which may be a setting issue on the 
BrailleNote PDA. As noted by one participant’s responses in Phase 1 questions, 
lack of practice writing Nemeth makes it difficult to keep up the skill set. 
- The Editor seemed to indicate that it did not create an output file during 
conversion when serious errors occurred, but in reality, it did create an output file. 
The Editor’s error handling and error messages need to be significantly refined. 
- Although the Editor failed to completely convert the VI participants’ input file 
and produce results that would completely transfer into MathType, analysis 
showed that this was caused in part by errors in the Nemeth Braille syntax that 
were not being correctly handled by the Editor. Multi-line math expressions must 
be treated as a table in MathML. Failure of a row or cell within the table causes 
the entire table to fail to render correctly. The Editor’s error handling processes 
need to be enhanced to handle this type of situation in such a manner that will 
allow the rest of the conversion to render. To analyze this situation, Participant 
D’s MathML output was manually extracted on a line by line basis by the 
researcher, with the results shown in Figure I5 in Appendix I.  
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 The importance of shortcut keys and common Windows standards was 
underscored by Participant B, who quickly learned some of the shortcut keys in the 
Editor to process and convert the ASCII Braille expressions. She also relied on the use of 
JAWS command to click the Enter key to activate the positive action on a dialog, and 
also the use of the JAWS command to click the Escape key to activate the cancel feature 
of a dialog. These are part of the Windows standards that every program should 
implement (Microsoft Corp., 2010). 
 Participant B was unable to successfully convert her input file, again due to 
Nemeth syntax errors. She was instructed to take a known good sample of Nemeth 
Braille that had been provided prior to the test session for practice in using the Chat 
feature. This Nemeth Braille file was produced by converting MathType expressions into 
Nemeth using the Tiger software suite. Participant B loaded this file into the Editor, and 
then converted and saved it as a text file containing MathML. When that MathML 
content was pasted into a Microsoft Word document (with MathType as an installed add-
in), it displayed as correct math notation. This output was compared to the original file 
containing MathType used as input to Tiger software, and its math contents were 
identical. This validates the correct back-translation of Nemeth Braille to MathML. 
Numerous other Nemeth samples produced by Tiger software also have been validated by 
the author after back-translation to MathML by the Editor. 
 In each of the Phase 2 sessions, if the sighted tutor had known Nemeth Braille, 
she could have assisted the VI student in correcting the syntax errors. Had that occurred, 
a successful conversion would have resulted. This points to another potential use for the 
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Editor – assisting in the teaching of Nemeth Braille by partnering a Nemeth instructor 
with a VI student in a real-time collaborative session. 
 Both participants seemed uncomfortable with the list box as the Editor interface. 
Although this had been recommended by an early VI tester as a means to minimize 
navigational disorientation and possible unintended overwriting of content, it became 
clear during Phase 2 tests that not all VI users share this preference. A large multiline 
textbox type input area should be provided. In addition, the early VI tester had strongly 
encouraged the use of Accessibility tags and descriptors which can be assigned to the 
various screen components such as list boxes, textboxes, etc.  However, it was observed 
that this information which is read by JAWS was something that at least one of the 
participants did not recognize, and it caused confusion rather than providing useful 
information.  This unfamiliarity speaks to the general lack of use of existing accessibility 
features in commercial software today, as well as lack of understanding of all the features 
of JAWS.  
 Both MathType and Perky Duck behave unpredictably when embedded into the 
interface. Perky Duck causes context switching issues, and MathType sometimes refuses 
to allow the Editor to communicate with the currently open MathType document. 
Although there are workarounds for both of these issues, they are annoying and represent 
interface excise for users.  
 The chat session apparently timed out and disconnected when not used for 
extended periods of time. This was not trapped by the Editor, resulting in failed message 
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transfers. It is not clear what is causing this timeout, but it may be a WiFi issue. This 
requires further investigation. 
 It appears that the comfort level of the VI students using the Editor was directly 
related to their overall comfort level in navigating standard Windows applications. One 
participant seemed less knowledgeable in navigating standard Windows open and save 
dialogs, while the other was completely comfortable with them. Also, those VI students 
who have a strong knowledge of JAWS capabilities and know the advanced JAWS 
commands for more granular navigation in Windows applications will fare much better 
and learn the Editor’s interface more quickly.  
 The exit questionnaires were provided to the participants at the end of the testing 
sessions. Complete contents of the responses from Phase 2 participants can be viewed in 
Appendix I. 
 
Results Using the Editor: Metrics 
 Raskin’s Information Theoretic Efficiency measurement (Raskin, 2000) is defined 
as the ratio of the minimum amount of information necessary to do a task to the amount 
of information which the interface requires the user to supply. Evaluating the process of 
producing MathML output from Nemeth Braille input at the macro level, the minimum 
amount of information necessary to complete the task should be three steps: 
- Input the source data (Nemeth Braille) 
- Convert the source data 
- Output the destination data (MathML) 
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 The commands required in the Editor meet this desired goal exactly when the 
input file already exists. The required commands within the Editor are open file, save file, 
and select output type as MathML (which also performs the conversion). Raskin’s 
Information Theoretic Efficiency at this level becomes (task requirements/program 
requirements) = 3/3 = 100% efficient. 
 However, in reality there are more steps involved due to the requirements of the 
operating system itself, including (1) navigational actions to the existing input file, (2) 
designating the type of file to be used for input, (3) selecting the input file from a 
displayed list, (4) navigational actions to the desired output file location, (5) designating 
the type of file to be used for output, and (6) naming the output file. These steps do not 
actually move the task further toward completion, but are required to allow it to 
complete. When these additional steps are included, the Information Theoretic Efficiency 
ratio becomes 3/9, or 30%. At best, some of these steps could be eliminated by offering 
program preferences for input and output file types, and input and output default 
locations. This would improve the ratio to 3/5 = 60%. It seems unlikely that any further 
improvements could be made, as automatic file naming on input or output would likely 
put more burden on the VI user due to unwanted file names on output and the need to 
follow strict naming of input files produced offline on a Braille PDA. 
 The modified GOMS model as presented by Raskin (2000) was used to evaluate 
the average time to complete the task of entering a simple math expression in Nemeth 
Braille in the Editor and converting it to MathML. Three usage scenarios were 
considered: 
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- Scenario 1: VI user or sighted user who knows and utilizes the menu shortcut 
keys provided in the Editor 
- Scenario 2: VI user who does not utilize the shortcut keys provided in the Editor 
- Scenario 3: Sighted user who does not utilize the shortcut keys provided in the 
Editor 
 Each of the three scenarios was analyzed and calculated. The complete GOMS 
models and calculations are provided in Appendix J. Results are discussed here. 
 For the first scenario, both VI and sighted users would take the exact same actions 
to complete the task. They would experience an average time of approximately 14.6 
seconds to complete the task. In Scenario 2, the VI user’s average time increases to 23.7 
seconds, due to the need to traverse the menu choices individually and pause to allow 
JAWS to read the menu item text. This 9.1 second increase demonstrates why VI users 
demand shortcut keys for everything in an interface. In Scenario 3, the sighted user also 
experiences a significant increase in average time, to 25.55 seconds. The simple act of 
learning and utilizing menu shortcut keys provides a huge improvement for both VI and 
sighted users.  
 These three scenarios validate that the Editor interface is designed to be equally 
efficient for both the VI user and for the sighted user, regardless of whether they utilize 
the menu shortcut keys or not. This is not surprising given that the Editor interface was 
designed primarily for the VI user. It should be noted, however, that an interface 
designed solely for a sighted user would not utilize modal message boxes, which interrupt 
the flow and cause mental context switching. Message boxes, however, provide the best 
way to notify VI uses of status changes in the program or command results. Closing a 
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message box leaves the user in exactly the same focused area of the interface as before 
the message box appeared. This eliminates any navigational disorientation that might 
occur if the VI user were forced to jump to a status bar or some other area of the screen to 
check the command results or program status. 
  
 
Summary 
 Four VI students participated in Phase 1, demonstrating their current methods for 
producing math output. Two of these four students completed Phase 2, using the Editor to 
produce math output. Task steps and times for both phases were analyzed, along with the 
quality of the output.  
 Although both VI participants failed to be able to completely convert their math 
exercises due to Nemeth syntax errors, each did convert a number of lines of math 
expressions successfully. They both were able to send converted math objects to the 
paired sighted tutor. Both of these tasks demonstrated the back-translation of Nemeth 
Braille to MathML. This also demonstrated the potential use of the Editor as a Nemeth 
teaching tool, given that the VI student could send incorrect constructs through the chat 
feature for review by the partner.  
 There was a significant improvement in the number of conversion steps required 
to produce suitable math output by using the Editor. In addition and most importantly, the 
quality of the MathML output was guaranteed to be acceptable to a math course 
instructor, which was also a significant improvement over the current output produced by 
the VI students.  
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 Measurements of the interface efficiency using Raskin’s Interface Theoretic 
Efficiency metric showed that the Editor’s interface for the selected task does provide a 
good level of efficiency that is marred only by the additional requirements of the 
operating system (i.e., external to the program interface). The GOMS model calculations 
demonstrated that the average usage times in the Editor are roughly equivalent for both 
VI and sighted users when compared at the same level of user proficiency.  
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Chapter 5 
 
Conclusions, Implications, Recommendations and Summary 
 
Conclusions 
 Nemeth Braille in and of itself provides everything that a VI student needs to 
produce quality, well-formatted math constructs, because it provides markup capabilities 
as well as all necessary math symbols. Without a means of translating the Nemeth Braille 
directly to a final format, the VI student must learn some other markup language, such as 
LaTeX, to produce well-formatted math content, or must settle for “pidgin-math” output 
as produced by using Computer Braille, text substitutes for math symbols, and English 
words. The first alternative means much more time and effort by the VI student, while the 
second alternative means more time and effort by the instructor to interpret the submitted 
work. Math in the Dark provides the essential missing step in the production of math 
content by a VI student, taking Nemeth Braille input and converting it directly to 
MathML constructs with a minimal amount of effort on the part of the VI student. The VI 
student, using the Editor, will now be able to work solely in Nemeth Braille. 
 Math in the Dark solves the most important issue identified by Stanley (2008), 
that lack of sight hinders the ability to communicate math-related concepts in a sighted 
environment. The Editor and Chat features allow the VI user to function on the same 
level as a sighted individual, and give the VI user full control and responsibility for 
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format conversions. While it does not yet meet all of Stanley’s required functionality, 
such as handling math at all levels from arithmetic through college level, this proof-of-
concept demonstrates that the tool can meet that requirement in the future. 
 Given that the Bell and Mino survey (2013) established that Braille users have 
higher earnings capabilities in general, Math in the Dark’s ability to support the use of 
Braille in all academic endeavors involving math content is of significant importance. It 
will enable VI students to compete academically in programs within the STEM fields by 
providing the ability to converse in math as easily as sighted students can do. 
 Interface design of the Editor attempted to meet as many as possible of the 
recommendations given by Snyder (1994): 
- Bookmarking capability in the Editor provides memory aids. 
- All command actions provide feedback in the form of messages or navigational 
changes.  
- changes in modality are noticeable through accessibility labels that are read by 
JAWS, 
- Use of a list box for the Editor pane provides line number identification through 
JAWS.  
- Internal conversion processes do not require user interaction to complete.  
- Because the Editor was designed to support both sighted and non-sighted users, 
extensive accessibility labels were embedded into the interface to provide visual 
information about the interface to VI users.  
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- Tree views allow the VI user to determine the depth of information desired, to 
improve efficiency.  
- Almost every command in the Editor has an assigned shortcut key to eliminate the 
need to traverse the menu system.  
- The Editor provides support for two input/output modalities: standard keyboard 
and Braille keyboard. 
- Networking capability provides real-time communication and collaboration. 
- Collaboration between both sighted and VI users is supported. 
 Math in the Dark also meets Durre’s (2010) requirements that a solution or 
strategy must be acceptable academically to instructors and to the university, using 
resources that are readily available, and which are consistent with the VI student’s 
abilities. Providing the means to quickly and simply convert Nemeth Braille to MathML 
gives the VI student the ability to produce math content using the very tools that many 
instructors also use to produce math content, which is clearly acceptable and indeed 
probably preferable to educational institutions. 
 There are at least two problems that will not be improved significantly by the use 
of Math in the Dark:  (1) the problem of creating spatial layouts that are normally seen in 
commercially printed math texts, such as alignment by equals signs in a series of 
equations; (2) the difficulties of working within a 32-cell Braille PDA display (although 
this can be somewhat mitigated using the Editor if the user is comfortable with the ASCII 
Braille format in a standard Windows environment.   
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The major benefits provided by Math in the Dark include: 
-  Allows visually impaired students to create their math content with a minimum 
number of conversion steps, and to produce quality documents with clear and 
concise math constructs. 
- Allows VI students to work solely within their preferred format of Nemeth Braille 
- Allows direct keyboard input of Nemeth Braille in its ASCII equivalent format 
- Eliminates the need for VI students to learn LaTeX or another markup language 
- Provides a practical means for a VI student to collaborate in real time with a 
sighted peer, tutor, or instructor for immediate and effective assistance. 
- Provides a practical means for a sighted instructor to support a VI student enrolled 
in his/her course and to provide the same level of support as a sighted student 
would enjoy. 
- Allows the VI student to easily edit and rework any line in the document without 
being concerned about having to manage multiple versions of the work.  
 
Implications for Future Work 
 The ASCII Braille Editor window will probably be of little interest to most VI 
students, as few of them seem to know the ASCII Braille equivalent symbols. There was 
little motivation for them to learn this, since they had no means to translate the Nemeth 
into usable math content.  
 Embedding Perky Duck in the Editor interface is problematic due to context 
switching. Perky Duck trapped all JAWS commands to reach the main Editor menu and 
ignored them. The only way for a VI user to escape from Perky Duck was to use 
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ALT+TAB to totally switch out of the Editor, then ALT+TAB to return to the Editor. 
Providing a driver to allow direct Nemeth Braille input into the Math in the Dark editor 
using a Braille PDA would be preferable. Short-term workarounds include running Perky 
Duck as a separate task, using copy and paste from Perky Duck to the Editor for single 
line input. For multi-line input, the user must save Perky Duck content to a .brf type file 
and then load that into the Math in the Dark editor by opening the .brf file.  
 Embedding MathType in the Editor interface also is problematic. For unknown 
reasons, MathType would occasionally refuse to allow the Editor to communicate with its 
open document. Short-term workaround was to instruct MathType to open a new 
document, which allowed communication. The drawback is that it opens as a window 
outside of the Editor (no longer embedded). A future enhancement would be to provide 
another form of MathML support, or to run MathType separately, outside of the Editor, 
and use manual copy and paste. 
 Additional diagnostics for the chat feature should be implemented. It may also be 
necessary to implement a cyclical process to keep the communication channels open 
during periods of non-use, or to automatically reconnect if no manual disconnect was 
commanded by the users. 
Recommendations 
 Math in the Dark software should be expanded to support all of the commonly 
used algebra symbols and constructs next, with future work adding support for additional 
levels of math, including trigonometry and calculus. Further streamlining of the interface 
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should be done, based on the comments and observations gathered during the testing 
sessions. This might include:   
- A standard text window option for the Editor. Some students liked the listbox, 
while others preferred a multiline text window.  
- Better error messages to more specifically pinpoint problems.  
- The ability to directly convert a Nemeth input file to a MathML output file, 
without the need to load it into the Editor. 
- More specific syntax checking. 
The following additional features might help to improve the productivity of students: 
- Provide a feature that would allow a VI student to copy a MathType or Word 
Equation Editor math construct from a Word document and convert it to Nemeth 
Braille, without the need to use MathType. This should be fairly simple to 
implement, since copying the object includes its MathML format in the copied 
object in the Windows clipboard. 
- Provide Nemeth syntax correction suggestions based on rules and past statistics of 
prior use. This would both assist the experienced Nemeth user and also enhance 
the use of the Editor for training in Nemeth Braille. 
- Provide a direct command in the Editor to send email, with the most recently 
converted MathML file already attached to a new message. This is easy to 
implement. 
 Finally, it must be noted that one major set of difficulties in getting VI students to 
perform in this study was caused by the Institutional Review Board requirements:  
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- The need for original “wet-ink” hand-created signatures required that VI students 
have a sighted assistant to guide their hand to the location of required signature 
and initialization. VI students who live alone found this cumbersome, difficult 
and annoying. Being able to live and function independently is a large part of 
their self-esteem. Having to find and ask a sighted person to help them locate a 
signature area potentially involves privacy issues as well as self-esteem issues. 
The world in general is moving toward accepting digital signatures using 
validated digital certificates. Use of digital signatures allows a visually impaired 
individual to independently handle legal and other documents requiring 
signatures.  
- The need for original “wet-ink” hand-created signatures required that some VI 
students had to wait for documents sent by regular mail with a stamped, self-
addressed envelope to facilitate return of the original document. Several 
participants asked for this because they did not want to have to approach a sighted 
acquaintance to ask for help in addressing an envelope and finding a mailbox. 
This caused significant delays. 
- The format of the approved consent forms is a PDF document with image content. 
This is unreadable by text-to-speech readers. It was necessary to also send a Word 
copy of the approved document for the VI student to read, and then hope that the 
VI student trusted the researcher enough to sign the image-based PDF copy. This 
is unacceptable.  
- The quality of the approved consent forms as PDF documents was extremely 
poor, negating the possibility of a VI student using OCR recognition to create a 
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text-to-speech readable copy. This is completely unacceptable in the author’s 
opinion. 
 IRB processes and requirements should have amended versions for dealing with 
research participants who lack sight. Failure to provide this violates both the spirit and 
the letter of the ADA regulations. 
 
Summary 
 Math in the Dark holds much promise for allowing VI students to produce math 
content easily and seamlessly. They can work math problems fully in Nemeth Braille, the 
encoding system that completely supports their production of math content, and can use 
the features in Math in the Dark to seamlessly convert the Nemeth into MathML 
constructs in a single operation. No rewriting or reformatting effort on the part of the 
student is required, and the quality of the output is identical to that of professionally 
produced math content. Additionally, Math in the Dark provides a real-time 
communication option with automatic translation of math constructs to allow the VI 
student to work collaboratively with a sighted or VI partner. This provides a streamlined, 
efficient process for the VI student to produce math content with minimal extra work, and 
helps to reduce the barriers of math for VI students in all fields of study, but especially in 
STEM fields. 
 Math in the Dark will continue to be improved, with expanded coverage of 
additional math constructs.  When this has been completed, it will be made available 
commercially. 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix A 
 
Nemetex LaTeX Output Sample Demonstrating the Need for Nemeth 
IDE/Editor 
 
 The sample shown below in Figure A1 is from page 2 of a set of homework 
exercises (problems 65-88) that was created by entry of Nemeth Braille on a BrailleNote 
PDA by a blind student. Notice that in the middle of Ex. 87, a level-down indicator tag to 
end the exponent was omitted, causing all of the rest of the work to be listed as part of the 
exponent to the expression in Ex. 87. This sample of work required over 3 hours of time, 
due to the tedious nature of inputting Nemeth Braille, the insertion of additional tags 
required for use with Nemetex, the exporting of the Braille into ASCII Braille format for 
input to Nemetex, followed by the conversion of the LaTeX output produced by Nemetex 
into PDF format for submission to the instructor. With a limited refreshable Braille 
display of 40 cells, and the fact that Nemeth characters often require multiple cells, it is 
very difficult to proofread for correct structure of the Nemeth input. While a sighted 
student would very quickly see this type of error, a VI student must tediously match 
Nemeth indicator characters (similar to HTML tags) by hand on a very limited display. 
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Figure A1. Sample homework assignment created by a VI student using Nemeth Braille 
input, showing editing problems 
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Appendix B 
 
MIM-VIP Math Instant Messenger for Visually Impaired Persons 
 
 Math Instant Messenger for Visually Impaired People (MIM-VIP) was a senior 
capstone project for Computer Science majors at FIU. This author provided the 
project specifications and acted as client and mentor to this group of five students: 
Arian Acosta, Carlos Bustamante, Christopher Casanova, Raul Fuentes, and Barbara 
Gonzalez. Their course requirements were to take a real-world project and implement 
it, using all of their knowledge gained from their coursework over the duration of 
their undergraduate studies. As such, a great deal of time was spent on software 
engineering methodology requirements, including use case development, 
specification development, etc. This limited the actual product development time that 
was available to the team in this one-semester project, and resulted in some design 
decisions that were less than optimal, given the time constraints. Nonetheless, this 
implementation did allow the project to demonstrate the viability of the IM approach 
to support VI students interacting in real time with sighted users.  
Limitations of this prototype: 
1. The senior capstone project uses Messenger Plus, a third party instant messenger 
product that supports user-designed add-ins (Yuna Software, 2010). This product 
had not been released in a 64-bit implementation at the time of implementation. It 
appears that a new version will be imminently released that will install on 64-bit 
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Windows. It was selected by the team due to a simpler architecture for add-ins 
than Microsoft Windows Live Messenger, and a very tight time constraint for this 
semester-long senior project. The author's suspicion is that the new security 
restrictions on Windows Live Messenger have made it more difficult to 
implement add-ins, and this may be a factor as well for the delay of a 64-bit 
implementation of Messenger Plus. It should also be noted that Text-to-Speech 
support often lags behind product release, especially for the JAWS program used 
by almost all VI students (Freedom Scientific), and this is another limiting feature 
when selecting component software. 
2. The senior capstone project team discovered that Liblouis did not actually 
implement full back-translation despite their claims to do so. Liblouis was a joint 
venture with ViewPlus Technologies (ViewPlus Technologies Inc., 2010), who 
currently market the Tiger translation software as well as Braille embosser 
printers. ViewPlus would have a strong commercial incentive to restrict the 
availability of completed back-translation implementation to effectively squelch 
other competition in this market. ViewPlus has not released any back-translation 
capability up to the current time. Factors include the low demand for it, which 
would be further lowered by the high price, especially if it was made available 
only within the Tiger suite (currently $395.00 for translation software only). It is 
important to remember that most VI students are on some form of government 
assistance. The primary purchasers of technology for VI use, therefore, are state 
government agencies or educational institutions, resulting in pricing that reflects a 
longer sales cycle, lower sales quantities, and an expectation of greater financial 
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resources available for the purchase of such products. State agencies such as the 
Florida Division of Blind Students are rarely willing to purchase software for 
individual students in the price range of $300 and up. 
3. The senior capstone project team implemented a very basic table-based back-
translation feature, which required the use of tags to identify the portion of input 
that was Nemeth. This was the approach used in Liblouis as well. Again, time to 
completion was a strong factor in implementation details for the senior capstone 
project.  
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Appendix C 
Transcript of messages from the public BlindMath email list server 
 
This interchange between blind students highlights the resistance that VI students face 
when they attempt to major in STEM disciplines.   
[Author's Note: JT is a CS major at Florida International University; Peter was a CS 
major at Auburn University.] 
Peter: 
>     My name is Peter, who is on the NFB Blind Math e-mail discussion  
> list. My major is also computer science with no minor as of yet. How  
> far in mathematics have you progressed at your college? 
> 
> [JT]:  I had to start over at Algebra even though I took calculus in my 
> first time around with college.   I took algebra and Trigonometry. 
> 
> I have passed 
> through precalculu [sic] but cannot remember it cause [sic] what you don't  
> remember is due to practice. Largely I have to take cal I, II and III  
> with linear algebra at my college with an elective natural science  
> class. What about your college? There are unique challenges in my  
> particular case due to me being the first ever legally blind person to  
> attempt such a feat at Auburn University. 
> 
> 
> [JT]: It has been difficult because I too was the very first one to 
attempt 
> such a feat.  At first, I don't think they realized I was going to go  
> through with it.  I  essentially got in their faces and told them I  
> was 
not 
> going  away.  It was a nice experience as I don't like pushing buttons 
that 
> don't need to be pushed.  I have always treated the Disability Center  
> with respect and professionalism and they have come through for me. 
> [JT] end of comment 
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 [Author's Note: JT's statement about the Disability Center supporting him is true, but he 
should have indicated that the support was not initially provided in a timely fashion.  The 
author supported JT for two semesters with Braille production, tactile diagram 
production, and tutoring services for his Math and CS courses before the Disability 
Center finally was in a position to commit to provide some of these services. This was 
due, in part, to state university budgeting processes, but also, as JT noted, their initial 
attempts to dissuade him from the CS major. They did, however, represent him very well 
in his difficulties in dealing with the Math Department and its instructors, and made 
every attempt to facilitate the author's assistance until they had budget appropriated.] 
 
Peter: 
>      The board meeting with the disability staff, comp science staff  
> and myself with my fiance [sic] can be summarized below. Software  
> architecture with color variables will pose a problem. In particular,  
> the software architecture is 2nd or 3rd dimensional in imaging format. 
> Then, the coloring indicators of labeling them accordingly and  
> debugging them. Dr. Change didn't know about screen readers nor about  
> successsful nblind [sic] people of the past and present time. On a positive  
> note, the meeting afterward allowed me to show the accessability [sic] of  
> Oracle databasing software which is 508 compliant. 
 
[Author's note: Because JT had been very late in responding to Peter's initial post, JT then 
received the following reply from Peter.] 
Unfortunately this message reply came too late to be of any good use to me at this time. I 
dropped my classes and am thinking of a new major. Life sucks being blind just thinking 
of nothingness at this stage. Thanks for your time and energy in compiling your 
information though. Good luck with computer science you'll need it tthat [sic] is for sure.  
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Appendix D 
Excerpt from an Email Advertisement for Braille embossing printers 
from ViewPlus Technologies 
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Appendix E 
Tables 
Table E1: Employment Data Pertaining to People with Vision Loss (16 Years of Age and 
Over)8 
Employment Data Pertaining to People with Vision Loss (16 Years of Age and Over) 
Month/ 
Year 
Number 
Not 
 in Labor 
Force 
Percentage 
Not in 
Labor Force 
Labor Force 
Participation 
Rate 
Unemployment 
Rate 
Employment 
to Population 
Rate 
      
Mar-09 2,960,000 76.70% 23.30% 12.00% 20.50% 
Jun-09 3,140,000 76.00% 24.00% 13.20% 20.80% 
Sep-09 3,150,000 78.00% 12.20% 19.30%   
Dec-09 3,163,000 78.30% 21.70% 13.00% 18.90% 
Mar-10 3,132,000 76.70% 23.00% 15.30% 19.50% 
Jun-10 2,903,000 74.60% 25.40% 13.20% 22.00% 
Sep-10 2,955,000 74.60% 25.40% 13.10% 22.10% 
Dec-10 3,104,000 77.90% 22.10% 12.00% 19.50% 
Mar-11 3,153,000 78.10% 21.90% 12.20% 19.30% 
Jun-11 3,169,000 77.50% 22.50% 20.50% 17.90% 
Sep-11 3,028,000 77.00% 23% 18.50% 18.70% 
Dec-11 3,003,000 78.60% 23% 13.40% 18.50% 
 
  
                                               
8 Source: (American Federation for the Blind, 2012) 
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Table E2: Relative Cost of Braille Embosser Printers9 
 
Product Name and 
Manufacturer 
 
Key Features 
Cost 
(US$) 
 
Tactile Image Enhancer 
Junior (T.I.E. Jr.) by 
Repro-Tronics 
 
Uses laser technology on special “swell”  
(encapsulated) paper to produce tactile images; 
must print images on encapsulated paper first; 
allows continuous lines unlike dot-based 
embossers 
 
 
350 
Tactile Image Enhancer 
(T.I.E.) by Repro-Tronics 
Uses laser technology on special “swell”  
(encapsulated) paper to produce tactile images; 
must print images on encapsulated paper first; 
produces continuous lines unlike dot-based 
embossers 
 
1,100 
Swell-Form Graphics 
Heating Machine by 
American  Thermoform 
Corp. 
 
Same approach as T.I.E. 1,280 
Pictures in a Flash 
(P.I.A.F.) by Humanware 
Group 
 
Sane approach as T.I.E. 1,295 
Basic-D by Index Braille Cannot emboss images; uses tractor fed paper; z-
folding 
 
3,295 
Everest by Index Braille Embosses documents, Braille books, labels and 
visiting cards; can print ink and Braille in same 
document 
 
4,495 
Tiger Cub Desktop 
Embosser by ViewPlus 
Can print directly from mainstream Windows 
software such as Word; can produce 3-D tactile 
graphics (varied height of dots) 
 
4,995 
Tiger Max Desktop embossed for use by VI individuals; 
produces dot-based 3-D graphics 
 
5,995 
4x4 Pro by Index Braille Can emboss images with WinBraille; newspaper 
format 
 
5,995 
                                               
9 Sources: (Rahman, Sanghvi, Toyama, & Dias, 2010), (AbleData, 2011) 
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Emprint SpotDot by 
ViewPlus 
Print the original ink text together with Braille 
allowing sighted reader to follow along; 
embosses images; new, easy-to-use operator 
panel with tactile buttons; uses the same paper 
and ink cartridges as an HP Inkjet printer 
 
6,995 
Premier 80 by ViewPlus High-speed Braille along with Tiger super high-
resolution graphics; automatic double-sided 
embossing – no flipping the paper; production-
strength hardware made for running long hours; 
compact desktop size – smaller than most 
production embossers 
 
9,995 
Gemini Braille Printer by 
Nippon Telesoft 
Designed for VI user; prints ink and Braille 
simultaneously on same page; handles European 
alphabet and Korean alphabets, plus Chinese and 
Japanese characters 
 
10,945 
Tiger Premier 100 by 
ViewPlus 
Designed for production of Braille books and 
documents; includes Tiger software suite for 
translation of material to Braille; prints at 100 
cps (Braille cells per second) 
 
11,995 
Tiger Elite 150 by 
ViewPlus  
Designed for production of Braille books and 
documents; includes Tiger software suite for 
translation of material to Braille; prints at 150 
cps (Braille cells per second) 
 
17,995 
Tiger Elite 200 by 
ViewPlus 
Designed for production of Braille books and 
documents; includes Tiger software suite for 
translation of material to Braille; prints at 200 
cps (Braille cells per second) 
 
24,995 
4Waves Prod by Index 
Braille 
Can emboss images with WinBraille; high 
embossing speed; 4 modules + one service 
module; low noise level 
31,500 
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Appendix F 
 
LEAN Math Notation Samples10  
 
The solution to the quadratic equation in LEAN would be spoken as: "[x] = 
[fraction][minus][b][plus or minus][root][b][squared][minus]4[a][c][end 
root][over]2[a][end fraction]". 
 
Euler's, would read as: "sin θ = [fraction][e][superscript][expression][i]θ[end 
expression][minus][e][superscript][expression][minus][i]θ[end expression][over]2[i][end 
fraction]". 
  
                                               
10 Source: http://www.access2science.com/jagqn/More%20Accessible%20Math%20preprint.htm 
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Appendix G 
Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure G1. Major Process Flow – From VI User to Sighted User 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure G2. Major Process Flow – From Sighted User to VI User 
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Figure G3. Nemeth Braille Editor – Major Functional Areas 
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Figure G4. Chat Feature – Major Functional Areas 
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Figure G5: Main Editor Window screen 
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Figure G6: Infix tree display showing a complex polynomial fraction in ASCII 
equivalence of Nemeth Braille 
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Figure G7: Chat Connection screen 
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Figure G8: Shortcut Keys View  
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Appendix H 
Current Student Math Content Production 
 
 Students were given a task list containing math problems for Phase 1 of the study. 
They were asked to record the time that it took them to complete the math, and they were 
also asked to answer some questions.  Following is the contents of the task list they were 
given: 
Current Math Homework Methods Task List 
In this part of the test, we wish to understand how you currently produce your 
math homework for submission to your math instructor.  Please complete the 
math questions shown below by using the methods that you normally use to 
produce your math homework. Please also capture the starting and ending times 
to illustrate how long it took you to complete these problems. 
Starting Date:    
Starting Time: 
Ending Date: 
Ending Time: 
 
1. Simplify:  2( 7 14) (4 2)x x x      
2. Simplify:  3 2 35( 2 3) 6(3 2 )x x x x      
3. Simplify:  
2
2
16
, 0, 0
36
x
x y
y
    
4. Simplify:  
2
2
1
5 6
1
2
x
x x
x
x

 


 
5. Solve for x:  
5 4
3 4x x
 

 
  
Please provide a detailed description of the methods that you used to complete 
these problems.  Please address the questions below as part of your description. 
1. Did you use Braille?  If so, which type of Braille? 
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2. Did you utilize a reader? 
3. Did you have someone scribing your answers?  If so, was this done from 
your verbal instructions or did the scribe use a document that you 
produced with your answers? 
4. What type of document file did you use to contain your work during the 
period of time that you were working on these probrlems?  Examples 
would be a text file, Microsoft Word file, etc. 
5. What type of document did you place your final work into in preparation 
to submit to your instructor? 
6. In what form are your homework problems submitted? Examples would 
be as text characters, as ASCII Braille, as Braille (using a Braille font), 
etc. 
7. Have you experienced any problems in producing math homework for 
your instructor in the past?  If so, please describe them. 
8. What part(s) of your current methods do you find frustrating, or overly 
time-consuming, or problematic for some other reason? 
 
 The following samples are from Phase 1 of the study, in which VI student 
participants demonstrated how they currently produce math content for math courses. The 
exercise numbers in these samples are the same as those in the task list above. Participant 
names have been removed. 
Participant A 
Participant A (text file): 
Current Math Homework Methods Task List 
In this part of the test, we wish to understand how you currently 
produce your math homework for submission to your math 
instructor. Please  plete the math questions shown below by using 
the methods that you normally use to produce your math homework. 
Please also capture the starting and ending times to illustrate 
how long it took you ! plete these problems. 
Starting Date: August 10, 2014 
Starting Time: 9:47 pm 
Ending Date: August 10, 2014 
Ending Time: 10:23 pm 
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1. Simplify: (x(superscript)2(endscript) + 7x + 14) + (4x-2) 
x(superscript)2(endscript) + 11x + 12 
 
2. Simplify: 5(x(superscript)3(endscript) + 
2x(superscript)2(endscript)-3)-6(3x(superscript)3(endscript)-2x) 
5x(superscript)3(endscript) + 10x(superscript)2(endscript)-15-
18x(superscript)3(endscript) + 12x 
-13x(superscript)3(endscript) + 10x(superscript)2(endscript) + 
12x-15 
 
3. Simplify: (Root) (open frac)16x(superscript)2(endscript) over 
36y(superscript)2(endscript)(close frac) (EndRoot), x >= 0, y >= 
0 
(open frac)(Root) 16x(superscript)2(endscript) (EndRoot) over 
(Root) 36y(superscript)2(endscript) (EndRoot)(close frac) 
(open frac)4x over 6y(close frac) 
 
4. Simplify: (open frac)x(superscript)2(endscript)-1 over 
x(superscript)2(endscript)-5x + 6(close frac)/(open frac)x + 1 
over x-2(close frac) 
(open frac)x(superscript)2(endscript)-1 over 
x(superscript)2(endscript)-5x + 6(close frac) ú (open frac)x-2 
over x + 1(close frac) 
(x(superscript)2(endscript)-1)(x-2) = x(superscript)3(endscript)-
2x(superscript)2(endscript)-x + 2 
(x(superscript)2(endscript)-5x + 6)(x + 1) = 
x(superscript)3(endscript)-5x(superscript)2(endscript) + 6x + 
x(superscript)2(endscript)-5x + 6 = x(superscript)3(endscript)-
4x(superscript)2(endscript) + x + 6 
(open frac)x(superscript)3(endscript)-
2x(superscript)2(endscript)-x + 2 over 
x(superscript)3(endscript)-4x(superscript)2(endscript) + x + 
6(close frac) 
 
5. Solve for x: (open frac)-5 over x + 3(close frac) = (open 
frac)-4 over x + 4(close frac) 
-5(x + 4) = -4(x + 3) 
-5x-20 = -4x-12 
-x = 8 
x = -8 
-5 over (-8 + 3) = -4 over (-8 + 4) 
-5 over -5 = -4 over -4 
-1 = -1 
Please provide a detailed description of the methods that you 
used to complete these problems. Please address the questions 
below as part of your description. 
 
1. Did you use Braille? If so, which type of Braille? 
 
Yes. I converted the Nemeth braille problems to computer braille 
code in order for them to appear correctly when saved. 
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2. Did you utilize a reader? 
 
No. 
 
3. Did you have someone scribing your answers? If so, was this 
done from your verbal instructions or did the scribe use a 
document that you produced with your answers? 
 
No. 
 
4. What type of document file did you use to contain your work 
during the period of time that you were working on these 
problems? Examples would be a text file, Microsoft Word file, 
etc. 
 
I used a keyword document, which is the default file type on the 
BrailleNote Apex. 
 
5. What type of document did you place your final work into in 
preparation to submit to your instructor? 
 
Microsoft Word file. 
 
6. In what form are your homework problems submitted? Examples 
would be as text characters, as ASCII Braille, as Braille (using 
a Braille font), etc. 
 
Computer braille, which I assume is the same as ASCII Braille. 
For the remainder of these explanations, I define "Computer 
braille" as the type of braille used in files like Microsoft Word 
documents. 
 
7. Have you experienced any problems in producing math homework 
for your instructor in the past? If so, please describe them. 
 
Because I produce my work using a BrailleNote Apex with a 32-35ll 
refreshable braille display, producing math vertically is 
difficult due to only having one row of braille cells to work 
with. Therefore, I produce most problems horizontally from left 
to right. Reading math horizontally as I solve the problems makes 
visualizing steps difficult because I am unable to produce one 
part of the problem directly underneath another portion. For 
instance, when adding decimals, I must focus on making sure I add 
the tenths with the tenths, hundredths with the hundredths, etc. 
If I could work out the problem out vertically, I could line up 
the numbers according to place value and thus have more of my 
working memory available to solve the problems. 
 
Secondly, I have limited room to work with on the braille display 
due to using many open and closing parentheses to separate 
numerators from denominators when working with long fractions, 
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which often contain fractions within fractions. Certain computer 
braille symbols take up more room on the braille display due to 
not having dot combinations assigned; instead of a ý appearing in 
two cells as it does in Nemeth, Two (Superscript), which takes up 
18 cells, is spelled out. Even though I can write Nemeth braille 
on the BrailleNote, I avoid doing so because I would rather not 
give my instructor a list of Nemeth translation abbreviations 
that the BrailleNote uses when translating Nemeth into text for 
emailing or printing. 
 
8. What part(s) of your current methods do you find frustrating, 
or overly time-consuming, or problematic for some other reason? 
 
Keeping track of where I am in the problem is time-consuming 
because writing in computer braille takes up more space on the 
braille display than writing in Nemeth. I also find using 
computer braille frustrating because I cannot practice writing in 
Nemeth as much as reading it. 
Participant A (Word document): 
Current Math Homework Methods Task List 
In this part of the test, we wish to understand how you currently produce your math 
homework for submission to your math instructor. Please  plete the math questions shown 
below by using the methods that you normally use to produce your math homework. 
Please also capture the starting and ending times to illustrate how long it took you ! plete 
these problems. 
Starting Date: August 10, 2014 
Starting Time: 9:47 pm 
Ending Date: August 10, 2014 
Ending Time: 10:23 pm 
 
1. Simplify:  (x²+7x+14)+(4x-2) 
x²+11x+12 
 
2. Simplify:  5(x³+2x²-3)-6(3x³-2x) 
(5x³+10x²-15)+(-18x³+12x) 
-13x³+10x²+12x-15 
 
3. Simplify: √((16x²)/(36y²)), x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0 
√(16x²)/√(36y²) 
4x/6y 
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4. Simplify:  (((X²-1)/(X²-5x+6))/((X+1)/(X-2))) 
(((X²-1)/(X²-5x+6))*((X-2)/(X+1))) 
(x²-1)(x-2) = x³-2x²-x+2 
(X²-5x+6)(X+1) = x³-5x²+6x+X²-5x+6 = x³-4x²+x+6 
(x³-2x²-x+2)/(x³-4x²+x+6) 
 
5. Solve for x:   -5/(X+3) = -4/(X+4) 
-5(x+4) = -4(x+3) 
-5x-20 = -4x-12 
-x = 8 
x = -8 
-5/(-8+3) = -4/(-8+4) 
-5/-5 = -4/-4 
-1 = -1 
 
Please provide a detailed description of the methods that you used to complete these 
problems. Please address the questions below as part of your description. 
 
1. Did you use Braille? If so, which type of Braille? 
 
Yes. I converted the Nemeth braille problems to computer braille code in order for them 
to appear correctly when saved. 
 
2. Did you utilize a reader? 
 
No. 
 
3. Did you have someone scribing your answers? If so, was this done from your verbal 
instructions or did the scribe use a document that you produced with your answers? 
 
No. 
 
4. What type of document file did you use to contain your work during the period of time 
that you were working on these problems? Examples would be a text file, Microsoft 
Word file, etc. 
 
I used a keyword document, which is the default file type on the BrailleNote Apex. 
 
5. What type of document did you place your final work into in preparation to submit to 
your instructor? 
 
Microsoft Word file. 
 
6. In what form are your homework problems submitted? Examples would be as text 
characters, as ASCII Braille, as Braille (using a Braille font), etc. 
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Computer braille, which I assume is the same as ASCII Braille. For the remainder of 
these explanations, I define "Computer braille" as the type of braille used in files like 
Microsoft Word documents. 
 
7. Have you experienced any problems in producing math homework for your instructor 
in the past? If so, please describe them. 
 
Because I produce my work using a BrailleNote Apex with a 32-cell refreshable braille 
display, producing math vertically is difficult due to only having one row of braille cells 
to work with. Therefore, I produce most problems horizontally from left to right. Reading 
math horizontally as I solve the problems makes visualizing steps difficult because I am 
unable to produce one part of the problem directly underneath another portion. For 
instance, when adding decimals, I must focus on making sure I add the tenths with the 
tenths, hundredths with the hundredths, etc. If I could work out the problem out 
vertically, I could line up the numbers according to place value and thus have more of my 
working memory available to solve the problems. 
Secondly, I have limited room to work with on the braille display due to using many open 
and closing parentheses to separate numerators from denominators when working with 
long fractions, which often contain fractions within fractions. Certain computer braille 
symbols take up more room on the braille display due to not having dot combinations 
assigned; instead of a ²  appearing in two cells as it does in Nemeth, Two (Superscript), 
which takes up 18 cells, is spelled out. Even though I can write Nemeth braille on the 
BrailleNote, I avoid doing so because I would rather not give my instructor a list of 
Nemeth translation abbreviations that the BrailleNote uses when translating Nemeth into 
text for emailing or printing. 
 
8. What part(s) of your current methods do you find frustrating, or overly time-
consuming, or problematic for some other reason? 
 
Keeping track of where I am in the problem is time-consuming because writing in 
computer braille takes up more space on the braille display than writing in Nemeth. I also 
find using computer braille frustrating because I cannot practice writing in Nemeth as 
much as reading it. 
 
Participant B 
Participant B (text file only): 
 
math began at 5:18 pm and ended at 5:44 pm 
questions began at 5:44 pm and ended at 4:01 pm 
1. 7x+4x=11x 
14-2=12 
answer: x^2+11x+12 
 
2. 5x^3+10x^2-15-18x^3+12x 
23x^3+10x^2-15+12x 
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answer: 23x^3+10x^2+12x-15 
 
3. (4x)/(6y) 
 
4. (x^2-1)/(x^2-5x+6)*(x-2)/(x+1) 
(x^2-1)(x-2) 
x^3-2x^2-2x+2 
(x^2-5x+6)(x+1) 
(x^3-5x^2+6x) 
answer: 
(x^3-2x^2-2x+2)/(x^3-5x^2+6x) 
 
5. -5/(x+3)=-4/(x+4) 
-5x-20=-4x-12 
-5x-20+20=-4x-12+20 
-5x=-4x+4x+8 
-5x+4x=-4x+4x+8 
-x=8 
x=-8 
-5/(-8+3)=-4/(-8+4) 
-5/(-5)=-4/(-4) 
1=1 
answer: 
x=-8 
 
1. I used computer Braille. 
2. no 
3. I wrote down my own answers. 
4. text file 
5. I didn't have to place my final work into another document 
because it was already in a text file. 
6. They are submitted in a text file just like this one. 
7. My instructor says my work is too linear and should be more 
spacial, but I don't want to have to go all over the place and 
skip around to read what I need to in the correct order. It makes 
more sense to have my work written in the exact order it is to be 
read. My instructor also gives me these pdfs where the operator 
symbols are missing and insists that they are there when they are 
not. for example, 2*4x shows up as 2 4x and 2/4x also show up as 
2 4x. Sometimes with books and other material, the equations will 
show up as images, sometimes they will show up as objects that 
can be moved around the document but not read or modified, and 
sometimes there will be no trace of any attempt at representing 
an equations. The object thing mostly occurs in microsoft word. 
So now I get brl files like the one you sent, which I open with 
my Braillenote. I have just started getting these recently so I 
don't know how to open them on the computer. I don't like them 
because I can read everything fine, but if I want to listen to 
something in conjunction with reading it, it doesn't speak it 
correctly. for example: 
( = of 
have = h 
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7. = number sign g four 
So if I can't read something, I have no way of figuring out what 
it is supposed to be and I can't show my teacher the same 
document I am looking at. I used to always write my work under 
the question in case I was seeing something different for some 
reason. Then my professor could see the exact question I was 
reading followed by my work. If I did this with the brl file, it 
would just print out garbage. When I open it, my Braillenote 
creates a brf file, and if I want to write text in this file, I 
can, but if I want to write math in this file, I can't for the 
same reason I can't listen to it. I need it to both show up in 
Braille and be understood by the computer as the same text I am 
reading. 
 
8. If I have a fraction laid out spacially, so it takes up three 
lines, but I have other terms around it that aren't fractions and 
only take up one line, I would have too much trouble keeping 
track of where to put everything. It would also be hard to read 
because I am using a 1 line Braille display as a multiline 
Braille display isn't on the market. Even if it was, I definitely 
couldn't afford it and it might even be too expensive for a state 
agency to purchase. I do not have an embosser and it would be 
highly inefficient anyways to emboss my work several times and go 
back and forth between it and my Braille display to make sure the 
lines are matching up. Subscripts and superscripts are also a 
problem. I like parentheses to separate my exponent from the base 
for example, but sighted people like subscripts. The way I am 
currently producing my work doesn't allow for this very easily 
however. 
  
Participant C 
Participant C (text file): 
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Participant C (LaTeX file): 
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Participant C (Word file): 
 
start Conversion: September 27, 2014: 2:16 PM 
End Conversion: 2:41 PM 
Final check: 2:47 PM 
 
1. Simplify: 
2
2
( 7 14) (4 2)
11 12
x x x
x x
   
 
 
 
2. Simplify: 
3 2 3
3 2 3
3 2
5( 2 3) 6(3 2 )
5 10 15 18 12
13 10 12 15
x x x x
x x x x
x x x
   
   
   
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3. Simplify: 
2
2
16
, 0, 0
36
4
, 0
6
x
x y
y
x
y
y
 

 
 
Participant D 
 
Participant D (Word file only): 
 
Starting Date: March 24, 2015 
Starting Time: 4:30 PM 
Ending Date: March 25, 2015 
Ending Time: 2:51 PM 
Problem 1:  
(x^2+7x+14)+(4x-2) = (x^2+11x+12)  
Problem 2: 
5(x^3+2x^2-3)-6(3x^3-2x) 
(5x^3+10x^2-15)-(18x^3+12x)  
= (-13x^3+10x^2+12x-15) 
Problem 3: 
16x/36y  
Prolem 4:  
-6/(10x-12) NOTE: I’ve not found a good way to display my work in an understandable 
fashion for a problem such as this one.  
Problem 5: 
-5/x+3 = -4/x+4 
-5(x+4) = -4(x+3)  
-5x-20 = -4x-12 
-8 = x 
I used a Perkins Brailler to complete my work for these problems. I also used a 
BraillNote Apex paired via USB to my laptop to be able to read the problems presented 
in Nemeth. Oddly enough, this opportunity has never been presented to me before as a 
method for reading math, so I was quite intrigued, but found it the easiest thus far as far 
as being able to completely understand and read the math. As such, I did not need to 
utilize a reader to complete these problems. I prepared the final document using ASCII 
characters in a Microsoft word file. I have had a lot of problems presenting math 
homework to my instructors in a method that they can read. There are usually many 
questions about the files that I submit, especially as the difficulty of the math increases. I 
find that my current methods are quite time consuming, because I must write the answers 
twice: once on my Brailler, and then again in the final Word file. This, quite frankly, 
gives me a headache and makes it very difficult when I am under time constraints, to get 
all of my homework done.  
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Appendix I 
Student Math Content Production Using Math in the Dark 
 VI students were given a task list containing math problems for Phase 2 of the 
study. These problems were similar to the Phase 1 math problems in terms of the level of 
difficulty and the constructs involved. Those students who did not know the ASCII 
equivalent form of Nemeth Braille were asked to record the time that it took them to 
complete the math offline using their BrailleNote PDA. Once this was completed, the 
online testing session with a sighted partner was begun. At the end of the online testing 
session, they were asked to answer some questions. Following is the contents of the task 
list they were given: 
Math in the Dark Task List – College Algebra 
Please complete the following math questions using Math in the Dark during the 
arranged joint online session with a sighted partner. 
1.  Simplify:  2( 4 5) (3 3)x x x      
2.  Simplify:   3 2 3 26( 3) 4(2 3 )x x x x      
3.  Simplify:   
2(2 3)( 1)x x x       
4.  Simplify:   
2
4
9
0, > 0
25
x
x y
y
   
5. Simplify:   
2
2
2
2
9 4
18 81
3 4 4
9
x
x x
x x
x x

 
 

  
6.  Solve for x:    
4 3
=
4 6x x
 
 
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 Participant B was unable to successfully convert her entire input file. There were 
numerous Nemeth Braille syntax errors. In attempting to correct these errors, she began 
to experience problems between JAWS, her PDA and the virtual Windows environment 
on her MacBook laptop. Because she indicated fatigue and lack of enough time to go 
back and redo everything, the researcher advised her to use a known good sample of 
Nemeth Braille in place of her own input Nemeth Braille file. She opened this sample 
Nemeth Braille file in the Editor and saved the file as MathML, which converted it 
automatically in the process of creating the MathML. She then emailed the resulting text 
file containing MathML to the sighted tutor, who was able to paste it into Word and see 
the resulting math objects, demonstrating successful back-translation of the Nemeth 
Braille. The input file contents and resulting output are shown below. 
Participant B’s Nemeth Braille input (known good sample): 
#1_4 (x~2"+7x+14)+(4x-2)  
#2_4 #5(x~3"+2x~2"-3)-6(3x~3"-2x)  
#3_4 >?16x~2"/36y~2"#}, x .1: #0, y .1: #0  
#4_4 ,??x~2"-1/x~2"-5x+6#,/?x+1/x-2#,# 
#5_4 ?-5/x+3# .k ?-4/x+4# 
 
Participant B’s MathML output production from the Editor: 
Instructor:  This file contains MathML created by a 
visually impaired student using MathInTheDark.  Copy ONLY 
the MathML contents of this file (below the line) into a 
Microsoft Word document on a computer that has MathType 
installed as an add-in, and you will see the math 
expressions. Alternatively, you can copy the MathML 
contents of this file directly into MathType. 
-----------------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
<math display='block'><mtable columnalign='left'> 
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mn>1.</mn><mtext>&#x2009;</mtext><mo>(</mo><msup><mi>x</mi
><mn>2</mn></msup><mo>&#x002B;</mo><mn>7</mn><mo>&#x2062;</
mo><mi>x</mi><mo>&#x002B;</mo><mn>14</mn><mo>)</mo><mo>&#x0
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02B;</mo><mo>(</mo><mn>4</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>x</mi><mo
>&#x002D;</mo><mn>2</mn><mo>)</mo> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mn>2.</mn><mtext>&#x2009;</mtext><mn>5</mn><mo>&#x2062;</m
o><mo>(</mo><msup><mi>x</mi><mn>3</mn></msup><mo>&#x002B;</
mo><mn>2</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>x</mi><mn>2</mn></m
sup><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>3</mn><mo>)</mo><mo>&#x002D;</mo><
mn>6</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mo>(</mo><mn>3</mn><mo>&#x2062;<
/mo><msup><mi>x</mi><mn>3</mn></msup><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>2
</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>x</mi><mo>)</mo> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mn>3.</mn><mtext>&#x2009;</mtext><msqrt><mrow><mfrac><mrow
><mn>16</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>x</mi><mn>2</mn></ms
up></mrow><mrow><mn>36</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>y</mi
><mn>2</mn></msup></mrow></mfrac></mrow></msqrt><mo>&#x2062
;</mo><mi>x</mi><mo>&#x2265;</mo><mn>0</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo
><mi>y</mi><mo>&#x2265;</mo><mn>0</mn> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mn>4.</mn><mtext>&#x2009;</mtext><mfrac><mrow><mfrac><mrow
><msup><mi>x</mi><mn>2</mn></msup><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>1</m
n></mrow><mrow><msup><mi>x</mi><mn>2</mn></msup><mo>&#x002D
;</mo><mn>5</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>x</mi><mo>&#x002B;</mo
><mn>6</mn></mrow></mfrac></mrow><mrow><mfrac><mrow><mi>x</
mi><mo>&#x002B;</mo><mn>1</mn></mrow><mrow><mi>x</mi><mo>&#
x002D;</mo><mn>2</mn></mrow></mfrac></mrow></mfrac> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mn>5.</mn><mtext>&#x2009;</mtext><mfrac><mrow><mo>&#x002D;
</mo><mn>5</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo></mrow><mrow><mi>x</mi><mo>
&#x002B;</mo><mn>3</mn></mrow></mfrac><mo>&#x003D;</mo><mfr
ac><mrow><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>4</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo></mrow
><mrow><mi>x</mi><mo>&#x002B;</mo><mn>4</mn></mrow></mfrac> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
 </mtable></math> 
 
 
When pasted into a Word document, this MathML was rendered as shown in Figure I1 
below, demonstrating successful conversion of correct Nemeth Braille input: 
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Figure I1: Participant B’s conversion output 
 
Images captured from the video recording of this interchange are shown below. Figure 12 
shows the known good .brf file loaded into the Editor on the left side. 
 
Figure I2: ASCII Braille shown in Editor window on left 
 
   21. 7 14 4 2x x x   
  
   3 2 32.5 2 3 6 3 2x x x x   
  
2
2
16
3. 0 0
36
x
x y
y
    
2
2
1
5 64.
1
2
x
x x
x
x

 


  
5 4
5.
3 4x x
 

 
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Figure I3: Translated MathML file received via email by math tutor on right 
 
 
Figure I4: MathML pasted into Word document 
 
 Participant D was also unable to successfully convert her entire input file. The 
Editor reported errors on several lines. Analysis of her input showed that there were 
indeed Nemeth Braille syntax errors on several lines.  
Participant D’s Nemeth Braille input: 
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#1_4 (X^2"+4X+5)+(3X-3) 
X^2"+7X+2 
#2_4 #6(X^3"+X^2"-3)-4(2X^3"-3X^2") 
#6(X^3"+X^2"-3) 6X^3"+6X^2"-18 
 
 
-4(2X^3"-3X^2") -8X^3"+12X^2 
 
6X^3"+6X^2"-18-8X^3+12X^2 -2X^3"+18X^2"-18 
#3_4 (2X-3)(X^2"+X+1) 2X^3"+2X^2"+2X-3X^2"-3X-3 2X^3"-X^2"-X-3 
#4_4 >?9X^2"/25Y^4"#]  
X .1: #0, Y .1 #0 
?3X/5Y^2"# 
#5_4 ,??9X^2"-4/X^2"-18X+81#,/?3X^2"+4X-4/X^2"-9X#,# 
X^2"(,??5/-18X+81#,/?4X-1/-9X#) 
 
#6_4 ?-4/X+4# .K ?-3/X+6# 
-4(X+6) .K -3(X+4) 
-4X-24 .K -3X-12 
-12 .K X 
 
Participant D’s MathML output production from the Editor: 
Instructor:  This file contains MathML created by a 
visually impaired student using MathInTheDark.  Copy ONLY 
the MathML contents of this file (below the line) into a 
Microsoft Word document on a computer that has MathType 
installed as an add-in, and you will see the math 
expressions. Alternatively, you can copy the MathML 
contents of this file directly into MathType. 
-----------------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
<math display='block'><mtable columnalign='left'> 
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mn>1.</mn><mtext>&#x2009;</mtext><mo>(</mo><msup><mi>X</mi
><mn>2</mn></msup><mo>&#x002B;</mo><mn>4</mn><mo>&#x2062;</
mo><mi>X</mi><mo>&#x002B;</mo><mn>5</mn><mo>)</mo><mo>&#x00
2B;</mo><mo>(</mo><mn>3</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>X</mi><mo>
&#x002D;</mo><mn>3</mn><mo>)</mo> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<msup><mi>X</mi><mn>2</mn></msup><mo>&#x002B;</mo><mn>7</mn
><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>X</mi><mo>&#x002B;</mo><mn>2</mn> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mn>2.</mn><mtext>&#x2009;</mtext><mn>6</mn><mo>&#x2062;</m
o><mo>(</mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>3</mn></msup><mo>&#x002B;</
mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>2</mn></msup><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>3<
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/mn><mo>)</mo><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>4</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><
mo>(</mo><mn>2</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>3</
mn></msup><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>3</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup
><mi>X</mi><mn>2</mn></msup><mo>)</mo> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mn>6</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mo>(</mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>3<
/mn></msup><mo>&#x002B;</mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>2</mn></msu
p><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>3</mn><mo>)</mo><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mn
>6</mn><mo>&#x002B;</mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>3</mn></msup><m
o>&#x002D;</mo><mn>6</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>X</mi><
mn>2</mn></msup><mn>18</mn> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>4</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mo>&#x2062;</m
o><mo>(</mo><mn>2</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>
3</mn></msup><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>3</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><m
sup><mi>X</mi><mn>2</mn></msup><mo>)</mo><mo>&#x002D;</mo><
mn>8</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>3</mn></msup>
<mo>&#x002B;</mo><mn>12</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>X</m
i><mn>2</mn></msup> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mn>6</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>3</mn></msup
><mo>&#x002B;</mo><mn>6</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>X</m
i><mn>2</mn></msup><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>18</mn><mo>&#x002D;
</mo><mn>8</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>3</mn><
/msup><mo>&#x002B;</mo><mn>12</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><m
i>X</mi><mn>2</mn></msup><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>2</mn><mo>&#x
2062;</mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>3</mn></msup><mo>&#x002B;</mo
><mn>18</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>2</mn></ms
up><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>18</mn> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mn>3.</mn><mtext>&#x2009;</mtext><mo>(</mo><mn>2</mn><mo>&
#x2062;</mo><mi>X</mi><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>3</mn><mo>)</mo>
<mo>&#x2062;</mo><mo>(</mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>2</mn></msup
><mo>&#x002B;</mo><mi>X</mi><mo>&#x002B;</mo><mn>1</mn><mo>
)</mo><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mn>2</mn><mo>&#x002B;</mo><msup><mi
>X</mi><mn>3</mn></msup><mo>&#x002B;</mo><mn>2</mn><mo>&#x2
062;</mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>2</mn></msup><mo>&#x002D;</mo>
<mn>2</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>X</mi><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>3
</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>2</mn></msup><mo>
&#x002D;</mo><mn>3</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>X</mi><mo>&#x00
2D;</mo><mn>3</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mn>2</mn><mo>&#x002D;</
mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>3</mn></msup><mo>&#x002D;</mo><msup>
<mi>X</mi><mn>2</mn></msup><mi>X</mi><mn>3</mn> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mn>4.</mn><mtext>&#x2009;</mtext><msqrt><mrow>]</mrow></ms
qrt><mfrac><mrow><mn>9</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>X</mi
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><mn>2</mn></msup></mrow><mrow><mn>25</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo>
<msup><mi>Y</mi><mn>4</mn></msup></mrow></mfrac> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mi>X</mi><mo>&#x2265;</mo><mn>0</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>Y
</mi><mo>&#x003E;</mo><mn>0</mn> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mfrac><mrow><mn>3</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>X</mi></mrow><m
row><mn>5</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>Y</mi><mn>2</mn></
msup></mrow></mfrac> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mn>5.</mn><mtext>&#x2009;</mtext><mfrac><mrow><mfrac><mrow
><mn>9</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>X</mi><mn>2</mn></msu
p><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>4</mn></mrow><mrow><msup><mi>X</mi><
mn>2</mn></msup><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>18</mn><mo>&#x2062;</m
o><mi>X</mi><mo>&#x002B;</mo><mn>81</mn></mrow></mfrac></mr
ow><mrow><mfrac><mrow><mn>3</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><msup><mi>
X</mi><mn>2</mn></msup><mo>&#x002B;</mo><mn>4</mn><mo>&#x20
62;</mo><mi>X</mi><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>4</mn></mrow><mrow><
msup><mi>X</mi><mn>2</mn></msup><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>9</mn>
<mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>X</mi></mrow></mfrac></mrow></mfrac> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<msup><mi>X</mi><mn>2</mn></msup><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mfrac><m
frac><mrow><mn>4</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>X</mi><mo>&#x002D
;</mo><mn>1</mn></mrow><mrow><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>9</mn><mo
>&#x2062;</mo><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>X</mi></mrow></mfrac></m
frac><mfrac><mfrac><mrow><mn>4</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>X</
mi><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>1</mn></mrow><mrow><mo>&#x002D;</mo
><mn>9</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>X</mi></mr
ow></mfrac></mfrac> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mn>6.</mn><mtext>&#x2009;</mtext><mfrac><mrow><mo>&#x002D;
</mo><mn>4</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo></mrow><mrow><mi>X</mi><mo>
&#x002B;</mo><mn>4</mn></mrow></mfrac><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mn>
.</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>K</mi><mfrac><mrow><mo>&#x002D;<
/mo><mn>3</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo></mrow><mrow><mi>X</mi><mo>&
#x002B;</mo><mn>6</mn></mrow></mfrac> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>4</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mo>&#x2062;</m
o><mo>(</mo><mi>X</mi><mo>&#x002B;</mo><mn>6</mn><mo>)</mo>
<mo>&#x2062;</mo><mn>.</mn><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mi>K</mi><mn>3
</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mo>(</mo><mi>X</mi><mo>&#x002B;</mo>
<mn>4</mn><mo>)</mo> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>4</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mo>&#x2062;</m
o><mi>X</mi><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>24</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><m
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n>.</mn><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mi>K</mi><mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>3</
mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>X</mi><mn>12</mn> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
  <mtr><mtd>  
<mo>&#x002D;</mo><mn>12</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mo>&#x2062;</
mo><mn>.</mn><mo>&#x2062;</mo><mi>K</mi><mi>X</mi> 
  </mtd></mtr>  
 </mtable></math> 
 
 Analysis of the resulting MathML showed that there were several lines with 
Nemeth Braille syntax errors. A multiline MathML object requires that a table structure 
be constructed, with each expression as a cell within a row within the table. If there are 
any errors, the entire table may fail to render, which was the case in this test.  When 
individual lines in the MathML table were extracted and examined, the correct lines and 
those with errors could be more plainly seen. The Nemeth Braille syntax errors are 
described in red in Figure 11 below. This sample demonstrates that the Editor is not 
handling all error situations correctly, but that it does successfully translate correct 
Nemeth Braille syntax. 
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Figure I5: Participant D’s conversion output 
 
   21. 4 5 3 3X X X     
2 7 2X X   
   3 2 3 22.6 3 4 2 3X X X X     
 3 2 3 26 3 6 6 18X X X X       XXX  Extra 6 at end of first set of parentheses, but 
it did convert as written 
  3 2 3 24 2 3 8 12X X X X     
3 2 3 2 3 26 6 18 8 12 2 18 18X X X X X X        
  2 3 2 2 3 23. 2 3 1 2 2 2 3 3 32 3X X X X X X X X X X X            missing = 
operators but did convert as written 
2
4
9
4.
25
X
Y
 XXX incorrectly formed radical markup symbols 
2
2
2
2
9 4
18 815.
3 4 4
9
X
X X
X X
X X

 
 

 
2
4 1 4 1
9 9
X
X X
X X
 
 
  XXX missing opening fraction indicator  
4 3
6. .
4 6
K
X X
 
 
  XXX Braille error: needs a space before and after the .K (which is 
the = operator) – problem repeated in the following line; MITD converted the K as an 
identifier 
   4 6 . 3 4X K X      XXX 
4 24. 3 12X K X       XXX 
12.KX   XXX 
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Appendix J 
Evaluation Using Modified GOMS Model  
 A modified GOMS keystroke-level model based on Raskin  (2000) was used to 
evaluate the relative average timings to enter and convert a simple Nemeth Braille math 
expression using the ASCII Braille Editor. The goal was to determine if the interface 
provides an efficient platform for both the VI user and the sighted user. The selected task 
was to open the line edit dialog for a selected line in the AB Editor, enter the expression, 
save it, and then convert it to MathML. The sequence of screens that would be used or 
seen are shown below: 
 
Figure J1: Main Editor screen 
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Figure J2: Line Edit dialog 
 
Figure J3: Process and conversion menu choices 
 
Figure J4: Confirmation message box dialogs for process and conversion 
 Three different scenarios to accomplish this task were modeled using a modified 
GOMS keystroke model:  (1) VI or sighted user who knows menu shortcut key 
sequences; (2) VI user who does not know the menu shortcut keys; and (3) sighted user 
who does not know the menu shortcut keys. All of these scenarios are likely in actual 
usage, although most VI users will seek out and quickly learn the shortcut key sequences 
to improve their efficiency. 
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 The modified GOMS model used here consists of coding the following operators: 
keyboard keystrokes as K, mental preparation time as M, act of moving hands to 
keyboard or to mouse as H (homing), pointing the mouse as P, and clicking a mouse 
button as K. System response time is not considered in this model. The timings in 
seconds for each of these operators are H = 0.4, P = 1.1, K = 0.2, and M = 1.35. A subset 
of the GOMS rules supplied by Raskin were applied in this analysis:  
− Rule 0:  Add Ms in front of every P and K (but not in front of an H) 
− Rule 1:  Delete anticipated Ms between Mouse Point and Click, between Tab to 
button followed by Enter, and between shortcut keys comprised of ALT or CNTRL + 
letter. No additional mental preparation is required because the first sequence is 
undertaken with the intention of immediately performing the second. 
− Rule 2:  Delete Ms inside cognitive units (text entry). Do not delete M at the 
beginning of the text entry. 
Scenario 1 - VI user or sighted user who uses shortcut keys 
Assumptions: 
− Program is already started, with focus on the first line in the Editor’s list box  
− Although VI student will use JAWS commands, the equivalent keystrokes as 
performed by a sighted user will be evaluated for the GOMS model. 
− VI student knows the shortcut keys for activating menu choices 
The GOMS model for this scenario is shown in Table J1. 
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Table J1: Scenario 1 GOMS Model Calculation 
 
Action GOMS Model for VI or Sighted User with menu shortcut 
keys (cumulative) 
Hands on keyboard H 
Presses Enter to open 
line edit dialog 
H  K 
Types Nemeth 
expression “x+2 .k 5” 
(8 characters) 
H  K   KKKKKKKK 
Tabs to Save button H  K   KKKKKKKK  K 
Presses Enter to 
activate Save button 
H  K   KKKKKKKK  K  K 
Enters ALT+E to 
process AB 
Expression 
H  K   KKKKKKKK  K  K   KK 
Presses Enter to 
activate OK button in 
message box 
H  K   KKKKKKKK  K  K   KK  K 
Enters ALT+C to 
convert AB 
Expression 
H  K   KKKKKKKK  K  K   KK  K   KK 
Presses Enter to 
activate OK button in 
message box 
H  K   KKKKKKKK  K  K   KK  K   KK   K 
  
Initial GOMS Model H  K   KKKKKKKK  K  K   KK  K   KK   K 
Rule 0 H  MK   MKMKMKMKMKMKMKMK  MK  MK   MKMK  
MK   MKMK  M K 
Rule 1 H  MK   MKMKMKMKMKMKMKMK  MK  MK   MKK  
MK   MKK  M K 
Rule 2 H  MK   MKKKKKKKK  MK  MK   MKK  MK   MKK  M 
K 
Final GOMS MODEL H  MK   MKKKKKKKK  MK  MK   MKK  MK   MKK  M 
K 
 
Calculations: 
 
1H + 8M + 17K + 0P = 1*0.4 + 8*1.35 + 17*0.2 + 0*1.1 = 0.4 + 10.8 + 3.4 + 0  
 
= 14.6 seconds on average to perform this task 
 
 If the user realizes that the Save button is the default button in the line edit dialog 
and that it can be activated by pressing Enter, one keystroke for the Tab can be 
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eliminated, reducing the total time to 14.4 seconds. Either way, it is evident that both the 
VI and the sighted user have the same number of actions to complete, making this 
interface design highly efficient for the VI user who knows and uses the menu shortcut 
keys.  
Scenario 2 - VI user who does not use shortcut keys 
If the VI user does not know the menu shortcut keys, the following actions would need to 
be added: 
− JAWS keyboard command to place the focus in the menu 
− Two right arrow keystrokes to reach the AB Expression choice on the main menu 
(each followed by a pause to allow JAWS to read the currently selected menu item) 
− Enter keystroke to open the AB Expression  menu item, one down arrow keystroke to 
reach the Process AB Expression menu choice, and Enter keystroke to activate it 
− Enter keystroke to open the AB Expression  menu item, two down arrow keystrokes 
to reach the Convert AB Expression to MathML menu choice (each followed by a 
pause to allow JAWS to read it), and Enter keystroke to activate it 
The GOMS model now changes, as shown in Table J1. 
Table J2: Scenario 2 GOMS Model Calculation 
 
Action GOMS Model for VI User without menu shortcut keys 
(cumulative) 
Hands on keyboard H 
Presses Enter to open 
line edit dialog 
H  K 
Types Nemeth 
expression “x+2 .k 5” 
(8 characters) 
H  K   KKKKKKKK 
Tabs to Save button H  K   KKKKKKKK  K 
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Presses Enter to 
activate Save button 
H  K   KKKKKKKK  K  K 
Enters JAWS 
command to reach 
main menu 
H  K   KKKKKKKK  K  K   K  
Uses right arrow 
keystrokes to reach 
AB Expression menu 
H  K   KKKKKKKK  K  K   K   K   K 
Presses Enter to 
activate menu choice 
H  K   KKKKKKKK  K  K   K   K   K   K 
Uses down arrow key 
and Enter key to reach 
Process AB 
Expression menu 
choice and activate it 
H  K   KKKKKKKK  K  K   K   K   K   K   K  K 
Presses Enter to 
activate OK button in 
message box 
H  K   KKKKKKKK  K  K   K   K   K   K   K   K   K 
Uses down arrow key 
twice and Enter key to 
reach Convert AB 
Expression to 
MathML menu choice 
and activate it 
H  K   KKKKKKKK  K  K   K   K   K   K   K   K   K   K   K   
K 
Presses Enter to 
activate OK button in 
message box 
H  K   KKKKKKKK  K  K   K   K   K   K   K   K   K   K   K   
K   K 
  
Initial GOMS Model H  K   KKKKKKKK  K  K   K   K   K   K   K   K   K   K   K   
K   K 
Rule 0 H  MK   MKMKMKMKMKMKMKMK  MK  MK   MK   
MK   MK   MK   MK   MK   MK   MK   MK   MK   MK 
Rule 1 H  MK   MKMKMKMKMKMKMKMK  MKK   MK   MK   
MK   MK   MK   MK   MK   MK   MK   MK   MK 
Rule 2 H  MK   MKKKKKKKK  MKK   MK   MK   MK   MK   MK   
MK   MK   MK   MK   MK   MK 
Final GOMS MODEL H  MK   MKKKKKKKK  MKK   MK   MK   MK   MK   MK   
MK   MK   MK   MK   MK   MK 
 
Calculations:   1H + 14M + 22K + 0 P = 1*0.4 + 14*1.35 + 22*0.2 +0*1.1 = 0.4 + 18.9 + 
4.4 + 0 = 23.7 seconds on average to perform this task 
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 This represents an increase of 9.1 seconds, or approximately 62% increase in time 
to complete the task, and clearly demonstrates the importance of providing shortcut keys 
for any actions that would normally require mouse navigation by a sighted user. It also 
testifies to the strong desire for shortcut keys by VI users. 
Scenario 3 - Sighted user who does not use shortcut keys (uses mouse) 
 In this scenario, the sighted user does not take advantage of standard Windows 
form tabbing or of the menu shortcut keys, and uses the mouse instead to perform those 
actions. This produces the GOMS model shown in Table J3. 
Table J3: Scenario 3 GOMS Model Calculation 
 
Action GOMS Model for Sighted User using Mouse  
(cumulative) 
Hands on mouse H 
Points to Editor list box 
entry and double-clicks to 
open line edit dialog 
H  PKK 
Hands on keyboard H  PKK   H 
Types Nemeth expression 
“x+2 .k 5” (8 characters) 
H  PKK   H   KKKKKKKK 
Hands on mouse H  PKK   H   KKKKKKKK  H 
Points and clicks on Save 
button 
H  PKK   H    KKKKKKKK  H  PK 
Points to AB Expression 
menu and clicks to open it 
H  PKK   H    KKKKKKKK  H  PK   PK 
Points to Process AB 
Expression menu choice 
and clicks to activate it 
H  PKK   H    KKKKKKKK  H  PK   PK    PK 
Points and clicks on OK 
button in message box 
H  PKK   H    KKKKKKKK  H  PK   PK    PK    PK 
Points to AB Expression 
menu and clicks to open it 
H  PKK   H    KKKKKKKK  H  PK   PK    PK    PK   
PK 
Points to Convert AB 
Expression to MathML 
menu choice and clicks to 
activate it 
H  PKK   H    KKKKKKKK  H  PK   PK    PK    PK   
PK   PK 
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Points and clicks on OK 
button in message box 
H  PKK   H    KKKKKKKK  H  PK   PK    PK    PK   
PK   PK   PK 
  
Initial GOMS Model H  PKK   H    KKKKKKKK  H  PK   PK    PK    PK   
PK   PK   PK 
Rule 0 H  MPMKMK   H    MKMKMKMKMKMKMKMK  H  
MPMK   MPMK    MPMK    MPMK   MPMK   MPMK   
MPMK 
Rule 1 H  MPKK   H    MKMKMKMKMKMKMKMK  H  
MPK   MPK    MPK    MPK   MPK   MPK   MPK 
Rule 2 H  MPKK   H    MKKKKKKKK  H  MPK   MPK    
MPK    MPK   MPK   MPK   MPK 
Final GOMS MODEL H  MPKK   H    MKKKKKKKK  H  MPK   MPK    
MPK    MPK   MPK   MPK   MPK 
 
Calculations: 
3H + 9M + 17K + 8P = 3*0.4 + 9*1.35 + 17*0.2 + 8*1.1 = 1.2 + 12.15 + 3.4 + 8.8  
= 25.55 seconds on average to complete this task 
 
The sighted user who relies solely on the mouse will take considerably longer to 
accomplish the same input and conversion of a simple Nemeth math expression than a VI 
or sighted user who take advantage of menu shortcuts. Interestingly, the sighted user who 
relies solely on the mouse will also take longer than the VI user who does not utilize 
menu shortcuts. This is due primarily to the physical context switching between mouse 
and keyboard.  
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Appendix K 
Phase 2 Task Data 
Table K1: Participant D Phase 2 Task Data 
 
PARTICIPANT D – 
4/8/2015 
SUCCESS 
STEPS 
FAIL 
STEPS 
START/END 
TIMES11 
TASK 
SUCCESS? 
TASK 1: Connect to Partner 
Navigate to Chat menu 1 0 2:32  
Chat menu open 1 0   
Connect choice 1 0   
Select client 1 0   
Enter name 1 0   
Ask partner for 
password 1 0   
Enter password 1 0   
Ask partner for IP 1 2   
Enter IP address 1 0   
Ask partner for port 1 0   
Press connect 1 0 4:07  
Totals 11 2 1:35 YES 
 
     
TASK 2: Import BRF File 
Navigate to File menu 1  4:10  
File menu 1    
Open choice 1 1   
Choose file type 1    
Navigate to file12 2    
Choose file type 1    
Browse and select 1  5:50  
Totals 8 1 1:40  
  
                                               
11 Times are relative times within the recorded testing period. 
12 Actions related to finding the file within the user’s directories were not included. 
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TASK 3: Navigate Between Panes 
Menu attempts  4 6:56  
Switch to JAWS  2   
Moves lines in Editor 2    
Reads Editor line 
contents   7:42  
Totals 2 6 0:46 YES 
     
     
TASK 4: Process Editor Line - Attempt #1 
Menu selection 1    
Process Editor line 1    
Syntax Errors - task 
aborted 1  8:29  
Totals 3 0 8:29 NO 
 
     
TASK 5: Clear Editor and Reimport BRF File - Attempt #1 
Navigate Menu 1  11:40  
Clear Editor 2    
Menu selection and 
dialog 3 0 13:00  
Totals 5 0 1:20 YES 
 
     
TASK 6: Clear Editor and Reimport BRF File - Attempt #2 
Navigate Menu 1  14:08  
Clear Editor 2    
Menu selection and 
dialog 3 0 14:37  
Totals 5 0 0:29 YES 
 
     
TASK 7: Process Editor Line - Attempt #2 
Menu selection 2  14:48  
Process Editor line 1    
Syntax Errors - task 
aborted 1  15:02  
Totals 4 0 0:14 NO 
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TASK 8: Process and send via Chat - Attempt #1 
Process and send via 
chat   16:19  
Menu selection 2    
Process Editor line 
dialog 1    
Menu selection 2    
Convert Editor line 
dialog 1    
Chat menu selection 2  16:58  
Totals 8 0 0:39 NO13 
 
     
TASK 9: Send via Chat - Attempt #2 
Navigate to chat menu 1  17:17  
Chat menu selection 1  17:26  
Totals 1 0 0:09 YES 
 
     
TASK 10: Retrieve partner's email from chat message 
Navigate to menu 
selections 2  18:20  
navigates current 
messages 3  18:50  
Totals 5 0 0:30 YES 
 
     
TASK 11: Save file with implicit convert  Attempt #1 
Menu and dialog 
selections 4  19:12  
Navigates to output 
location 1    
Syntax errors - dialog 1  20:08  
Totals 6 0 0:56 NO 
  
                                               
13 User actions successful, but Chat connection had dropped 
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TASK 12: Save file with implicit convert - Attempt #2 
Menu and dialog 
selections 4  22:13  
Navigates to output 
location 1    
Syntax errors - 
multiple dialogs 4    
Completes save   0:25:14  
Totals 9 0 3:01 YES14 
 
  
                                               
14 User was instructed to ignore syntax errors and continue. Output file was produced, but with errors. 
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Table K2: Participant B Phase 2 Task Data 
 
PARTICIPANT B - 4/10/2015 
SUCCESS 
STEPS 
FAIL 
STEPS 
START/END 
TIMES15 
TASK 
SUCCESS? 
     
TASK 1: Connect to Partner 
Navigate to Chat menu 1 0 2:10  
Chat menu open 1 0   
Connect choice 1 0   
Select client 1 0   
Enter name 1 0   
Ask partner for password 1 0   
Enter password 1 0   
Ask partner for IP 1 2   
enter IP address 1 0   
ask partner for port 1 0   
press connect 1 0 3:57  
Totals 11 2 1:47 YES 
     
TASK 2: Import BRF File 
Navigate to File menu 1  4:04  
File menu 1    
Open choice 1    
Choose file type 1    
Navigate to file16 2    
Choose file type 1    
Browse and select 1  8:25  
Totals 8 0 4:21 YES 
     
TASK 3: Navigate Between Panes 
Menu attempts  4 6:56  
Switch to Jaws  2   
Moves lines in Editor 2    
Reads Editor line contents   7:42  
Totals 2 6 0:46 YES 
     
TASK 4: Process Editor Line - Attempt #1 
                                               
15 Times are relative times within the recorded testing period. 
16 Actions related to finding the file within the user’s directories were not included. 
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Menu selection 1 2 8:41  
Process Editor line 1    
Syntax Errors - task aborted 1  8:29  
Totals 3 2 8:29 NO 
     
TASK 5: Modify individual lines in Editor 
Navigate Editor entries 1  10:57  
Menu selection    2    
Line Edit dialog - 5 times 10 2 17:37  
Totals 12 2 6:40 YES 
     
TASK 6: Process Editor Line - Attempt #1 
Editor line selection 1  17:39  
Process Editor line and dialog 2    
Convert Editor line and dialog 2 0 18:21  
Totals 4 0 0:42 YES 
     
TASK 7: Send Editor line via Chat - Attempt #1 
Menu selection 2 2 18:26  
Sends processed line 1  19:36  
Totals 3 0 1:10 NO17 
     
TASK 8: Send Editor line via Chat - Attempt #2 
Chat menu selection 2  20:55  
Complete 2  21:09  
Totals 2 0 0:14 YES 
     
TASK 9: Send via Chat - Attempt #2 
Navigate to chat menu 1  17:17  
Chat menu selection 1  17:26  
Totals 1 0 0:09 YES 
     
TASK 10: Save file with implicit convert  Attempt #1 
Menu and dialog selections 4  0:21:33  
                                               
17 User actions successful, but Chat connection had dropped 
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Navigates to output location 1 2   
Software program faults - 
attempt is aborted 1  0:25:22  
Totals 6 2 3:49 NO18 
     
TASK 12: Save file with implicit convert - Attempt #2 
Menu and dialog selections 4  0:27:41  
Navigates to output location 1    
Completes save 1  0:28:54  
Totals 6 0 0:01:13 YES 
  
                                               
18 User actions successful, but program faulted 
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Appendix L 
Exit Survey 
 
Figure L1: Exit Survey 
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Appendix M 
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